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History of Guadalcanal

Introduction

During Memorial Day weekend of 2007, the US Army Corps of Engineer’s Topographic Engineering Center (TEC), part of the Engineer Research and Development Center (ERDC), was asked by the US Marine Corps to supply period and modern maps, imagery and current geological data about the island of Guadalcanal in the Solomons. The data are to support the expedition team of Doug Drumheller\(^1\), John Innes\(^2\) and Tom McLeod\(^3\), who will search for the bodies of the missing Goettge Reconnaissance Patrol. They will also search for the remains of twenty year-old Pvt. Robert J. Budd and eighteen year old Pvt. Thomas W. Phillips, two marines who were both killed in action on Guadalcanal on August 27, 1942.

As stated in their preliminary report, “The purpose of the 2007 Guadalcanal Expedition was to survey two potential MIA August 1942 recovery areas. The main project area involves a search for the remains of the massacred Goettge Patrol. The second project is to locate the Budd/Phillips MIA remains located west of Honiara. Successful surveys were made of both areas.”\(^4\)

Lieutenant Colonel Frank B. Goettge led a reconnaissance patrol of twenty-five US Marines on the island of Guadalcanal on August 12, 1942. The purpose of the mission was to investigate allegations that a number of Japanese forces were willing to surrender to the Americans. The patrol was ambushed, and only three survivors made it back to the American base at Henderson Field.

This doomed patrol was described in one book, “First Offensive: The Marine Campaign for Guadalcanal”, when the author, Henry I. Shaw, Jr., stated: “A captured enemy naval rating, taken in the constant patrolling to the west of the perimeter, indicated that a Japanese group wanted to surrender near the village of Kokumbona, seven miles west of the Matanikau. This was the area that Lieutenant Colonel Goettge considered held most of the enemy troops who had fled the airfield. On the night of 12 August, a reconnaissance patrol of 25 men led by Goettge himself

---

\(^1\) In 1994, Mr. Drumheller retired after a 30-year career with Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Mr. Drumheller held engineering and management positions in electronics, manufacturing, systems engineering and project management. After retirement, he started and operated a small business-consulting firm, which provided computer and business systems to restaurants and small retail businesses. Mr. Drumheller currently spends his time supporting WW-II MIA Pacific recovery activities with historical research, photography, plus computing and mapping skills.

\(^2\) Mr. Innes is a native of Brisbane, Australia; however, he resides on Guadalcanal nine months a year where he operates a company supplying computer hardware and software to the Solomon Island government. John spends his spare time searching for MIAs, conducting WW-II tours and preserving the history of Guadalcanal. Historians recognize John as, “Mr. Guadalcanal”. The team is fortunate to have a man of John’s caliber on site to coordinate the recovery activities, without John, recoveries would be virtually impossible. In 2005, Mr. Innes had the honor of escorting retired Marine Corps Commandant Mike Hagee during his visit to Guadalcanal.

\(^3\) Mr. McLeod is a noted author, WW-II Pacific historian, staff writer for the Old Breed News, and Historian for the 1\(^{st}\) Marine Division Association. Tom owns and operates a research museum, the “Museum of the Pacific” ([www.museumpacific.com](http://www.museumpacific.com)), in Texas. Besides his many other activities he is an advisor to the Marine Corps Museum and Marine Corps University. Mr. McLeod appears regularly on the History, Discovery and Military channels and has served as an advisor to movie production companies such as Eastwood Productions, Flight 33-TV and Greystone Productions. Tom regularly leads historical tours to Guadalcanal and New Guinea searching for and recovering Marine Corps MIAs. He is a member of The Company of Military Historians.

left the perimeter by landing craft. The patrol landed near its objective, was ambushed, and virtually wiped out. Only three men managed to swim and wade back to the Marine lines. The bodies of the other members of the patrol were never found. To this day, the fate of the Goettge patrol continues to intrigue researchers."

The fate of the Americans left behind is still unknown today. The Japanese forces who buried the bodies were themselves killed during the ensuing battle of Guadalcanal, and the location of the graves have never been discovered.

The members of the 2007 Guadalcanal Expedition were able to further describe what they have learned from their research about the fate of the missing Goettge Patrol. Combing through the reports and communications from the period in different archives and libraries, they are able to piece together some of the conflicting accounts of the conflict. In their report, they state:

United States Marines landed on Guadalcanal, in the Solomon Islands, on 7 August 1942, which began a four-year trek to Tokyo to revenge a Japanese surprise attack on Pearl Harbor. The 1st Marine Division’s Intelligence Section received reports on 10 August indicating that a group of Japanese construction workers, on the west bank of the Mataniko River, wanted to surrender due to a lack of food and medicine. Colonel Frank Goettge, Division Chief of Intelligence, received permission to land a 25-man humanitarian patrol west of the Mataniko River.

Colonel Goettge’s Patrol boarded a landing craft and departed the Marine perimeter around 7:30 PM on 12 August. Unable to see landmarks because of the moonless pitch-black night, Colonel Goettge also ordered the landing craft to return to the perimeter. Unknown to the patrol, freshly landed Japanese troops had established a beachhead defense in the landing area. The Japanese massacred the Goettge Patrol, except for three enlisted men ordered to swim to Marine lines for help.

Japanese records indicate they beheaded five Marines and disposed of their remains in the ocean. The Japanese buried the remaining seventeen Marines, along with seven Japanese, in four trenches. On 18 August, the Marines reconnoitered the area finding visual evidence of the ill-fated Goettge Patrol. Due to increasing Japanese forces, headquarters ordered the reconnaissance patrol to return to base after destroying the area but without an extensive survey of the burial location.

The Mataniko River area became a major fighting area during the period of September to December 1942. To date, there are no records indicating recovery of any remains of any member of the patrol. One of the remaining mysteries of WW-II is the disappearance of the ill-fated Goettge Patrol.

There have been several attempts to locate the patrol remains during the past twenty years... Over the last decade scientists and technologists have developed

---

ground radar and high-resolution resistivity equipment to detect abnormalities in the ground including the location of gravesites. Experts in this field believe that this technology can locate the trenches. Forensic scientists and anthropologists have indicated that the remains should contain sufficient DNA to allow for identification.

In December 2006, a team member discovered an excellent reconnaissance photograph of the Goettge Patrol landing area dated “18 August 1942”. Somewhere in this photograph are the trenches containing the remains of the Goettge Patrol.⁶

The 2007 Guadalcanal Expedition wanted all the information available concerning the area of interest from TEC. They wanted water and geological data, topology, drainage, soil, agricultural patterns and crops, geographic data such as roads and buildings, and historical data as well. Special interest was centered on the area of the missing patrol east of Guadalcanal’s capital, Honiara.

Much of this data had been collected years ago by the Allied forces during the engagement and immediately after the battles in 1942 and 1943. Other data had been collected by British and Australian scientists when the island group were a British Protectorate, and before the Solomon Island’s independence on July 7, 1978.

This support effort has been expanded to cover the natural history of the island to further help the researchers, and extended again to cover the history of the island, particularly personal accounts of the battle of Guadalcanal. Such data can be mined for information relating to buildings and terrain experienced by the troops, which may give clues to the locations of landmarks and sites useful in discovering the missing marines.

After their return from Guadalcanal to Australia, members of the 2007 Guadalcanal Expedition reported their activities and their preliminary results of investigations on September 6, 2007:

The team spent considerable time and effort on the Goettge Patrol area. Activities included taking over a hundred photographs of the three parcels that constitute the Goettge area, reviewing the project with parcel owners, and determining the location of the 1942 Mataniko Village. The onsite survey showed that several 1942 huts are along the current public road. The group feels that the public road was once part of the government trail shown on the 1942 reconnaissance photograph. One concern is the amount of fill added to the area since 1942.

A detailed analysis of the data is required; however, the preliminary review is positive for an electronic scan of the area based on the following:

- The area is accessible
- The terrain is flat with few obstructions
- Support facilities are near by

---

Parcel owners are positive and interested
• Native support is readily available
• Logistics should not be a problem
• The Solomon Islands Land Office wants to participate

Budd/Philips Area
Ken Budd has made numerous trips to Guadalcanal trying to locate the remains of his brother, Robert Budd, who was killed on August 27, 1942. Ken made available the documents from his previous trips along with a suggested search area. The team went to the area and determined the location of the new search area. The concern is that a Solomon Islands family has taken up residence on the property. Although there are buildings on the land, there is still a large open area conducive to an investigation. The next step, by the local team member, is to obtain permission to enter the property and determine the feasibility of searching the area using either conventional or electronic techniques.

This bibliography began as a research project and as our data assistance to this expedition project, looking for the geological information which has been printed on this island. However, so many other citations from the history and the natural history of the islands and the battle were retrieved, that it was decided they could be added to make a literature overview and review of the printed articles, books and media on Guadalcanal and the Solomon Islands.

Guadalcanal and the Solomons

Although little prehistory of the Solomon Islands is known, excavations indicate that a hunter-gatherer people lived on the larger islands as early as 1000 B.C. The European discoverer of the Solomons was the Spanish explorer Álvaro de Mendaña de Neira (aka Alvaro de Mendana Y Neyra), who set out from Peru in 1567. Guadalcanal was named by this explorer after his ship visited the island in 1568. By the way, the place name, “Guadalcanal”, comes from a municipality in the province of Sevilla in Andalusia, Spain. The name origin is from an Arabic term, Wād al-Khānāt, which means “Valley of the Stalls”. This refers to a number of refreshment stalls that were erected here during the Moslem rule of Andalusia. Guadalcanal in Spain lies about 100 kilometers north-northwest of Seville.

The British mariner Philip Carteret entered Solomon waters in 1767. A few years later, the English navigator Lieutenant John Shortland explored the sheltered anchorages along the northern coast in 1788. English traders followed, and the island was annexed (1893) by the British as part of the Solomon Islands Protectorate. By the late 19th century the islands were being exploited for labour to work the plantations of Fiji and other islands and in Queensland, Australia. About 30,000 labourers were recruited between 1870 and 1910. To protect their own interests Germany and Britain divided the Solomons between them in 1886; but in 1899 Germany transferred the northern islands, except for Buka and Bougainville, to Britain (which already claimed the southern islands) in return for recognition of German claims in Western Samoa (now Samoa) and parts of Africa. The British Solomon Islands Protectorate was declared in 1893, partly in response to abuses.

---

8 From the Wikipedia. See: http://en.wikipedia.org
associated with labour recruitment and partly to regulate contacts between islanders and European settlers, but mainly to forestall a threat of annexation by France. Colonial rule began in 1896. Although generally humane, administrators were more concerned with promoting the interests of European traders and planters than with those of the islanders, and islanders were punished harshly for offenses against colonial law and order. The murder of government tax collectors on Malaita in 1927 was answered with a savage punitive expedition, which was backed by an Australian warship. Together with some of his associates, Basiana, the leader of the assassins, was hanged, and his young sons were forced to witness the execution.9

The Solomon Islands’ economy is based mainly on fishing, coconuts, timber, cocoa, and fruit; there are occasional workings in alluvial gold and silver. During World War II it was the scene of bitter land and sea fighting between U.S. and Japanese forces. Self-government was achieved in 1976 and independence two years later. Ethnic violence, government malfeasance, and endemic crime have undermined stability and civil society. In June 2003, then Prime Minister Sir Allen Kemakeza sought the assistance of Australia in reestablishing law and order; the following month, an Australian-led multinational force arrived to restore peace and disarm ethnic militias. The Regional Assistance Mission to the Solomon Islands (RAMSI) has generally been effective in restoring law and order and rebuilding government institutions.

Population

The bulk of the population depends on agriculture, fishing, and forestry for at least part of its livelihood. Most manufactured goods and petroleum products must be imported. The islands are rich in undeveloped mineral resources such as lead, zinc, nickel, and gold. Prior to the arrival of the Regional Assistance Mission to the Solomon Islands (RAMSI), severe ethnic violence, the closing of key businesses, and an empty government treasury culminated in economic collapse. RAMSI’s efforts to restore law and order and economic stability have led to modest growth as the economy rebuilds.

The island ethnic groups are: Melanesian 94.5%, Polynesian 3%, Micronesian 1.2%, other 1.1%, unspecified 0.2%, according to the 1999 census. The languages of the Solomon Islands are many. Melanesian pidgin in much of the country is the lingua franca; English is the official language, but is spoken by only 1%-2% of the population, and there are 120 indigenous languages used today. The major religious groups are: Church of Melanesia 32.8%, Roman Catholic 19%, South Seas Evangelical 17%, Seventh-Day Adventist 11.2%, United Church 10.3%, Christian Fellowship Church 2.4%, other Christian 4.4%, other 2.4%, unspecified 0.3%, none 0.2% (1999 census)

Only 2.04% of the land is in permanent crops. Only about 0.62% of the land is arable. The major economic activities include fishing; forestry and timber products; mining for gold, bauxite, phosphates, lead, zinc and nickel; agricultural production of cocoa beans, coconuts, palm kernels, rice, potatoes, vegetables and fruit; animal husbandry with cattle and pigs.10

Physical Geography

The Solomon Islands form an archipelago in the southwestern Pacific Ocean, covering an area of some 280,000 square miles (725,197 sq. km.), slightly smaller in land area than Maryland, with land covering 11,599 sq. mi. (27,556 sq. km.) northeast of Australia. With terrain ranging from ruggedly mountainous islands to low-lying coral atolls, the Solomons stretch in a chain southeast from Papua New Guinea across the Coral Sea to Vanuatu.

Guadalcanal is the largest island of the Solomon Islands. With an area of some 2,047 square miles (5,302 square km), it is of volcanic origin with a mountainous spine (Kavo Range) that culminates in Mount Makarakomburu (8,028 feet or 2,447 meters), that is the highest point in the country. The islands have a tropical monsoon, and has few extremes of temperature and weather. The climate is tropical oceanic; that is, hot and humid, but relieved by cool winds and abundant, year-round rainfall. Temperatures seldom exceed 90° F (32° C) and rainfall generally averages 120–140 inches (3,000–3,500 millimetres) a year.

Many short, rapid streams, including the Mataniko, Lunga, and Tenaru, tumble from the wooded mountains to the coast, which in some places is lined with mangrove swamps.

“The island is mostly mountainous and the main range, the Kavo Mountains, is volcanic and reaches a height of 2,440 m/8,805 ft. Guadalcanal has dense forests, but extensive areas are treeless and covered in grass growing to a height of almost 2 m/6.5 ft. This grass extends over the plains and up into the mountains, but the watercourses are lined with scrub and timber. Many streams of Guadalcanal consist, in ordinary weather, of dry beds of stone and sand, water appearing only at a rock outcrop in the bed. A brilliant yellow orchid (Dendrobium) grows on the island. Guadalcanal contains evidence of having been upraised more than once and it would seem from the raised beaches, common round the coast, that the upheaval is still going on.”

The capital city of Honiara, situated on Guadalcanal (the largest island) has 54,600 inhabitants; the other principal towns are Gizo, Auki, and Kirakira.

The islands command a strategic location on sea routes between the South Pacific Ocean, the Solomon Sea, and the Coral Sea.

Earthquakes and destructive cyclones also occur regularly. On April 2, 2007, an undersea earthquake measuring 8.1 on the Richter scale occurred 345 km west-northwest of the capital city, Honiara. The resulting tsunami devastated coastal areas of Western and Choiseul provinces with dozens of deaths and thousands dislocated. The provincial capital of Gizo was especially hard hit. There are also some hot springs on Savo, where a volcano last erupted in the 1840s. Solomon Islands has a number of other volcanoes. Tinakula in the Santa Cruz group and Kavachi, a submarine volcano near New Georgia, for example, have erupted regularly every few years, and Simbo Island has a solfatara (a volcanic area or vent that yields only hot vapours and sulfurous gases).

Although there were 35 airports on the Solomons in 2006, only two had paved runways. The roadways on the islands totaled 1,360 km; of which 34 km were paved and 1,326 km of the roads were unpaved (1999). The ports and terminals were located at: Honiara, Malloco Bay, Shortland Harbor, Viru Harbor, Yandina.

Heavily wooded, mountainous terrain is characteristic and, although there are extensive plains, only those on the northerm side of Guadalcanal have been developed for large-scale agriculture. As in most island groups, animal life is limited. Many of the economic problems of the

---

islands include unrestrained human activity such as deforestation and soil erosion. Also, many of
the surrounding coral reefs are dead or dying.\(^\text{12}\)

This bibliography and report is published in two separate sections: “The Natural History of
Guadalcanal” and “The History of Guadalcanal”.

“The Natural History of Guadalcanal” section is a science “catch-all” section that includes
maps, reports, books, video and journal articles concerning scientific investigations of the island.
These items are generally refereed, but not all are, especially the older materials. “Natural history”
is an umbrella term for what are now usually viewed as a number of distinct scientific disciplines.

Most definitions of “Natural History” include the study of living things, e.g. agriculture,
anthropology, biology, including bio-medicine, botany, sociology and zoology; other definitions
extend the topic to include paleontology, ecology or biochemistry, as well as geology, geography,
physics and even meteorology. This bibliography is heaviest in geological citations.

“The History of Guadalcanal” section of this document includes maps, reports, books,
journal articles and other media concerning the island’s history, politics and development. These
items are generally refereed materials, but not all are, especially the older materials or personal
accounts. The history section includes citations to works on the exploration and early development
of the islands, and accounts of the early missionaries, commerce and plantations of Guadalcanal.

The largest part of the bibliography is concerned with the Battle of Guadalcanal, part of the
Solomon Islands Campaign during World War II. Czech, English, German, Japanese and Polish
language materials are included.

Post World War II accounts and citations also include recent ethnic, political and social
trends and conflict.

Online: [http://search.eb.com/eb/article-53966](http://search.eb.com/eb/article-53966)
Resources Consulted

A number of resources were consulted for this project. Wherever possible, the author has included location information to show where the materials may be obtained from lending libraries through inter-library loan, or from commercial agencies such as document delivery services. Many archives, unique items, or frail materials, may only be viewed at the location of the document holder. Where these restrictions apply, the author has tried to indicate whether it can be borrowed or not.
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Abstract: This paper presents the most complete results yet published of geological surveys in Malaita, north of latitude 9 degrees 05'S between 1990 and 1995. The geology of Malaita reflects its position as an obducted part of the Alaska-size Ontong Java Plateau (OJP). The geology comprises a monolithological Cretaceous basalt basement sequence up to 3-4 km thick, termed the Malaita Volcanic Group (MVG), conformably overlain by a 1-2 km-thick Cretaceous-Pliocene pelagic sedimentary cover sequence. Cretaceous-Pliocene pelagic sedimentation was punctuated by alkaline basalt volcanism during the Eocene and by intrusion of alnoites during the Oligocene. Basement and cover sequences were both deformed by an intense, but short, middle Pliocene event. A number of localized, Upper Pliocene-Pleistocene, shallow-marine-subaerial, predominantly clastic formations overlie the middle Pliocene unconformity surface. The MVG comprises a monotonous sequence of pillowed and non-pillowed tholeiitic basalt lavas and sills with a predominant clinopyroxene-plagioclase-glass-opaques+ or -olivine mineralogy. The basaltic plateau morphology of the MVG is reflected in the presence of trap-like topographic features exposed in numerous river sections. Remarkably little sediment is present between basalt flows (most inter-lava contacts are basalt-basalt), indicating high to very high effusion rates. When present, inter-lava sediment is laminated pelagic chert or limestone, millimetres to centimetres thick, reflecting emplacement of the basalt in deep water (near or below the calcite compensation depth). Gabbro intrusions, dolerite dykes and an unusual spherulitic dolerite facies are locally present. The deep-water eruptive environment of the MVG probably was defined by the accumulation of voluminous eruptions from a multi-centred, submarine, possibly fissure-fed, volcanic source. The Malaitan cover sequence largely comprises a series of foraminifera-rich, pelagic calcilutites and calcisiltites with chert and, in the younger formations, arc-derived mudstone interbeds at various stratigraphic levels.
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detected. In 1997, we established a continuous GPS (CGPS) site on Guadalcanal and five rover GPS sites in the New Georgia Group. The Guadalcanal site was short-lived due to vandalism so we established a new CGPS site in the New Georgia Group in 1999. The original rover sites were re-occupied in 1999 and 2001. We have analyzed this four-year time series using GAMIT/GLOBK software. Our measurements show convergence with the Australian Plate as well as motion between the Solomon Arc and the Pacific Plate. Possible intra-arc deformation is also observed. Regional tectonic interpretations based upon our GPS measurements and other data will be discussed.
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Solomon trench. We divide the MAP into four distinct, folded and thrust fault-bounded structural domains interpreted to have formed by diachronous, southeast-to-northwest, and highly oblique entry of the Ontong Java Plateau into a former trench now marked by the Kia-Kaipito-Korigole (KKK) left-lateral strike-slip fault zone along the suture between the Solomon arc and the MAP. The structural style within each of the four structural domains consists of a parallel series of three to four fault propagation folds formed by the seaward propagation of thrust faults roughly parallel to sub-horizontal layering in the upper crystalline part of the OJP. Thrust fault offsets, spacing between thrusts, and the amplitude of related fault propagation folds progressively decrease to the west in the youngest zone of active MAP accretion (Choiseul structural domain). Surficial faulting and folding in the most recently deformed, northwestern domain show active accretion of greater than 1 km of sedimentary rock and 6 km, or about 20%, of the upper crystalline part of the OJP. The eastern MAP (Malaita and Ulawa domains) underwent an earlier, similar style of partial plateau accretion. A pre-late Pliocene age of accretion (approximately 3.4 Ma) is constrained by an onshore and offshore major angular unconformity separating Pliocene reefal limestone and conglomerate from folded and faulted pelagic limestone of Cretaceous to Miocene age. The lower 80% of the Ontong Java Plateau crust beneath the MAP thrust decollement appears unfaulted and unfolded and is continuous with a southward-dipping subducted slab of presumably denser plateau material beneath most of the MAP, and is traceable to depths >200 km in the mantle beneath the Solomon Islands. ISSN: 0040-1951.
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high-amplitude reflector, previously identified as the top of igneous basement, is related to a late Cretaceous unconformity between two sedimentary megasequences which together define a much thicker sedimentary section on the plateau than previously recognized. I integrate seismic facies analysis, sediment thickness, and structural relationships to interpret the three megasequences into a dynamic plate tectonic framework which includes two periods of mantle plume activity at 122 Ma and 92 Ma, a period of gentle folding and uplift associated with the 92 Ma mantle plume event, middle to late Miocene faulting possibly related to arrival of the plateau at the North Solomon Trench, and recent normal faulting related to flexure and southwest-directed subduction of the plateau at the North Solomon Trench. Previous workers have proposed several possibilities for the fate of oceanic plateaus at subduction zones ranging from complete subduction to complete accretion. I present multichannel seismic data from the Ontong Java Plateau/Solomon Islands convergent zone showing active accretion of a 7 km section of the sedimentary cover and igneous crust of the oceanic plateau. Correlation of the seismic data with satellite-derived free-air gravity data confirms the presence of a 900-km-long, 140-km-wide fold-thrust belt, named here the Malaita Accretionary Prism, composed of accreted sediments and upper crust from the plateau. I divide the Malaita Accretionary Prism into four structural domains interpreted to have formed by diachronous, southeast-to-northwest progression of the active deformation front along the North Solomon Trench. Uplift and deformation of ponded sediment across the prism and in the North Solomon Trench confirm that plateau accretion is active. Thrust faults dipping southwest from the North Solomon Trench at 10-17 degrees and surficial convergent deformation imaged in the most recent, northwestern domain show that greater than 1 km of sediments and 6 km of upper crust are being actively transferred from the plateau to the Solomon Islands arc. Linear gravity trends and structural patterns indicate that plateau accretion is not simply the result of failed plateau subduction at the North Solomon Trench during the late Miocene as proposed by previous workers. Instead, gravity and seismic data suggest that the middle Pliocene through present accretion of the Malaita Accretionary Prism was activated by shallow subduction of 4-0 m.y. old crust of the Woodlark Basin and bounding bathymetric highs along the southwestern edge of the Solomon arc.
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Abstract: MODVOLC is a non-interactive algorithm developed at the Hawaii Institute of Geophysics and Planetology (HIGP) that uses low spatial resolution (1-km pixel-size) infrared satellite data acquired by the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) to map the global distribution of volcanic thermal anomalies in near-real-time. MODVOLC scans the Level-1B MODIS data stream, on a pixel-by-pixel basis, for evidence of pixel and sub-pixel-sized high-temperature radiators. Once a hot spot has been identified its details (location, emitted spectral radiance, time, satellite observation geometry) are written to ASCII text files and transferred via FTP to HIGP, from where the results are disseminated via the internet (http://modis.higp.hawaii.edu). In this paper, we review the underlying principles upon which the algorithm is based before presenting some of the results and data that have been obtained since its inception. We show how MODVOLC reliably detects thermal anomalies at a large number of persistently and sporadically active volcanoes that encompass the full range of common eruptive styles including Erebus (Antarctica), Colima (Mexico), Karymsky (Kamchatka), Popocatepetl (Mexico), Etna (Italy), and Nyiragongo (Democratic Republic of Congo), amongst others. We also present a few cautionary notes regarding the limitations of the algorithm and interpretation of the data it provides. ISSN: 0377-0273.
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Yoneshima S, Mochizuki K, Araki E, Hino R, Shinohara, M. and Suyehiro K. 2005. “Subduction of the Woodlark Basin at New Britain Trench, Solomon Islands Region.” Tectonophysics. Elsevier: Amsterdam, Netherlands. Volume 397, Issue 3-4, Pages 225-239. Descriptors: basins; crust; earthquakes; elastic waves; focus; New Britain Trench; ocean bottom seismographs; ocean floors; oceanic crust; Ontong Java Plateau; Pacific Ocean; plate collision; plate tectonics; seismic waves; seismicity; seismographs; Shortland Basin; Solomon Islands; stress; subduction; subduction zones; trenches; triple junctions; velocity; West Pacific; Woodlark Basin; Solid earth geophysics; Seismology. Abstract: The Woodlark Basin, located south of the Solomon Islands arc region, is a young (approximately 5 Ma) oceanic basin that subducts beneath the New Britain Trench. This region is one of only a few subduction zones in the world where it is possible to study a young plate subduction of several Ma. To obtain the image of the subducting slab at the western side of the Woodlark Basin, a 40-day Ocean Bottom Seismometer (OBS) survey was conducted in 1998 to detect the micro-seismic activity. It was the first time such a survey had been performed in this location and over 600 hypocenters were located. The seismic activity is concentrated at the 10-60 km depth range along the plate boundary. The upper limit just about coincides with the leading edge of the accretionary wedge. The upper limit boundary was identified as the up-dip limit of the seismogenic zone, whereas the down-dip limit of the seismogenic zone was difficult to define. The dip angle of the plate at the high seismicity zone was found to average about 30 degrees. Using the Cascadia subduction zone for comparison, which is a typical example of a young plate subduction, suggests that the subduction of the Woodlark Basin was differentiated by a high dip angle and rather landward location of the seismic front from the trench axis (30 km landward from the trench axis). Furthermore, as pointed out by previous researchers, the convergent margin of the Solomon Islands region is imposed with a high stress state, probably due to the collision of the Ontong Java Plateau and a rather rapid convergence rate (approximately 10 cm/year). The results of the high angle plate subduction and inner crust earthquakes beneath the
Shortland Basin strongly support the high stress state. The collision of the Ontong Java Plateau, the relatively rapid convergence rate, and moderately cold slab as evidenced by low heat flow, rather than the plate age, may be dominantly responsible for the geometry of the seismogenic zone in the western part of the Woodlark Basin subduction zone. ISSN: 0040-1951.
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History of Guadalcanal

The Battle of Guadalcanal, August 1942–February 1943, was a series of World War II land and sea clashes between Allied and Japanese forces on and around Guadalcanal, one of the southern Solomon Islands, in the South Pacific. Strategically, possession of a Guadalcanal air base was important to control of the sea lines of communication between the United States and Australia. Japanese troops had landed on Guadalcanal on July 6, 1942, and had begun constructing an airfield there. The ensuing six-month Guadalcanal campaign proved to be the turning point of the Pacific war. On August 7, in the Allies’ first major offensive in the Pacific, 6,000 U.S. Marines landed on Guadalcanal and seized the airfield, surprising the island’s 2,000 Japanese defenders. Both sides then began landing reinforcements by sea, and bitter fighting ensued in the island’s jungles. The Japanese forces on the island reached a peak strength of 36,000 troops by October, but they were unable to overwhelm the Americans’ defensive perimeter and retake the airfield. Six separate naval battles were also fought in the area as the navies of both sides sought to land reinforcements. By November, the U.S. Navy was able to land reinforcements on Guadalcanal faster than were the Japanese, and by January 44,000 U.S. troops were on the island. By February 1943 the Japanese, badly outnumbered, were forced to evacuate 12,000 of their remaining troops from Guadalcanal. Along with the naval Battle of Midway (June 3–6, 1942), the fighting on Guadalcanal marked a turning point in favour of the Allies in the Pacific War. Operationally, the Battle of Guadalcanal was notable for the interrelationship of a complex series of engagements on the ground, at sea, and in the air. Tactically, what stood out was the resolve and resourcefulness of the U.S. Marines, whose tenacious defense of the air base dubbed Henderson Field enabled the Americans to secure air superiority.

The Japanese lost a total of 24,000 men killed in the Battle of Guadalcanal, while the Americans sustained 1,600 killed, 4,200 wounded, and several thousand dead from malaria and other tropical diseases. The various naval battles cost each side 24 warships: the Japanese lost 2 battleships, 4 cruisers, 1 light carrier, 11 destroyers, and 6 submarines, while the Americans lost 8 cruisers, 2 heavy carriers, and 14 destroyers.13 But by far the most significant loss for the Japanese was the decimation of their elite group of naval aviators. Japan after Guadalcanal no longer had a realistic hope of withstanding the counteroffensive of an increasingly powerful United States.14
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Leonard Graves; music, Richard Rodgers; music arranger, Robert Russell Bennett; technical advisor, Captain Walter Karig, USN; coordinator, Robert W. Sarnoff. Various editions and formats: film, video, DVD, etc. OCLC: 32598838; 84046348.


“Adventures of Bob Ballard.” 1992. Department of the Navy, Washington, DC. Descriptors: Hawaii; Guadalcanal Atoll; Audiovisual aids; Scientists; Naval personnel; Biographies; Oceanographic research; History; Naval history; Titanic vessel; Bismark ship; World War II; Robert Ballard; Behavior and society Education law and humanities; Ocean technology and engineering; Military sciences; Library and information sciences Reference materials. Notes: Betacam SP. Audiovisual. Abstract: This production is developed around Mr. Ballard’s discovery of the Titanic and the Bismark, as well as his work in the Great Lakes in 1990 and his work on the Juan De Fuca Ledge 150 miles off Washington State in August 1991. Program also contains material developed around Mr. Ballard’s work in October, 1991 and the Spring of 1992 in locating the Hornett and PT-109. Contains history of the Navy early in World War II, including Pearl Harbor and events leading up to Guadalcanal. Features a segment with Ballard in uniform speaking to high school class about Science and the Navy. Notes: 25 Nov 92. 1 Betacam SP.NT: Intended audience: Junior and Senior High School students and the general public. Cleared for all TV. This Betacam SP has a running time of 09 minutes. NTIS: AVA20347BCSPXSP.

Air Force History Support Office Bolling AFB DC. 1992. Pacific Counterblow: The 11th Bombardment Group and the 67th Fighter Squadron in the Battle for Guadalcanal: An Interim Report. Ft. Belvoir; Defense Technical Information Center. Pages: 63. Descriptors: Humanities And History; Military Operations, Strategy And Tactics; Military History; Aerial Warfare; Air Force Operations; Army Aviation; Bombing; South Pacific Ocean; Second World War; Fighter Aircraft; Air Force; Military Forces(Foreign); Military Commanders; Australia; Shipping; Bomber Aircraft; Pacific Ocean Islands; New Zealand; Army Air Force; Guadalcanal; B-17 Aircraft; P-39 Aircraft; P-400 Aircraft; B-26 Aircraft; Tulagi; Solomon Islands; Millard F Harmon; Laverne G Saunders; 67th Fighter Squadron; 11th Bombardment Group. Abstract: “Pacific Counterblow” tells the story of the Battle for Guadalcanal (1942), focusing on the operations of the 11th Bombardment Group and the 67th Fighter Squadron. Months after the devastation of Pearl Harbor, U.S. forces had crushed the Japanese fleet at Midway and then moved to seize the initiative. Army Air Force commanders in the Pacific sought to prevent the enemy from severing Australia’s supply lines. So the B-17s of the 11th Bomb Group and the P-39s and P-400s of the 67th Fighter Squadron, flying from makeshift bases at Espiritu Santo and Henderson Field, began grueling attacks on Japanese shipping between Rabaul, New Britain and the Solomon Islands. After several months of bitter fighting, American forces gained control of Guadalcanal, positioning them to swing forward beyond Rabaul to New Guinea. Notes: Wings at War Series, No. 3. General Info: Approved for Public Release; OCLC: 64436766.

“The Allied Campaign against Rabaul (Pacific Ocean).” 1946. 01 Sep 1946. Descriptors: *Military Operations; *Military Strategy; *Military Planning; Military Intelligence; Japan; Pacific Ocean; Bomb Damage. DTIC: ADB227667.

Allmon, William B. 1996. “Marine Sergeant Al Schmid Lost an Eye while Heroically Manning a Machine Gun in Blood Fighting..” World War II. Volume 11, Issue 3; Pages 14. Descriptors: Schmid, Al; World War, 1939-1945- Battlefields; Guadalcanal (Solomon Islands); Solomon Islands. Notes: World War II; Article; Source Information: Sep96, Vol. 11 Issue 3, p14; Subject Term: Schmid, Al; Subject Term: World War, 1939-1945- Battlefields; Geographic Subject: Guadalcanal (Solomon Islands); Geographic Subject: Solomon Islands; Number of Pages: 3p; Illustrations: 1bw; Document Type: Article; Full Text Word Count: 2126. Abstract: Relates the experience of US Marine Sergeant Al Schmid in bloody fighting on Guadalcanal during World War II. Personal background; Assault on Guadalcanal; Japanese defenses; Armed encounter in which Schmid was injured; Citation given to Schmid; Life after the war. ISSN: 0898-4204.
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Anon. 2005. “From Action Plan to Action on the Ground.” ITU News. Issue 7, Pages 15-17. Descriptors: Internet; Personal communication systems; Education; Information technology; Personnel training; Project management. Abstract: Samoa and the Solomon Islands will have multipurpose community telecenters, which should be functioning as telephone and Internet access points for not only personal communications, but also educational, business, and community applications. In cooperation with Samoa’s Ministry of Communications and Information Technology, International Telecommunication Union (ITU) will install five MCTs in rural district on the island of Upolu, serving a total of about 21,000 people who mainly work in agriculture and fishing. The ITU project will design and equip ten MCTs on the island of Guadalcanal and support staff training. In Samoa and the Soloman Islands, the business model is based on partnership between government and the telecommunication operators. ISSN: 1020-4148.


“Army Air Forces in the War Against Japan, 1941-1942.” 1945. Aug 1945. Volume: ADB311823, Descriptors: *Military History; *Air Force; *United States; *Army Aviation; *Japan; *Second World War; India; China; Aleutian Islands; Pearl Harbor; Midway Island; New Guinea; Philippines; Army Personnel; Army Operations; Australia; Hawaii; Army Aircraft. Database: DTIC.

Arts and Entertainment Network; Greystone Communications; Flight 33; History Channel (Television network); A & E Home Video and New Video Group. 2007. Shootout! Seasons 1 and 2. 1. New York, N.Y: A&E Home Video; Distributed by New Video. Volume: 1 videodisc (ca. 188 min.), Descriptors: Assault weapons; Shooters of firearms; Iraq War, 2003-- Campaigns- Iraq-Fallujah; Guadalcanal, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; Gunfights- West (U.S.); World War, 1939-1945- Campaigns- Germany; Television programs; Documentary television programs; Historical television programs; Documentary- Television series; Historical- Television series; Videorecording; DVD video; Videodisc. Abstract: Veterans of the world’s most memorable conflicts tell never-before-heard stories of rescues, sniper attacks, ambushes, and hand-to-hand combat. Legendary battles are re-created shot by shot. Coupled with eyewitness reports from military experts and soldiers from World War II to Iraq, these blow-by-blow re-creations of history’s bloodiest confrontations take viewers to the front lines. From Iwo Jima to the Tet Offensive to the Siege of Baghdad. D-Day: Fallujah- Guadalcanal- Wild west- WWII assault on Germany. Notes: System Info: DVD, region 1; Dolby Digital stereo. subatomic digital. Notes: Title from set and disc containers. Originally broadcast on the History Channel, 2005-2006. Other Titles: Shootout!; Seasons 1 and 2. Disc 1; Shootout! (Television program); Responsibility: A&E
Television Networks; produced by Greystone Communications, Inc. Flight 33 for History Channel. OCLC: 85484769 and 70276992.


Auer, William C. 2004. William C. Auer Papers, [2004?]. Descriptors: 1 folder. World War, 1939-1945- Campaigns- Pacific Area; Guadalcanal, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; Auer, William C; United States. Army. Bombardment Group, 5th; Manuscript; Picture. Abstract: General description of the collection: The Auer papers include a completed World War II Veterans Survey questionnaire which comments on motivation for enlisting, training, leadership, recreation activities, daily life in combat, and recall for service in Korea. Notes: Contains the following type(s) of materials: questionnaire. Bio/History: Technical Sergeant William C. Auer enlisted in the Army Air Corps on 5 July 1940 in Pottsville, PA. He took basic training at Fort Slocum, Rye, NY, Fort Dix, NJ, and Hickam Field, HI, training as a draftsman. He saw combat in Hawaii, Guadalcanal, Munda Point, and the Admiralty Islands. He returned to the United States before Victory in Europe (VE) Day because he had accumulated enough points. He was assigned to the Eastern Technical Training Command in Saint Louis, MO. He was discharged on 25 May 1945, then joined the reserves in 1947. He was called up in July, 1950 and assigned to the 91st Reconnaissance Technical Squadron at Barksdale Air Force Base, LA. He used money from the GI Bill to buy a home. General Info: Original or duplicate materials: U.S. Army Military History Institute/ Carlisle Barracks, Carlisle, Pa. 17013-5008. A finding aid to this collection can be found at. Other Titles: Papers of William C. Auer; Auer papers. OCLC: 56721240.

Austerman, Wayne R. 2004. “Ordnance Oddity Served Pacific War Soldiers.” World War II. 02. Volume 18, Issue 6; 6, Pages 18-22. Descriptors: Browning automatic rifle; Garand rifle; Springfield rifle; World War, 1939-1945; Guadalcanal (Solomon Islands); Solomon Islands. Notes: World War II; Article; Source Information: Feb2004, Vol. 18 Issue 6, p18; Subject Term: Browning automatic rifle; Subject Term: Garand rifle; Subject Term: Springfield rifle; Subject Term: World War, 1939-1945; Geographic Subject: Guadalcanal (Solomon Islands); Solomon Islands; Number of Pages: 3p; Illustrations: 1c; Document Type: Article; Full Text Word Count: 1823. Abstract: Provides information on the model 1903 Springfield rifle used by U.S. troops in Guadalcanal, Solomon Islands during World War II. Evaluation of the rifle’s performance during World War I; Flaw in the rifle’s design; Modification of the rifle; Selection of Garand as the successor of Springfield in 1937. Provides information on the model 1903 Springfield rifle used by U.S. troops in Guadalcanal, Solomon Islands during World War II. Evaluation of the rifle’s performance during World War I; Flaw in the rifle’s design; Modification of the rifle; Selection of Garand as the successor of Springfield in 1937. ISSN: 0898-4204.

Avion Park and Jaguar Home Video. 1999. This is Guadalcanal. Louisville, KY: Avion Park; Distributed by Jaguar Home Video. Volume: 1 videocassette (40 min.); 1/2 in. Descriptors: World War, 1939-1945- Campaigns- Solomon Islands- Guadalcanal; Guadalcanal, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; Videorecording; Videocassette; VHS tape. Notes: System Info: VHS format; Hi-Fi Stereo. OCLC: 44139800.


Bacon, Lloyd; Baxter, Anne et al. 2005. The Fighting Sullivans. Tulsa, OK: VCI Entertainment. Volume: 2 videodiscs (112 min.), Descriptors: Brothers- Drama; Guadalcanal, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943- Drama; World War, 1939-1945- Campaigns- Pacific Ocean- Drama; World War, 1939-1945- Naval operations- Drama; Feature films; War films; Historical films; Biographical films; War- Feature; Historical- Feature; Biographical- Feature; Videorecording; DVD video; Videodisc. Abstract: The five Sullivan brothers were close since their childhood in Iowa. They went to war together and all five died together when their ship, the U.S.S. Juneau, was sunk in the Pacific. Notes: Named Corp: Juneau (Antiaircraft cruiser)- Drama. Notes: Based on a true story. Special features: Disc 1: New digital transfer; original theatrical trailer; actor photo gallery; actor bios; Disc 2: A tribute to the Sullivan Brothers include: Service records of the Sullivans, Family photo album, Letters to the Navy, A letter from Joseph, A letter from Franklin D. Roosevelt, and The freedom flag; The Grout Museum; The U.S.S. Juneau - The last muster list, Eyewitness account by Victor Gibson and Memorials; The survivors include: Interview with Frank Holmgren, Speeches by Wyatt Butterfield and Lt. Cmdr. Lester Zook and a list of survivors. Participants: Anne Baxter, Thomas Mitchell, Selena Royle, Edward Ryan, Trudy Marshall, John Campbell, Ward Bond. Audience: Not rated. Responsibility: 20th Century Fox; screenplay by Mary C. McCall; story by Edward Doherty and Jules Schermer; produced by Sam Jaffe; directed by Lloyd Bacon. Director of photography, Lucien Andriot; editor, Louis Loeffler; music, Cyril J. Mockridge. Note: Connect to reviews of this title online. OCLC: 62869203 and 70263559. URL: http://www.mrqe.com/lookup?fighting+sullivans


Baker III, A. D. 2005. “Historic Fleets.” Naval History. 08. Volume 19, Issue 4, Pages 12-13. Descriptors: Cargo ships; Shipbuilding; Torpedo bombers; Warships; Guadalcanal (Solomon Islands); Solomon Islands. Notes: Naval History; Article; Source Information: Aug 2005, Vol. 19 Issue 4, p12; Subject Term: Cargo ships; Subject Term: Shipbuilding; Subject Term: Torpedo bombers; Subject Term: Warships; Geographic Subject: Guadalcanal (Solomon Islands); Geographic Subject: Solomon Islands; Number of Pages: 2p; Illustrations: 2bw; Document Type: Article; Full Text Word Count: 986. Abstract: The article reports that the supply ship Alchiba had already seen considerable service in the Pacific when on November 25, 1942 off Lunga Point, Guadalcanal, at least one torpedo slammed into her. Laid down by Sun Shipbuilding and Drydock at Chester, Pennsylvania, on August 15, 1938, the U.S. Maritime Commission Type C-2 freighter Hull Number 21 was one of six sisters built for use by Moore-McGormack Lines, each powered by a single Sun-built, 6,000 brake horsepower, British-designed Doxford diesel. ISSN: 1042-1920.

Baldwin, Hanson Weightman. 1942. “Flight to Guadalcanal.” N. Y. Times Magazine. November 1. Pages 3-5+. Descriptors: Aviation/Transpacific flights; Guadalcanal (Solomon Islands); Oceania; Guadalcanal; South Sea Islands. Notes: Illustration; Map. ISSN: 0028-7822.


Ballard, Robert D. Keach, Stacy; National Geographic Society (U.S.) and National Geographic Video. 1993. The Lost Fleet of Guadalcanal. Washington, D.C: National Geographic Society. Volume: 1 videocassette (approx. 106 min.), Descriptors: Guadalcanal, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; World War, 1939-1945- Campaigns- Solomon Islands; World War, 1939-1945- Naval operations, American; Video recordings for the hearing impaired; Dewey: 940.54; Videorecording; Videocassette; VHS tape. Abstract: Fifty years after the famous battle, the brutal events are retraced as the underwater graveyard of 50 warships is explored. Includes memories of those who fought and survived. Notes: System Info: VHS. Notes: Closed captioned for the hearing impaired. With a special introduction by former President George Bush. “51588.”/ Participants: Robert Ballard; narrator, Stacy Keach. Responsibility: produced by the National Geographic Society. Produced and directed by Robert Kenner; written by Kage Kleiner; photographed by Robert Elfstrom; edited by Leonard Feinstein; music by Mark Adler. OCLC: 31769433.


Barnes, Michael Schreiber, Liev; Cineflix Productions; WNET (Television station: New York, N.Y.), et al. 2006. Dogfight Over Guadalcanal. Arlington, VA: PBS Home Video. Volume: 1 videodisc (ca. 60 min.), Descriptors: World War, 1939-1945- Aerial operations, American; World War, 1939-1945- Aerial operations, Japanese; Guadalcanal, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; World War, 1939-1945- Aerial operations; Fighter plane combat; Fighter pilots; Documentary television programs; Video recordings for the hearing impaired; Documentary- Television series; Historical- Television series; War- Television series; Videorecording; DVD video; Videodisc. Abstract: In the summer of 1942 a Japanese and an American ace fighter pilot faced off during the dogfight over Guadalcanal. The American was shot down over enemy lines, but escaped. Memoirs and forensics examine and recreate the dramatic story. Notes: System Info: DVD, region 1, widescreen (16:9, enhanced) presentation; Dolby Digital stereo. Notes: Audience: Not rated. Other Titles: Secrets of the dead (Television program); Responsibility: a Cineflix Production in association with Thirteen/WNET New York, National Geographic Channels International and Discovery Canada; a Cineflix/Windfall presentation; directed by Michael Barnes. Narrator, Liam Schreiber.OCLC: 77517134.

Barr, William Thomas. 2002. “Interview with William Thomas Barr [9/24/2002]” Veteran’s History Project. Excerpt: Sally Ainsley: So, you were stationed at first then in Traverse City. What was your mission there? William Thomas Barr: The base at Traverse City was working on a secret project television-guided bombs which were actually plywood airplanes guided by remote control. And we had proceeded to a point where we could plunge these airplanes by pre-arrangement flying them remotely into haystacks by pre-arrangement with the farmers. And we got to be very accurate at it, but everybody in Traverse City knew what was going on about this so-called secret project, so the Navy decided to build a Navy ... another base in some state where there were many fewer people around. Sally Ainsley: And where was that? William Thomas Barr: That was, it wound up being in a place called Burns Flat in Oklahoma. The name of the Navy Base was NAS Naval Air Station Clinton. At Burns Flat there was just simply an intersection and the nearest town of any size was 22 miles away. So it was an ideal spot to operate in secrecy. Sally
Ainsley: And what happened eventually to the television-guided bomb program? William Thomas Barr: Oh, after we had been there about a year or so, I believe it was in June of 1943, they sent a squadron of these television-guided airplanes to Bougainville, which is near Guadalcanal in the South Pacific and they launched them against the Japanese, but with their bombs on the plywood airplanes they only went about 1-10 mph, so the Japanese easily shot them out of the sky and the whole thing was a bust and President Roosevelt was so upset that he cancelled the entire program. There were actually four different bases in the United States but the whole program was cancelled and Roosevelt said, “Send them all out to sea.” Library of Congress. http://lcweb2.loc.gov/diglib/vhp-stories/loc.natlib.afc2001001.10509/transcript?ID=sr0001
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Islands- Guadalcanal; World War, 1939-1945- Personal narratives, American; Marines- New Jersey- Biography. Notes: Cover title. Includes bibliographical references (p. [8]). OCLC: 55180912.


Beckman, K. B. 2002. “Personality and Strategy: How the Personalities of General MacArthur and Admiral King Shaped Allied Strategy in the Pacific in World War Two. Master’s Thesis.” Army Command and General Staff College, Fort Leavenworth, KS. 31 May. Pages: 104. Descriptors: Theater level operations; Decision making; Bibliographies; Theses; Personality; Second world war; Military strategy; Leadership; Conventional warfare; Officer personnel; Military sciences Military operations strategy and tactics; Administration and management Management practice. Abstract: This thesis examines the impact that the dominant personalities of General Douglas MacArthur and Admiral Ernest King had in shaping Allied strategy in the Pacific during the Second World War. The concept of dominant personality is defined as containing three essential elements: arrogance, tenacity, and supreme competence. The lives of MacArthur and King are examined, demonstrating that the actions of each consistently reflected these characteristics, allowing them to dominate those around them. Three key decisions from the Pacific war are scrutinized for the impact of one or both of these dominant personalities. King and MacArthur affected these decisions in different ways. In the first, the decision to initiate carrier raids against Japan in early 1942, King acted unopposed in pushing his audacious plans through. The second decision was to invade Guadalcanal (Operation Watchtower) in August 1942. King and MacArthur drove this decision in parallel competition, each striving to begin offensive operations and each desiring to be in control. Finally, the long competition between the Central and Southwestern Pacific drives for primacy, culminating with the debate over invading Luzon or Formosa, is examined. In this case, MacArthur and King pursued mutually exclusive courses and stalemate nearly resulted. Notes: Product reproduced from digital image. Approved for public release; distribution is unlimited. DTIC: ADA 406385. OCLC: 70153478.


Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; Juvenile (no specific ages); Non-musical recording; LP recording.
Notes: A dramatization, with music and sound effects, adapted from the book of the same title by
R.W. Tregaskis. With the author’s The Alaska gold rush. LCCN: r 67-803; r 61-2183; OCLC:
4744783; 14710968.

1945). Descriptors: Guadalcanal, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; World War, 1939-1945-
Naval operations, American; World War, 1939-1945- Campaigns- Japan; World War, 1939-1945-
Personal narratives, American. Abstract: Collection contains a wide range of items relating to his
service in the U.S. Navy, the bulk of the material dating from World War II (1941-1945). Includes
personal papers, photographs, journals, and letters; Navy documents, maps, and photographs; and
newspaper and magazine articles from the 1950s to 2001, including post-war publications about the
ships on which Bennink served, and an account of the Japanese experience during World War II.
Ephemera include his uniform, helmet, an ashtray made out of cartridge casings, buttons, and
medals. Notes: 2 document boxes. 1 oversized photograph box. 1 garment box. 2 boxes of
Guam (Cruiser) Heywood (Troop transport) Livermore (Destroyer) Sangamon (Tanker);
Genre/Form: Correspondence- Massachusetts- Cambridge. Ephemera- Massachusetts- Cambridge.
Journals (accounts)- Massachusetts- Cambridge. Maps- Massachusetts- Cambridge. Personal
papers- Massachusetts- Cambridge. Photographs- Massachusetts- Cambridge. Notes: Bio/History:
Bennink was born in 1917, and graduated from Harvard University and the Navy ROTC in 1938,
when he was commissioned as an ensign in the U.S. Naval Reserve that June. He reported for
active duty on 6 June 1941, and over the next four years he served as a communications officer on
board the USS Heywood in Iceland and Alaska, on the USS Sangamon in Guadalcanal, and on the
USS Guam at Leyte Gulf and Okinawa. After post-war stints with the Naval Reserve aboard the
USS Livermore in 1948 and 1949, Bennink was transferred to the Volunteer Reserve in 1952 and,
after twenty years of naval service, the Retired Reserve in 1958. General Info: Finding aid is
OCLC: 71014304.

Bereuter, Robert, L. and United States Army Infantry School. 1943. Operations of the 27th
Infantry Regiment (25th Infantry Division) on Guadalcanal, 10-26 January 1943 (Guadalcanal
Campaign). Descriptors: vp. World War, 1939-1945- United States- Personal narratives, American;
World War, 1939-1945- Campaigns- Guadalcanal; United States. Army- 25th Infantry Division-
27th Infantry Regiment; Government publication; National government publication. Abstract: Type
of operation described: Regiment in the attack. Notes: Personal experiences of a Regimental S-2.
Advanced Infantry Officers Course. Submitted as a course requirement at the United States Army
Infantry School (USAIS), Fort Benning, GA. Includes bibliographical references. Responsibility:
by MAJ Robert L. Bereuter. OCLC: 56971821.

Bertin, Claude. 1980. La Lutte Pour La Pacifique. Gen?: Famot. Descriptors: World War,
1939-1945; Pacific; Ocean. Abstract: Contents: 1. Le drame de Pearl Harbour- 2. La rue de
de Claude Bertin. 5 v.: ill. maps; 18 cm. Includes bibliographies. Accession Number: 001132651.

250; World War, 1939-1945- Campaigns- Solomon Islands- Solomon Islands- Guadalcanal. Notes:

1 v. (various foliations); World War, 1939-1945- United States- Regimental histories; Guadalcanal,
Battle of Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; United States. Marine Fighter Squadron, 121st- History.

Bilello, Jack Jaffe, Sam; Bacon, Lloyd; McCall, Mary C., et al. 1999. The Fighting Sullivans. Asheville, NC: Distributed by Ivy Classics Video; Roan Group. Volume: 1 videodisc (110 min.), Descriptors: Five Sullivan brothers- Drama; Guadalcanal, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943- Drama; Feature films; World War, 1939-1945- Drama; Waterloo (Iowa)- Biography- Drama; Videorecording; DVD video; Videodisc. Abstract: Describes the true story of the five Sullivan brothers from Waterloo, Iowa, whose togetherness becomes final as they share a watery grave off Guadalcanal when a torpedo sinks their cruiser. Notes: System Info: DVD; Dolby digital mono. Notes: “This Roan Group DVD includes Commentary by Jack Bilello.” Originally produced as motion picture in 1944. Participants: Anne Baxter, Thomas Mitchell. Responsibility: Realart Pictures, Inc. screen play by Mary C. McCall, Jr. produced by Sam Jaffe; directed by Lloyd Bacon. Story, Edward Doherty, Jules Schermer; director of photography, Lucien Andriot; film editor, Louis Loeffler; music, Cyril J. Mockridge. OCLC: 42996138.


“Blood in the Water.” 1999. Newsweek. March 8, 1999. Volume 133, Issue 10, Pages 49. Subject Term: Autobiography; Guadalcanal Island, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; Subject Term: Shark attacks; Geographic Subject: Esperance, Cape (Solomon Islands); Geographic Subject: Solomon Islands; Number of Pages: 1/2p; Illustrations: 1c. Abstract: Presents the author’s recollection of his experience in the United States Navy’s battle for Guadalcanal in October, 1942. His escape from the burning destroyer USS Duncan during the Battle of Cape Esperance; Loss of a companion to sharks. Presents the author’s recollection of his experience in the United States Navy’s battle for Guadalcanal in October, 1942. His escape from the burning destroyer USS Duncan during the Battle of Cape Esperance; Loss of a companion to sharks. Abstract: Guadalcanal, 1942: In the 1960s, Roy Boehm founded the SEALs, the Navy’s commando unit. But
at Guadalcanal, the brutal, six-month battle for control of a key island in the Solomon chain, he was just a teenage sailor floundering in the Pacific. “The plunge overboard drove me into dark, warm waters. I fought to hold on to my senses. If I passed out, I would just keep sinking. I was 18, and I had shrapnel in both legs and my skull. I struggled to the surface and saw my destroyer, the USS Duncan, burning and adrift, struck 56 times by Japanese shells during the Battle of Cape Esperance near Guadalcanal. It was Oct. 12, 1942. I saw a wooden spar and grabbed it. To my surprise, a Japanese sailor was hanging on to the other end. I reached for my knife as we eyed each other. We remained frozen with indecision for a long moment. I eased off my end of the spar. He eased off his end. We swam away as fast as we could in opposite directions. Both of us had had all of the fight we wanted. As luck would have it, I splashed into someone else floating face up. It was [my shipmate] Stanley Dubiel, raving, out of his mind with pain. His legs were badly burned; I had thrown him overboard before I jumped into the ocean. Looking back over my shoulder as I swam, I saw the Duncan chasing me. The ship was like a giant flamethrower. Still steaming wildly in a tight circle, blazing like a Viking’s funeral pyre, she bore straight down on me, growing larger as she approached, spewing fire and smoke from every opening. The ship rushed by so near I thought I could reach out and grab her. I held on to Dubiel and his life jacket with a drowning man’s grip as the wake caught us and drove us tumbling underwater. When we surfaced, after what seemed like hours, the world had grown quiet and warm and peaceful. I thought I must have died. Then I spotted the Duncan, flaming away across the sea in the distance. I must have passed out for a minute. We had gone into the drink about midnight. Now it was daylight. I had been swimming for hours, towing Dubiel. “Keep going” played itself over and over in my brain. Somehow I became aware that Dubiel and I were no longer alone. I saw fins cutting the surface like blades of knives. The sharks closed in. One of the fish, larger and bolder than the others, darted in for a bite. My foot was bleeding. The shark’s fin disappeared beneath the surface. I spun in the water, my eyes searching frantically. I screamed, Dubiel screamed. His body exploded out of the water. He twisted violently, then he was gone, wrenched from my grip. I swam like a madman. I figured by all rights I should have been dead. I heard Dubiel’s screams for years afterward.” ISSN: 0028-9604.


Botts, Robert H., interviewee. Van Ellis, Mark D. and Wisconsin Veterans Museum. 1997. Oral History Interview with Robert H. Botts, 1997. Descriptors: Veterans- Wisconsin- Madison; World War, 1939-1945- Personal narratives, American; Atomic bomb; World War, 1939-1945- Health aspects; World War, 1939-1945- Psychological aspects; Malaria; World War, 1939-1945- Pacific Ocean; World War, 1939-1945- Campaigns- Japan- Okinawa Island; Combat; Guadalcanal, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; World War, 1939-1945- Guam; Tank warfare; Cassette recording. Abstract: The Madison, Wis. veteran discusses his pre-war and World War II service as a tank commander with the 4th Regiment of the 6th Marine Division island hopping during the Pacific campaign. He talks about enlisting in the Marines because he wanted to serve in China, being issued supplies, guard duty at the Naval air station at North Island (California), and learning of the attack on Pearl Harbor. After being transferred to the 11th Defense Battalion, he left for overseas in 1942. Landing at Guadalcanal Island, he comments on participating in the fighting for the island, the effectiveness of training, bathing and washing clothes in a river, interacting with


British Directorate of Overseas Surveys, United Kingdom. 1974. Descriptors: explanatory text; Florida Islands; geomorphology; Guadalcanal Island; hydrogeologic maps; land use; land use maps; landform evolution; mapping; maps; natural resources; physiographic maps; planning; soils; soils maps; Solomon Islands; 14 Geologic maps. Notes: In the collection: Land resources of the British Solomon Islands Protectorate. 1974. 1974. Notes: Land Resource Study 18; LAT: S100000;


inscription, Brodie refers to Mack Morriss, Yank magazine correspondent. Notes: 1 drawing; 
Genre/Form: Drawings- American- 1940-1950. Notes: Signed lower right: Sgt. Howard Brodie, 
Guadalcanal '43. Inscribed below image: Mack & I later witnessed the terrific damage our artillery 
had inflicted on the Japs along the Kokumbona Road. General Info: May be restricted: For 
information see “Howard Brodie” LCCN: 2004-661740.

Descriptors: Guadalcanal, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; World War, 1939-1945- Military 
personnel; Bombers- 1940-1950; Soldiers- American- Solomon Islands- Guadalcanal- 1940-1950; 
Graphic; Original artwork. Abstract: Drawing shows a World War II bombardier, stripped to the 
waist, sitting at the turret of an airplane bomber during the Battle of Guadalcanal. Notes: 1 
drawing; Genre/Form: Drawings- American- 1940-1950. General Info: May be restricted: For 
information see “Howard Brodie” LCCN: 2004-661728.

Brodie, Howard, artist. Place: Solomon Islands and Guadalcanal. 1943. [Soldiers Going Up 
the Matanakau River [e.g. Mataniko River] - Guadalcanal - 3 Sketches]. Descriptors: Guadalcanal, 
Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; World War, 1939-1945- Military personnel; Boats- 1940- 
1950; Rivers- Solomon Islands- Guadalcanal- 1940-1950; Soldiers- American- Solomon Islands- 
Guadalcanal- 1940-1950; Graphic; Original artwork. Abstract: Sketch shows a boat filled with 
soldiers going up the Mataniko River in the jungle during the World War II Battle of Guadalcanal. 
Soldiers pole the boat forward. Notes: 1 drawing; Genre/Form: Drawings- American- Color- 1940-
be restricted: For information see “Howard Brodie” LCCN: 2004-661768.

Brodie, Howard, artist. Place: Solomon Islands and Guadalcanal. 1943. Soldiers Going Up 
the Matanakau River [e.g. Mataniko River] - Guadalcanal - 3 Sketches. Descriptors: Guadalcanal, 
Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; World War, 1939-1945- Military personnel; Boats- 1940-
1950; Rivers- Solomon Islands- Guadalcanal- 1940-1950; Soldiers- American- Solomon Islands-
Guadalcanal- 1940-1950; Graphic; Original artwork. Notes: 1 drawing; Genre/Form: Drawings- 
Signed lower right: Sgt. Howard Brodie '43 Guadalcanal. General Info: May be restricted: For 
information see “Howard Brodie” http://lcweb.loc.gov/rr/print/res/435%5Fbrod.html LCCN: 

Brodie, Howard, artist. Place: Solomon Islands and Guadalcanal. 1943. Top Turret B-17. 
Descriptors: Guadalcanal, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; World War, 1939-1945- Military 
personnel; Soldiers- American- Solomon Islands- Guadalcanal- 1940-1950; Bombers- 1940-1950; 
Graphic; Original artwork. Abstract: Drawing shows a gunner, from behind, standing in the turret 
of an airplane bomber during World War II. He is visible from the shoulders down and nude from 
the waist up. Howard Brodie was the staff artist for Yank magazine during the Battle of 
Guadalcanal in 1942 and 1943. Notes: 1 drawing; Genre/Form: Drawings- American- 1940-1950. 
Notes: Signed: Sgt. Howard Brodie '43 Guadalcanal. For similar drawing see: DRWG/US - Brodie, 
no. 51 (A size). General Info: May be restricted. LCCN: 2004-661773.

Brodie, Howard, artist. Place: Solomon Islands and Guadalcanal. 1943. [Infantrymen 
Carrying Back Jap Prisoner Shelter-Half - was Told Jap Couldn’t or Wouldn’t Walk and Wanted to 
Die, Horses’ Neck Front]. Descriptors: Guadalcanal, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; World 
War, 1939-1945- Military personnel; Prisoners of war- Japanese- Solomon Islands- Guadalcanal-
1940-1950; Soldiers- American- Solomon Islands- Guadalcanal- 1940-1950; War casualties- 
Solomon Islands- Guadalcanal- 1940-1950; Graphic; Original artwork. Abstract: Sketch shows 
three American soldiers carrying a Japanese prisoner-of-war in a sling from the Horses’ Neck front
of the World War II Battle of Guadalcanal. Notes: 1 drawing; Genre/Form: Drawings- American-1940-1950. Notes: Signed lower right: To an inspiration, Isabel, with love - Howard 2/3/43. Inscribed below image: To Miss Isabel Parker - 3825 Scott St. - San Francisco. General Info: May be restricted: For information see “Howard Brodie”


Brodie, Howard, artist. Place: Solomon Islands and Guadalcanal. 1942-1943. Impressions Coming Down the Matanakau [e.g. Mataniko] River with Wounded - Guadalcanal. Descriptors: Guadalcanal, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; World War, 1939-1945- Military personnel; Boats- 1940-1950; Graphic; Original artwork. Abstract: Sketch shows two scenes of a boat carrying wounded soldiers down the Mataniko River on Guadalcanal island during the World War


Brodie, Howard, artist. Place: Solomon Islands and Guadalcanal. 1942-1943. Aid Station 3rd BN 132 Front. Descriptors: Guadalcanal, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; World War, 1939-1945- Medical aspects; Military medicine- 1940-1950; Graphic; Original artwork. Abstract: Drawing shows an earthen bunker with a small entrance used as an aid station near the front during the Battle of Guadalcanal of World War II. Notes: 1 drawing; Genre/Form: Drawings- American-
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1940-1950. Notes: Inscribed below image: closest to front lines than ever before 150 yeds from front. General Info: May be restricted: For information see “Howard Brodie” LCCN: 2004-661752.


Brodie, Howard, artist. Place: Solomon Islands and Guadalcanal. 1942-1943. PFC Sal De George Manhattan Asst. Gunner. Descriptors: Guadalcanal, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; World War, 1939-1945- Military personnel; Artillery (Weaponry)- 1940-1950; Soldiers- American- Solomon Islands- Guadalcanal- 1940-1950; Graphic; Original artwork. Abstract: Rough sketch shows American soldier Sal de George kneeling on the ground operating a box during the
Natural History of Guadalcanal


Brodie, Howard, artist. Place: Solomon Islands and Guadalcanal. 1942-1943. [Soldiers Going Up the Matanakau [i.e. Mataniko] River. Descriptors: Guadalcanal, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; World War, 1939-1945- Military personnel; Boats- 1940-1950; Graphic;


Notes: 1 drawing; Genre/Form: Drawings- American- 1940-1950. General Info: May be restricted: For information see “Howard Brodie” LCCN: 2004-661736.


Brodie, Howard artist Place: Vanuatu; Espiritu Santo Island; Solomon Islands and Guadalcanal. 1942-1943. Sgt. Howard J. Brodie #19086947 “Yank” Staff Artist - N.Y.C. Descriptors: Guadalcanal, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; World War, 1939-1945- Military personnel; World War, 1939-1945- Prisoners- Japanese- Vanuatu- Esp ritu Santo Island; Artillery (Weaponry)- 1940-1950; Soldiers- 1940-1950; Graphic; Original artwork. Abstract: Sketchbook drawings show: scenes from a Navy Kingfisher airplane, ground artillery, a jeep, soldiers and
Japanese prisoners-of-war at Espiritu Santo and Guadalcanal islands in the South Pacific in December 1942 and January 1943 prior to the Battle of Guadalcanal. Howard Brodie was a sketch artist for the newspaper Yank. Notes: 1 sketchbook; Genre/Form: Sketchbooks- 1940-1950.

General Info: May be restricted: For information see “Howard Brodie” LCCN: 2004-661651.


Brown, Lewis Thomas and Saints at War. 2000. Papers. Descriptors: 1 folder (4 pages). World War, 1939-1945- Naval operations, American; Guadalcanal, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; Manuscript. Abstract: Includes a brief biography of Brown, emphasizing his desire to serve his country and his zeal, as an active member of the LDS Church, for missionary work. Describes the naval battle near Guadalcanal in which Brown was killed when an enemy shell hit the bridge of his ship, the U.S.S. San Francisco. Photograph shows Brown in full military dress. Notes: Genre/Form: Memoirs. Photographs. Notes: Bio/History: Brown served in the U.S. Navy during World War II in 1942. He achieved the rank of lieutenant, junior grade. General Info: Open for research. Items were donated by Afton DeHaan, sister of the late veteran Lewis Brown, to the Saints At War Project in 2001. OCLC: 80667397.


Camp, Dick. “Leatherneck: Star-Crossed Translator.” Abstract: Second Lt Merle Ralph Cory was an expert cryptanalyst, who, at the height of patriotic fervor, joined the Corps and went to war. His comprehensive knowledge of the American code-breaking successes caused many to second-guess the decision that allowed him to risk capture by the Japanese. He was killed while serving in the Goettge Patrol. “The last survivor, Platoon Sergeant Frank L. Few, made a mad dash for the water. As he looked back, “swords flashed in the morning sun.” Cory's old friend Van der Rhoer was told, "The swimmer saw a [Japanese] soldier thrust his bayonet into Cory's body, stretched out on the sand where he had first fallen." Cory was listed as missing in action on 13 Aug. 1942, which was changed to killed in action (body not recovered) a year later for administrative purposes by the Secretary of the Navy. His wife, Carolyn, wrote to Van der Rhoer informing him that she had received the “bad-news telegram.” A headstone was erected in New Tacoma Cemetery, Tacoma, Wash. See: http://www.military.com/NewContent/0,13190,Leatherneck_Translator_080404,00.html

Intelligence, 1945. ISBN: 0160381339 (no.1); 0160381347 (no.2); 0160381304 (no.3); 0160381355 (no.4); 0160381320 (no.5); 0160381312 (no.6).


Chaney, William Marshal. 1940-1986. Papers, 1940-1986. Descriptors: 19 items. World War, 1939-1945- Personal narratives; Pearl Harbor (Hawaii), Attack on, 1941; Guadalcanal, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; Iwo Jima, Battle of, Japan, 1945; Tuttle, W. B; Chaney, William Marshall; United States. Army. Infantry Regiment, 147th; Camp Shelby (Miss.); Manuscript. Abstract: Collection consists of photocopies of letters, articles, documents, and the short stories to which they refer, “Pearl Harbor Day - 7 December 1941” and “Ah! Yes: we remember,” written by William M. Chaney. The stories tell of his service in the 147th Infantry Regiment from Cincinnati and action in the South Pacific during World War II. Also included are an article on Camp Shelby, Mississippi with its 1940 Christmas menu and 1941 chapel dedication, a 1945 press release from the 147th, regimental histories of the 147th, and biographical sketches of William Marshal Chaney and of Col. W.B. Tuttle, commander of the 147th Regiment during World War II. Notes: Other Titles: Ah! Yes: we remember. Pearl Harbor Day - 7 December 1941. OCLC: 41527676.


Clemens, Martin. 1966. “Coastwatcher’s Diary.” American Heritage. February. Volume 17, Pages 104-110. Descriptors: Guadalcanal (Solomon Islands), Battle of, 1942-1943; Military intelligence; World War, 1939-1945/Personal narratives; Guadalcanal, Battle of, 1942-1943. ISSN: 0002-8738.

Clubb, Timothy L. 1996. “CACTUS Airpower at Guadalcanal.” Army Command and General Staff Coll Fort Leavenworth KS. Volume: ADA313107, 155 Pages. Descriptors: *Military History; *Amphibious Operations; *Military Capabilities; *Air Logistics Support; *Air Power; *Marine Corps Operations; Military Strategy; Lessons Learned; Military Doctrine; Assault; Theses; Japan; Limitations; Military Tactics; Reconnaissance; Shortages; Strategic Areas. Abstract: This study examines the role of the CACTUS Air Force during the battle for Guadalcanal. Hurriedly planned and executed, Guadalcanal was the first U.S. ground offensive in the Pacific. Starting as an unopposed amphibious assault, the operation turned into a six-month-long air, land, and sea battle to secure the island. Operating from an expeditionary airfield, the U.S. Marine Corps employed air power as its primary means of defending the island. The CACTUS Air Force conducted the campaign with limited air assets and was plagued by a variety of critical shortages, yet it managed to play a key role in the U.S. victory. This study focuses on the specific contributions of air power during this campaign. It examines the role of air power in reconnaissance, deep, close, and rear area air operations. It also examines the factors that influenced how air assets were employed and the
changes in U.S. concepts about air operations that were made to conduct the air campaign. CACTUS planes assisted in defeating several major Japanese attacks. However, the daily presence and routine operations of the CACTUS Air Force were its key contributions. CACTUS Air’s most important contribution was its ability to deny the Japanese air superiority and disrupt their freedom of action in the lower Solomon Islands. Notes: Approved for Public Release. DTIC. URL: http://handle.dtic.mil/100.2/ADA313107.


Collins, J. Lawton; United States; Army Training and Doctrine Command and Office of the Command Historian. 1994. Operations of the 25th Infantry Division on Guadalcanal. Descriptors: 228 pages; Guadalcanal, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; World War, 1939-1945- Campaigns- Guadalcanal Island (Solomon Islands); World War, 1939-1945- Regimental histories-United States; United States. Army. Infantry Division, 25th- History; Government publication; National government publication. Notes: “This is a reprint of an undated original... prepared by the 25th Infantry Division and resulted from a series of conferences held by the Division Commander and his officers and NCO’s following the completion of the Guadalcanal action.” Foreword by J. Lawton Collins, Division Commander. Funding: Sponsored by the Office of the Command Historian, HQ, TRADOC, Fort Monroe, VA. Photocopy. 28 cm. DTIC: ADA288405; OCLC: 34044312.

Combs, Marcus. 1900s. The U.S.S. San Francisco at the Battle of Guadalcanal on the Night of November 12-13, 1942. San Francisco, Calif.: Golden Gate National Recreation Area. Descriptors: 11 pages, 3; Guadalcanal, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; World War, 1939-1945- Naval operations, American; U.S.S. San Francisco Memorial (San Francisco, Calif.); San...


Cotts, Christopher D. “Decisive Halt 1942: Guadalcanal and Implications for American Military Strategy in the 21st Century.” Air Command and Staff College, Maxwell AFB, AL. Volume: ADA398334, 54 Pages. Descriptors: *Military Strategy; *Battles; *Second World War; Warfare; Air Force; Combat Effectiveness; United States; Military Equipment; Theses; Military Capabilities; Enemy; *Guadalcanal Campaign. Abstract: The recent Report of the Quadrennial Defense Review outlines an increased need to execute Halt Phase Operations, defined as the halt of an enemy invasion of friendly territory before the enemy reaches his strategic goals. In order to meet this challenge, the QDR panel proposes a force that relies on the Revolution in Military Affairs to leverage increased military capability from a smaller force. Other agencies, in particular the United States Air Force, have proposed that Halt Phase operations can best be executed by modern airpower. Unfortunately, this assertion is not borne out by current military combat models. Therefore, this study examines a historical example, the World War II Guadalcanal campaign, to examine the Halt Phase and develops some critical issues for this key phase of battle. First, trading mass for technological superiority increases the risk of failure under a wide range of circumstances. Second, sound operational force employment is also a key to victory, a major problem in a two-
major theater war scenario. Third, sustainment capability is crucial. Fourth, multi-dimensional combat capability provides a war-winning edge. Failure to heed these conclusions may not risk outright defeat but does increase the possibility of failure in the Halt Phase and a reversion to attrition warfare exactly the situation the American strategy and operational forces are designed to avoid. Notes: Master’s thesis. Approved for Public Release. The original document contains color images. Database: DTIC AND NTIS. URL: [http://handle.dtic.mil/100.2/ADA398334](http://handle.dtic.mil/100.2/ADA398334)

“Country Reports on Human Rights Practices, 2003: Solomon Islands.” 2004. Department of State, Washington, DC. Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights, and Labor. 25 Feb. Pages: 22. Descriptors: Civil rights; Political systems; Politics; Economics; Foreign government; International relations; Religion; Military government; Foreign policy; Crimes; Solomon Islands; Human rights; Behavior and society Social concerns; Behavior and society International relations. Abstract: The Solomon Islands has a modified parliamentary system of government consisting of a single-chamber Legislative Assembly of 50 members. Executive authority is vested in the Prime Minister, who is elected by a majority vote of Parliament, and his Cabinet. A new Parliament was elected in 2001 with Sir Allan Kemakeza as Prime Minister; elections were considered generally free and fair. Since 1998, conflict between two of the main ethnic groups in the country—the Malaitans and the Guadalcanalese—has forced thousands of Malaitans residing on Guadalcanal from their homes, and in June 2000, armed Malaitan militants took over Honiara, the capital. The Malaitan militants forced the then-Prime Minister to resign. Although a peace agreement formally ending the conflict was signed in October 2000, subsequent governments had limited success in their efforts to restore peace, due to political and institutional weaknesses and the public’s perception that their leaders were beholden to one or the other of the conflicting parties. In late July, the Regional Assistance Mission for Solomon Islands (RAMSI), a multinational police-centered force organized by Australia, arrived in the country at the invitation of the Government and began to assist the Government in restoring law and order and rebuilding the country’s institutions. The Constitution provides for an independent judiciary; however, prior to RAMSI’s arrival, the judiciary was hampered by police ineffectiveness, lack of resources, and threats against judges and prosecutors. Notes: Appendices not included. NTIS: PB2005103542XSP.

“Country Reports on Human Rights Practices, 2001: Solomon Islands.” 2002. Department of State, Washington, DC. Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights, and Labor. 4 Mar. Pages: 54. Descriptors: History; Political systems; Politics; Religion; Economics; Foreign government; International relations; Geography; Foreign policy; Culture; Warfare; Education; Agriculture; Climate; Solomon Islands; Human rights; Country studies; Behavior and society International relations. Abstract: The Solomon Islands has a modified parliamentary system of government consisting of a single-chamber legislative assembly of 50 members. Executive authority is vested in the Prime Minister and his Cabinet. The Prime Minister, elected by a majority vote of Parliament, selects his own Cabinet. A new Parliament was elected in December with Allan Kemakeza as Prime Minister; elections were considered free and fair. In 1998 tensions between two of the main ethnic groups in the country—the Malaitans and the Guadalcanalese—resulted in violence. Throughout 1999 Guadalcanalese militants forced thousands of Malaitans residing on Guadalcanal from their homes. Beginning in January 2000, Malaitan militants stole large quantities of weapons from the police and actively began to combat the Guadalcanalese. The conflict continued to escalate, and in June 2000, armed Malaitan militants, reportedly assisted by paramilitary police officers acting without authorization, took over Honiara, the capital. Following their takeover of the capital, the Malaitan militants forced the then-Prime Minister, Bartholomew Ulufa’alu, to resign, and Parliament chose a new Prime Minister, Manasseh Sogavare, under duress. A new government,
known as the Coalition for National Unity, Reconciliation, and Peace, was formed. The Government has sought to restore peace, but its success has been limited due to its weakness—both political and institutional—and the perception that its leaders are beholden to one of the conflicting parties. The judiciary is independent, but was hampered by police ineffectiveness, lack of resources, and threats against judges and prosecutors. Notes: Product reproduced from digital image. NTIS: PB2002104848XSP.

“Country Reports on Human Rights Practices, 1999: Solomon Islands.” 2000. Department of State, Washington, DC. 23 Feb. Pages: 10. Descriptors: Civil rights; Political systems; Politics; Economics; Foreign government; International relations; Religion; Military government; Foreign policy; Crimes; Solomon Islands; Human rights; Behavior and society Social concerns; Behavior and society International relations. Abstract: Solomon Islands, with a population of approximately 450,000, is an archipelago stretching over 840 miles in the South Pacific. Its government is a modified parliamentary system consisting of a single-chamber legislative assembly of 50 members. Executive authority is vested in the Prime Minister and his Cabinet. The Prime Minister, elected by a majority vote of Parliament, selects his own Cabinet. Political legitimacy derives from direct election by secret ballot. There have been five general elections since independence in 1978, most recently in August 1997. The judiciary is independent. A police force of approximately 900 persons under civilian control is responsible for law enforcement and border security. About 75 percent of the population engage to some extent in subsistence farming and fishing and have little involvement in the cash economy. Commercial activities include some plantation production of copra, cocoa, and palm oil, one fish cannery, a gold mine on Guadalcanal, and small resort and diving enterprises. Basic individual rights are provided for in the Constitution, generally respected by authorities, and defended by an independent judiciary; however, some rights were suspended during a state of emergency. Notes: Product reproduced from digital image. NTIS: PB2003106348XSP.
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Davis, Edward F. 2004. Edward F. Davis Papers, 2004? Descriptors: 1 folder. World War, 1939-1945- Campaigns- Pacific Islands; Guadalcanal, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; World War, 1939-1945- Personal narratives, American; Vietnam War, 1961-1975- Campaigns; Vietnam War, 1961-1975- Personal narratives, American; Davis, Edward F; United States. Army. Infantry Division, 25th. Field Artillery Battalion, 8th. Headquarters Company; Germany- History-1945-1955; Bangkok (Thailand)- Description and travel; Japan- Description and travel; Hong Kong- Description and travel; Taiwan- Description and travel; Pennsylvania- National Guard; Manuscript; Picture. Abstract: General description of the collection: The Edward F. Davis papers include a World War II Veteran’s Survey Questionnaire, a Vietnam War Veteran’s Survey Questionnaire, and a memoir filled with computerized reproductions of photos, maps, newspaper clippings, propaganda leaflets, and an issue of the 8th Field Artillery Battalion newspaper. Sergeant Davis describes his training, quarters, rations, equipment, uniforms, relations with civilians, rest and relaxation (R & R) tours to Japan, Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Bangkok, troop transports, disease, flora and fauna in the jungle, USO shows, drug use, his work at missile sites in the US, and his time in the National Guard. Notes: Contains the following type(s) of materials: memoir, questionnaires. Bio/History: First Sergeant Edward F. Davis enlisted as a high school student on 2 May 1940 because of family financial hardships. He trained at Scofield Barracks, HI after being assigned to the 25th Infantry Division (ID), 8th Field Artillery Battalion, Headquarters Battery. After the bombing of Pearl Harbor, he went into combat with the 25th ID at Guadalcanal and participated in the invasion of the Philippine Islands. He was released from combat in 1945 because he had accumulated enough points, and was discharged at Fort Dix, NJ on 16 July 1945. He joined the Pennsylvania National Guard in 1946, then volunteered to return to active duty when the
Korean War broke out. He was sent for occupation duty in Hoenfels, Germany from 1953-1955. After returning to the United States (US), he was assigned to Korea in 1957, then to Pakistan in 1963. After another tour in the US, he volunteered for Vietnam, where he served three tours. He retired in 1970 after twenty-two years of active duty service. He used the GI Bill to attend trade school in the early 1970’s.

General Info: Original or duplicate materials: U.S. Army Military History Institute, Carlisle Barracks, Carlisle, Pa. 17013-5008. Other Titles: Papers of Edward F. Davis; Davis papers. OCLC: 56791706.


[Dead Japanese Soldiers Strewn Over a Beach on Guadalcanal, Solomon Islands, while U.S. Marines Get the Lay of the Land and Consolidate their Positions]. 1942. Descriptors: World War, 1939-1945- Casualties- Japanese- Solomon Islands- Guadalcanal Island; Guadalcanal, Battle

Deuel, Jay Riley and Saints at War. 1944-2000. Memoir, Ca. 1944-2000. Descriptors: 1 folder (7 pages); World War, 1939-1945- Personal narratives, American; World War, 1939-1945- Religious aspects- Catholic Church; Guadalcanal, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; Manuscript. Abstract: In this narrative about Jay Riley Deuel, Geneve Deuel expresses the feeling of Deuel as he served in the U.S. Navy as recorded in a collection of letter found and held by his family. He served around Guadalcanal, but was never in any danger. In his letters, and the memoir, his love for his family, and positive outlook are emphasized. The memoir recounts many of the personal life aspects of Deuel as he served. Notes: Genre/Form: Memoirs. Notes: Bio/History: Deuel served in the U.S. Navy during World War II from 1944-1946. He achieved the rank of Seaman First Class. General Info: Open for research. Items were donated by Geneve Deuel to the Saints At War Project in 2000. OCLC: 55006266.


Dickson, Donald L. United States; Navy, et al. 1996. To the Shores of Iwo Jima. Cerritos, CA: Diamond Entertainment Corp. Volume: 1 videocassette (45 min.), Descriptors: Iwo Jima, Battle of, Japan, 1945; World War, 1939-1945- Campaigns- Japan; Guadalcanal, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; Videocassette; VHS tape. Abstract: Presents a dramatic documentary account of the American invasion of Iwo Jima and the Battle of Guadalcanal in the Solomon Islands. Shows ship bombardment, rocket fire, air bombing, the use of flame throwers, and scenes of individuals and groups in combat. Notes: System Info: VHS format. Notes: At head of title on container: World War II - War in the Pacific. Originally issued as a motion picture in 1945. Participants: Narrator, Donald L. Dickson (2nd work). Other Titles: Title on cassette label; To the shores of Iwo Jima/Guadacanal; To the shores of Iwo Jima, Guadacanal; This is Guadalcanal (Motion picture); Responsibility: Photographed in combat areas by cameramen of the U.S. Navy, Marine Corps and Coast Guard. 45035; Diamond Entertainment Corp. OCLC: 68671302.

Dickson, Donald L. United States; Navy; Viking Video Classics and United Artists Corporation. 1986. To the Shores of Iwo Jima this is Guadalcanal. Burbank, Calif: Viking Video Classics; Distributed by United Artists. Volume: 1 videocassette (ca. 41 min.), Descriptors: Iwo Jima, Battle of, Japan, 1945; Guadalcanal, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; World War, 1939-1945- Campaigns- Japan; World War, 1939-1945- Campaigns- Pacific Ocean; Documentary films; LC: D767.99.19; Dewey: 940.54/26; Videorecording; Videocassette; VHS tape. Abstract: Presents a dramatic documentary account of the American invasion of Iwo Jima. Shows ship bombardment, rocket fire, air bombing, the use of flame throwers, and scenes of individuals and groups in combat. The 2nd work is a pictorial revue of the U.S. Marines’ bravery at Guadalcanal as they prepare for a Japanese counterattack. Notes: Named Corp: United States. Marine Corps-History- World War, 1939-1945. System Info: VHS format. Notes: First work originally issued as a motion picture in 1945. Packaging indicates works in color but both works in black & white.
“Edited at Warner Bros. Studios for the U.S. Government Office of War Information and exhibited by the War Activities Committee of the Motion Picture Industry.” “Presented by Industrial Incentive Division, United States Navy in cooperation with the O.W.I. Motion Picture Bureau.” With: This is Guadalcanal. Participants: 2nd work narrated by Donald L. Dickson. Other Titles: Container title; To the shores of Iwo Jima Guadalcanal; Guadalcanal; This is Guadalcanal. Responsibility: [produced by the U.S. Navy]. Photographed in combat areas by cameramen of U.S. Navy, Marine Corps and Coast Guard. 2nd work photographed by U.S. Marine Corps Combat cameramen. VCC 911; Viking Video Classics. OCLC: 51338726.


Dillard, Nancy R. 1997. “Operational Leadership: A Case Study of Two Extremes during Operation Watchtower.” Naval War College, Newport, RI. Volume: ADA325157, Pages: 27 Pages(s). Descriptors: *Military Operations; *Leadership; Military History; Theater Level Operations; Decision Making; Skills; Morale; Theses; Case Studies; Military Capabilities; Strength (General), Vision; Military Commanders; Judgement (Psychology); Pacific Ocean Islands; South Pacific Ocean; Operation Watchtower. Abstract: Amid the fog and friction of war, operational leadership is an essential element of success. Never was this better demonstrated than in the South Pacific theater during World War II’s Operation Watchtower (the American occupation of Guadalcanal and Tulagi), where an unforeseen change of command altered the course of history. Successful military theater commanders possess common traits that facilitate their operational leadership role. These traits include the intellectual ability and imagination to analyze situations, and to envision a future end state and the steps required to achieve it; communication skill to clearly articulate the vision to subordinates; enthusiasm and confidence to inspire subordinates beyond their known capabilities; boldness and audacity to take calculated risks decisively; good judgment to make the right decisions; and, when the going gets tough, strength of character and will to maintain the vision, stay the course, rekindle enthusiasm and keep hope alive. With the success of America’s first major offensive operation against Japan in jeopardy, Fleet Admiral Chester W. Nimitz, USN, Commander in Chief Pacific Ocean Areas, faced the soul-searching decision to relieve a subordinate commander. He replaced Vice Admiral Robert L. Ghormley, USN, Commander South Pacific Area and South Pacific Force, with Vice Admiral William F. Halsey, USN. Admiral Halsey’s immediate positive impact on morale and readiness, coupled with his bold audacity, turned the tide and achieved victory in less than a month. Admiral Halsey proved to be the right leader in the right place at the right time. Approved for Public Release. URL: http://handle.dtic.mil/100.2/ADA325157


“The Dogfight.” 2007. Air & Space Smithsonian. Volume 21, Issue 5; 5, Pages 34-35. Descriptors: Guadalcanal Island, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; Warships; Wildcat (Fighter plane); Sakai, Saburo; Mitsubishi G4M bomber; Southerland, James J; Solomon Islands. Notes: Air & Space Smithsonian; Article; Source Information: Dec2006/Jan2007, Vol. 21 Issue 5, 34 pages; Subject Term: Guadalcanal Island, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; Subject Term: Warships; Subject Term: Wildcat (Fighter plane); Subject Term: Sakai, Saburo; Subject Term: Mitsubishi G4M bomber; Subject Term: Southerland, James J. Geographic Subject: Solomon Islands; Number of Pages: 2; Illustrations: 2 diagrams. Abstract: The article details events that transpired during the air combat between the Japanese and the U.S. forces in Guadalcanal,
Solomon Islands on August 7, 1942. Lieutenant James J. Southerland II radioed his division when he found that G4M1 Betty bombers are about to attack the 50 U.S. Navy ships. Japanese pilot Saburo Sakai found himself in front of the Wildcat flown by Southerland. Sakai realized his mistake but Southerland did not fire which prompted the former to target Wildcat’s engine instead of Southerland. ISSN: 0886-2257.


Dorr, Robert F. 2005. “Signalman Saved Lives in Guadalcanal Attack.” Navy Times. 01/24. Volume 54, Issue 17; 17, Pages 36-36. Descriptors: Marines; Offensive (Military science); United States. Coast Guard; Munro, Douglas A. Guadalcanal (Solomon Islands); Solomon Islands. Notes: Navy Times; Article; Source Information: 1/24/2005, Vol. 54 Issue 17, p36; Subject Term: Marines; Offensive (Military science); United States. Coast Guard. Abstract: Features Signalman 1st Class Douglas A. Munro, a U.S. Coast Guardsman who received the Medal of Honor in recognition of his participation at an offensive in Guadalcanal in the Solomon Islands. Historical information on the participation of the Coast Guard the offensive in 1942; Duties of Munro prior to his involvement in the Guadalcanal attack; Description of the struggle of Munro as he saves Marines at the offensive. ISSN: 0028-1697.

photographs taken during the war have now been layered over a 3-D contour map to create a CGI "model" of the battlefield. These original, high-resolution images allow the viewer to track the battle step-by-step. Individual stories of courage and heroism are placed in the exact spot where they took place. Using cutting-edge techniques, unique archive film, reenactments, and extraordinary interviews, Pacific: The Lost Evidence sheds new light on one of the most important battles of World War II. Notes: System Info: DVD. Notes: Participants: Narrator: Michael Carroll. Other Titles: Guadalcanal: Pacific, the lost evidence; Guadalcanal: the lost evidence; produced by Flashback Television for A&E Television Networks; The History Channel; producer: Taylor Downing; written and directed by Steve Baker. Film editor: Gareth Johnson. AAE-74781; A&E Television Networks. OCLC: 64574416.
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Guttman, Jon. Archie Donahue: WWII Ace Pilot- Shooting Down Five Aircraft on a Single Mission was an Impressive Accomplishment, but to do it Twice in a Combat Career Required Special Skill. Historynet.com. no. July 2007, Abstract: On November 2, 1942, the squadron arrived at its first combat assignment: Guadalcanal in the Solomons. There, the Marines and their offshore U.S. Navy support were still fighting to hold the island and its airstrip, Henderson Field, code-named “Cactus” by the Allies. Second Lieutenant Donahue’s first victory came during three days and nights of naval and aerial combat that brought the struggle for the island to its climax. On November 13, Henderson-based U.S. Navy and Marine aircraft, joined by planes from the carrier Enterprise, attacked and sank the Japanese battleship Hiei, which had been crippled in a wild naval action the night before. For the Wildcat pilots, that involved protecting their bombers from Mitsubishi A6M2 Zero fighters operating from Japanese bases in the upper Solomons. In the course of those encounters, Donahue shot down a Zero off Guadalcanal, killing Chief Petty Officer Tasuke Mukai from the carrier Zuiho’s air group. That night Japanese cruisers arrived off Lunga Point and lobbed 1,400 shells at Henderson, destroying 18 American planes and damaging 32 others. They failed to render the field inoperable, however, and when Japanese Rear Adm. Raizo Tanaka’s Destroyer Squadron 2, better known to his American adversaries as the “Tokyo Express,” escorted 11 transports to Guadalcanal, every Marine and Navy aircraft that could still fly, joined by Enterprise’s planes, attacked. They damaged the retiring cruiser Maya and sank seven of the 11 transports, although “Tenacious Tanaka” ran the four remaining ships aground to land 2,000 troops and supplies, while his destroyers rescued some 5,000 survivors. Notes: This article by Jon Guttman was originally published in the July 2007 issue of Aviation History Magazine. URL: http://www.historynet.com/magazines/aviation_history/8187967.html

Guymon, Wayne and Saints at War. 1942-2000. Memoirs, 1942-2000. Descriptors: 1 folder (11 p.) 1 newspaper clipping. 1 map. 9 photocopied photographs. World War, 1939-1945- Personal narratives, American; World War, 1939-1945- Campaigns- Pacific Ocean; Guadalcanal, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; Manuscript. Abstract: Contains several narratives written by Guymon about his military experiences on the islands of Guadalcanal, Fiji, and Espirito Santos. Includes a description of his work clearing foliage on Espirito Santos. Also contains a description of the local warriors on Fiji and their role in helping to destroy fortified Japanese artillery positions. Bulk of text relates to the wartime conditions and his combat and communications experiences on Guadalcanal, where he laid telephone lines. Also includes photocopied photographs of telephone wire crews in Espirito Santos and Guadalcanal, airfield headquarters at Guadalcanal, and Japanese casualties at Guadalcanal. Contains a map sketching Japanese and American military movements during the battle at Guadalcanal. Notes: Genre/Form: Memoirs. Photographs. Clippings (Books, newspapers, etc.); Notes: Bio/History: Served in the US Marine Corps during World War II from 1942-1945. Guymon was assigned to the 1st Marine Aircraft Wing, 1st Marine Division. He was made communications chief and received the rank of master technical sergeant. General Info: Items were donated by creator, Wayne Guymon, to the Saints At War Project in 2001. OCLC: 52119036.


Haley, J. Frederick. 1980-1996. J. Frederick Haley Papers, 1980-1986. Descriptors: Authors- United States- 20th century; World War, 1939-1945- Campaigns- Pacific Ocean; World War, 1939-1945- Campaigns- Japan- Okinawa Island; Saipan, Battle of, Northern Mariana Islands, 1944; Guadalcanal, Battle of Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; Tarawa, Battle of, Kiribati, 1943. Abstract: The J. Frederick Haley collection contains a Haley manuscript “Lt. Ski- A Man for All Seasons”, which is a eulogy for Lt. Ski after his natural death in Colorado. Lt. Ski led the first reconnaissance mission to the Island of Tarawa before the main invasion. There are some of Haley’s articles printed in the Marine Corps Gazette, and there are some photocopies of his manuscripts on Tarawa and the Japanese mortar-fire death of General Buckner on Okinawa. There are also Haley photographs that he took during Pacific Island campaigns. These include images of Japanese dead, Amtrak landing craft, and Marines hunkered down under fire. His later correspondence with the New York Times and some small town newspapers defending the Marines is also included. Notes: 1 cubic ft. (1 box); Named Corp: United States. Marine Corps. Geographic: Tinian (Northern Mariana Islands); Notes: Bio/History: J. Frederick Haley fought in the South Pacific during World War II. Afterwards he became a lawyer, but kept strong ties to the Marine Corps and particularly fellow veterans of the Pacific island campaigns. He wrote articles about the fighting on Tarawa, Saipan and other island battlefields. He also corresponded with anyone in power who denigrated or showed ignorance about the sufferings and accomplishments of the Marines. General Info: No finding aid available in repository. OCLC: 63113286.


Most contemporary accounts claim that the remains of the Goettge patrol were never discovered. In "Guadalcanal, Starvation Island" however, Eric Hammel wrote, "A patrol discovered a leg encased in a Marine legging and boondockers protruding from the sand. Nearby, an oversized, handless arm was sticking out of the ground. Marine Gunner Bill Rust thought it was either Goettge or Ringer, both of whom had been very large men. The patrol was withdrawn before they had time to recover the remains." 

Dick Camp. Star Crossed Translator. See: http://www.military.com/NewContent/0,13190,Leatherneck_Translator_080404,00.html


Headquarters, U.S. Army Forces, Far East, and Eighth U.S. Army, Military History Section, Japanese Research Division. 1955. Japanese Night Combat, Part 3. Headquarters, U.S. Army Forces, Far East, and Eighth U.S. Army, Military History Section, Japanese Research Division. Pages: 168. Descriptors: World War; 1939-1945; World War II; WWII; Imperial Japanese Army; Japanese Armed Forces; Night fighting; Japanese fighting; Rikugun; Combat tactics; Drills; Training; China; Guadalcanal; Hong Kong; Burma; New Guinea. Abstract: Part three of three parts, this paper compiled by a number of former officers of the Imperial Japanese Army contains a supplement of twelve examples of night combat engagements of the Japanese Army. Part 1 contains general discussion of the principles and accumulated experience of the Japanese in night combat, part 2 contains five appendices consisting of appropriate excerpts from Japanese Army
Heavilin, Gale E. 1986. “War Planning Assumptions and Errors in Military Strategy.” Air War Coll Maxwell AFB, AL: March 1986. Volume: ADA177846, Pages: 120 Pages(s). Descriptors: *Military Strategy, *Military Forces(Foreign), *Military Planning, Warfare, Integrated Systems, Strategy, Terrain, Planning, Conflict, Battles, Air Power, Southeast Asia, Land Areas.Zmilitary Strategy, *Military Forces(Foreign), *Military Planning, Warfare, Integrated Systems, Strategy, Terrain, Planning, Conflict, Battles, Air Power, Southeast Asia, Land Areas. Abstract: This paper analyzes and assesses opposing strategies at Guadalcanal and at Dien Bien Phu. The analysis shows basic strategy, highlights key planning assumptions, and identifies force structures. The author concludes that battles are lost and campaigns fail because commanders make classic, but avoidable, errors in military thinking from which come the faulty planning assumptions upon which their losing strategies are based. He shows that Japan failed to hold Guadalcanal because the Imperial General HQ did not have an integrated strategy for defense of the southeast perimeter of the Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere and it chose positions in the southern Solomons that over-reached the range of land-based air power. He concludes that the French beat themselves at Dien Bien Phu because they: lost sight of any clear war aims in Indochina; underestimated the capabilities of the Viet Minh; overestimated their own capabilities while ignoring significant limitations on their own military power; did not to use advantage the terrain on which they chose to accept battle; and failed to plan adequately for retreat. Notes: Approved for Public Release; Document Partially Illegible. Database: DTIC AND NTIS.

Heavilin, G. E. 1986. “War Planning Assumptions and Errors in Military Strategy. Research Rept.” Air War Collection, Maxwell AFB, AL. Mar. Volume: AUAWC86094, Pages: 121. Descriptors: Military forces Foreign; Warfare; Battles; Southeast asia; Military planning; Military strategy; Military sciences Military operations strategy and tactics. Abstract: This paper analyzes and assesses opposing strategies at Guadalcanal and at Dien Bien Phu. The analysis shows basic strategy, highlights key planning assumptions, and identifies force structures. The author concludes that battles are lost and campaigns fail because commanders make classic, but avoidable, errors in military thinking from which come the faulty planning assumptions upon which their losing strategies are based. He shows that Japan failed to hold Guadalcanal because the Imperial General HQ did not have an integrated strategy for defense of the southeast perimeter of the Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere and it chose positions in the southern Solomons that over-reached the range of land-based air power. He concludes that the French beat themselves at Dien Bien Phu because they: lost sight of any clear war aims in Indochina; underestimated the capabilities of the Viet Minh; overestimated their own capabilities while ignoring significant limitations on their own military power; did not to use advantage the terrain on which they chose to accept battle; and failed to plan adequately for retreat. DTIC Accession Number: ADA177846. OCLC: 36251105.
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World War, 1939-1945- Naval operations, American; World War, 1939-1945- Personal narratives, American; World War, 1939-1945- Campaigns- Pacific Area; Guadalcanal, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; Heiberg, Kristen F.- Interviews; Benham (Destroyer: DD-397); United States. Navy- Electrician’s mates- Biography; Government publication; National government publication. Abstract: Kristen F. Heiberg served on six warships during World War II, including the destroyer USS Benham DD 397. The Battle of Midway, in which Benham rescued 721 survivors from the carrier Yorktown, and later rescued survivors from the destroyer Hammann after both Yorktown and Hammann were torpedoed by the Japanese submarine I-168. On 15 November 1942, when Japanese torpedo fired from a warship blew off the Benham’s bow during the Battle of Guadalcanal, he and the rest of the crew were rescued by USS Gwin DD 433. Notes: Interviewed on 6 October 2000. The Naval Historical Foundation donates the materials to the Naval Historical Center... --Oral history donation form. Other Titles: Electrician’s mate first class Kristen F. Heiberg, service on destroyers in World War II; Responsibility: oral history conducted by Phillip F. Reid. OCLC: 51522371.


“The Hell I Can’t: The Boats That Made The Landings Possible, And The Man Behind Them.” 2004. American Heritage of Invention & Technology. Summer. Volume 20, Issue 1, Pages 22-25. Descriptors: Landing; Boats; Beaches; Personnel; Vehicles; Charging; Sport utility vehicles; Diesel engines; Discharge; Off road vehicles; Shores; Marine engines; Inventions; Islands; Sicily; Ramps; Liquid crystal polymers; Coastlines; Structural steels. Abstract: During World War II Adolf Hitler called Andrew Jackson Higgins “the new Noah.” After the war Dwight Eisenhower called Higgins “the man who won the war for us.” Soldiers and Marines charged out of Higgins’s little landing boats to secure beachheads all through World War II, coming ashore in North Africa, Sicily, mainland Italy, on Omaha and Utah Beaches on the Normandy coast, and on a succession of Pacific islands that stretched to the outskirts of Japan itself, places with names like Biak, Wadke, Guadalcanal, Tarawa, and Iwo Jima. Those landings always began with Higgins boats. The GIs who rode them up onto hostile shores also knew them by their official designations, LCM (landing craft, mechanized), LCP (landing craft, personnel), LCPL (landing craft, personnel, large), and, smallest and best known, LCVP (landing craft, vehicle, personnel). The LCVP was 36 feet long and 11 feet wide, and it held a platoon of 36 fully equipped men or a dozen men and a jeep. It was built mainly of wood-mahogany, pine, and oak-and was unique in that it could run its bow up onto a beach and then quickly power back off and head for open water. No other craft could do that. The Higgins boat drew only 2 feet 2 inches at the bow and 3 feet aft; it had a steel ramp at the front that dropped down to discharge troops; it was powered by a 225-horsepower Gray diesel engine that could speed it toward a beach as fast as 12 knots. Database: CSA Technology Research Database. ISSN: 8756-7296.

“Henderson Field Rededicated.” 1995. Marine Corps Gazette. 12. Volume 79, Issue 12; Pages 3. Descriptors: Dedication services; Guadalcanal Island, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; Henderson, Lofton. Notes: Marine Corps Gazette; Article; Source Information: Dec95, Vol. 79 Issue 12, p3; Subject Term: Dedication services; Subject Term: Guadalcanal Island, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; Subject Term: Henderson, Lofton; Number of Pages: 2/3p; Illustrations: 1bw; Document Type: Article. Abstract: Reports on the rededication of Henderson Field in the Solomon Islands on October 26, 1995. Field’s key role in the Guadalcanal Campaign; Capture and retention in the Pacific War; Naming of the field in honor of Major Lofton R. Henderson; Representation of the Henderson family at the rededication. Reports on the
rededication of Henderson Field in the Solomon Islands on October 26, 1995. Field’s key role in the Guadalcanal Campaign; Capture and retention in the Pacific War; Naming of the field in honor of Major Lofton R. Henderson; Representation of the Henderson family at the rededication. ISSN: 0025-3170.


Henry, James J., IV. 2000. “A Historical Review of the Development of Doctrine for Command Relationships in Amphibious Warfare.” Army Command And General Staff Coll Fort Leavenworth KS. Volume: ADA383832, Pages: 123 Pages(s). Descriptors: *Amphibious Operations; Military History; Warfare; Marine Corps; Military Doctrine; Navy; Theses; Joint Military Activities; Spain; Okinawa. Abstract: This thesis traces the development of doctrine for command relationships in amphibious warfare. The study examines the command relationships employed in landing operations through World War I, with emphasis on Santiago in the Spanish-American War and Gallipoli in World War I as the driving forces behind joint and naval doctrine development. From this background, the thesis outlines the efforts of the Joint Board and Marine Corps Schools to codify% their doctrine, primarily in the interwar years. The joint process led to Joint Action of the Army and the Navy and Joint Overseas Expeditions of 1927 and 1933, predecessors to Joint Publication 0-2, Unified Action Armed Forces. Naval doctrine begun by the Marine Corps Schools became the Navy’s Fleet Training Publication 167, Landing Operations Doctrine, US. Navy, 1938, predecessor to Joint Publication 3-02, Joint Doctrine for Amphibious Operations. The thesis then examines the employment of that doctrine, and the doctrinal changes and lessons that resulted, in three major amphibious operations, WATCHTOWER (Guadalcanal), ICEBERG (Okinawa), and CHROMITE (Inchon). The study concludes with a discussion of the relevance of the historical development to today’s doctrinal issues and provides recommendations for further research. Notes: Master’s thesis 6 Aug 1999-2 Jun 2000. Approved for Public Release. Database: DTIC and NTIS. URL: http://handle.dtic.mil/100.2/ADA383832

Henry, Philip M. 1998. “Operational Protection of the Guadalcanal Operation Landings.” Volume: ADA348452, Pages: 22 Pages(s). Descriptors: *Military History; *Combat Support; *Naval Planning; *Military Art; Risk; Decision Making; Protection; Aircraft Carriers; Naval Logistics; Military Commanders; Carrier Based Aircraft; *Guadalcanal; Operational Logistics; *Operational Protection. Abstract: It has been argued that the operational commander’s decision to withdraw the aircraft carrier-based operational protection earlier than planned at Guadalcanal placed the operation in extremis. The operational commander’s decision as to what was necessary and possible to protect with the aircraft carriers was based on the means available and the risk involved. In view of the information he had his actions can be justified, but his overall command of the operation is subject to criticism. There were things that could have been done better, and there are lessons to be learned. In this paper I look at the issue of operational protection of the landing during the planning stage, and when the operational commander made the decision to withdraw it. Centers of gravity at all levels are considered in order to analyze the operations commander’s decision. Lastly, I consider what the operations commander could have done better, and at the need to properly plan for operational protection in a future operation maneuver from the sea. Notes: Approved for Public Release. Database: DTIC and NTIS. URL: http://handle.dtic.mil/100.2/ADA348452
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Contains the following types of materials: correspondence, letters, unit histories, newspapers, magazines, books, manuals, maps, charts, ephemera. Contains information pertaining to the following war: World War II (WWII). Contains information pertaining to the following military unit: Western Pacific Base Command. General description of the collection: The Harold P. Henry papers include unit histories of 525th Quartermaster (QM) Group and subordinate logistical and support units, describing service in Guadalcanal and Solomons; miscellaneous papers including menus, programs, and information guides reflect dependents’ life on Saipan (1946); a few items from Newfoundland service (1943); ships newsletters; newspapers; and Quartermaster Corps history. Notes: General Info: Available on site only. Original or duplicate materials: U.S. Army Military History Institute/ Carlisle Barracks, Carlzsle, Pa. 17013-5008. Other Titles: Papers of Harold P. Henry; Henry papers. OCLC: 47785019.

Henry, Philip; Naval War College (U.S.); Joint Military Operations Dept and Defense Technical Information Center (U.S.). 1998. Operational Protection of the Guadalcanal Operation Landings. Newport, R.I: Naval War College. Descriptors: 22 pages; World War, 1939-1945- Campaigns- Solomon Islands- Guadalcanal; Guadalcanal, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; World War, 1939-1945- Aerial operations, American; Operational art (Military science); Government publication; National government publication. Abstract: It has been argued that the operational commander’s decision to withdraw the aircraft carrier-based operational protection earlier than planned at Guadalcanal placed the operation in extremis. The operational commander’s decision as to what was necessary and possible to protect with the aircraft carriers was based on the means available and the risk involved. In view of the information he had his actions can be justified, but his overall command of the operation is subject to criticism. There were things that could have been done better, and there are lessons to be learned. In this paper I look at the issue of operational protection of the landing during the planning stage, and when the operational commander made the decision to withdraw it. Centers of gravity at all levels are considered in order to analyze the operations commander’s decision. Lastly, I consider what the operations commander could have done better, and at the need to properly plan for operational protection in a future operation maneuver from the sea. Notes: “13 February 1998.” Includes bibliographical references (p. 18-19). Reproduction: Photocopy. Ft. Belvoir, Va.: Defense Technical Information Center/ 1998. 28 cm. Report: ADA 348452; Responsibility: by Philip M. Henry. OCLC: 45519922.


Hoffman, Jon. 1994. Once a Legend: “Red Mike” Edson of the Raiders. Novato, CA: Presidio Press. xvi, 434 pages: ill., maps; 24 cm. Descriptors: Edson, Merritt. Abstract: U.S. Marines are no strangers to distributed and simultaneous operations. In World War II, they devised a multidimensional series of strikes to dislodge the Japanese defending Guadalcanal and its surrounding islands. Mixing naval gunfire with close air support, Rear Admiral Richmond Kelly Turner’s Task Force 62 conducted five separate assaults in early August 1942 that initially stunned the Japanese defenders. Lieutenant Colonel Merritt Edson’s 1st Raider Battalion conducted an assault on Tulagi, while another rifle company landed on Florida Island as a supporting attack. The 1st Marine Division then conducted the main attack on Guadalcanal. Later in the afternoon, the 1st Parachute Battalion seized Gavutu and Tanambogo. This demonstrated the versatility of well-trained and well-led Marines, in both conventional and unconventional warfare. ISBN: 0891414932.

Hoffman, Jon T. Battle for Henderson Field: Lieutenant Colonel Lewis B. Puller Commanded the 1st Battalion, 7th MarinesThe 7th Marines’ Tenacious Defense of the Hills Overlooking Henderson Field Secured Victory at Guadalcanal. no. July 2007, Abstract: Puller and his battalion had arrived on Guadalcanal with the rest of the 7th Marine Regiment on September 18. Although Chesty had trained his men well, the green unit did not get off to an auspicious start. The first night ashore, Japanese ships inflicted several casualties when they bombarded the coconut grove in which the regiment had bivouacked. During a battalion-size patrol over the next two days, Puller lost a few more men and was incensed when his battalion joined in unprovoked nighttime shooting with other men of the regiment. At the Second Battle of the Matanikau later that month, the Japanese thwarted 1st Marine Division commander Maj. Gen. Alexander A. Vandegrift’s effort to gain control of the Matanikau River. In the process, a good portion of the 1/7 (under the command of Puller’s executive officer) was trapped for a time behind enemy lines. Only Chesty’s daring efforts in commandeering a destroyer and supervising an amphibious withdrawal under fire saved the force from annihilation. Having suffered more than 10 percent casualties (including the battalion executive officer and all three company commanders) at the end of 10 days on the island, the morale of the 1/7 was at a low ebb. Notes: This article was written by Jon T. Hoffman and originally appeared in the November 2002 issue of World War II. URL: http://www.historynet.com/magazines/world_war_2/3033641.html?page=1&c=y

Hoffman, Jon T. 2002. “‘Chesty’ Puller’s Epic Stand.” World War II. 11. Volume 17, Issue 4; 4, Pages 34. Descriptors: Guadalcanal Island, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; Puller, Lewis; World War, 1939-1945- Campaigns- Solomon Islands; Solomon Islands. Notes: World War II; Article; Source Information: Nov2002, Vol. 17 Issue 4, p34; Subject Term: Guadalcanal Island, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; Subject Term: Puller, Lewis; Subject Term: World War, 1939-1945- Campaigns- Solomon Islands; Geographic Subject: Solomon Islands; Number of Pages: 11p; Illustrations: 1 map, 1c, 10bw; Document Type: Article; Full Text Word Count: 7377. Abstract: Describes the Battle of Edson’s Ridge in Guadalcanal Island between U.S. and Japanese forces from September 11 to 13, 1942. Description of the military leadership fo U.S. Lieutenant Colonel Lewis B. Puller; Factors which contributed to a U.S. victory during the battle; Significance of the U.S. victory to the U.S. military campaign in the area. Describes the Battle of Edson’s Ridge...
in Guadalcanal Island between U.S. and Japanese forces from September 11 to 13, 1942.
Description of the military leadership of U.S. Lieutenant Colonel Lewis B. Puller; Factors which contributed to a U.S. victory during the battle; Significance of the U.S. victory to the U.S. military campaign in the area. ISSN: 0898-4204.


Hollway, Don. World War II: The Cactus Air Force Fought at Guadalcanal: A Small Group of Die-Hard Aviators Fended Off Japanese Invaders at Guadalcanal, Code-Named ‘Cactus.’ no. July 2007, Abstract: Believing the amphibious assault to be a temporary, diversionary raid (and seeing that they were outnumbered 3-to-1), Japanese ground forces on Guadalcanal initially withdrew into the jungle, expecting air attacks to drive the Americans off. Over the next two days, land-based Japanese navy planes, including Mitsubishi G4M bombers (Allied code name “Betty”) and Zero (“Zeke”) fighters, downed 20 percent of the U.S. Navy fighters sent against them but lost nearly half their own. The loss of four cruisers and a destroyer in the sea battle of Savo on the night of August 9, combined with the continuing threat of daylight air attack, caused the U.S. Navy to withdraw. The Marines were left on “the Canal” with what they referred to as the only unsinkable aircraft carrier in the Solomon Islands—the Guadalcanal airfield. They used captured construction equipment to finish the 2,600-foot runway, adding an extra 1,200 feet for good measure. Although bereft of taxiways, revetments, drainage and radar, the airfield--christened Henderson Field after Marine Major Lofton Henderson, who died leading a dive-bomber attack in the June 4 Battle of Midway--boasted Japanese hangars, machine shops and radio installations, a pagodalike control tower complete with a warning siren for air raids, and even an ice plant. But not until August 20 did Guadalcanal--code-named “Cactus”--take delivery of 12 Douglas SBD Dauntless dive bombers and their escort of 19 Grumman F4F-4 Wildcat fighters, the advance squadrons of Marine Air Group (MAG) 23. “I was close to tears and I was not alone,” said Maj. Gen. Archer Vandergrift, the Marine ground commander, “when the first SBD taxied up and this handsome and dashing aviator jumped to the ground. ‘Thank God you have come,’ I told him.” Within 12 hours the fledgling “Cactus Air Force” helped finish off a Japanese infantry assault. The next day, the American fliers gave an enemy bomber raid from Rabaul, New Britain, a rude welcome. In his first combat engagement, Captain John Lucien Smith, commanding Marine Fighter Squadron (VMF) 223, and four F4Fs met the fighter escort, 13 Zeros of the crack Tainan Kokutai (naval air group) led by Lieutenant Shiro Kawai, head-on. All four Wildcats survived, though two were badly damaged and one cracked up attempting a dead-stick landing. No Zeros were destroyed, but Smith thought the skirmish “did a great deal of good” by giving the Marines a better idea of the Zero’s capabilities while giving them confidence in the performance and durability of their own Wildcats. Later that week, Captain Marion Carl, who had downed a Zero at Midway, got two Bettys and another Zero. Carl and Smith were to become friendly rivals. The balance of power on Guadalcanal seesawed with the waxing and waning of fighter strength at Henderson. By the end of August the Cactus Air Force included 14 Bell P-400 Airacobra fighter-bombers (export versions of the company’s P-39) of the 67th Fighter Squadron, U.S. Army Air Forces (USAAF), and 19 F4Fs of VMF-224, under Major Robert E. Galer. Database: Historynet.com. URL: http://www.historynet.com/magazines/aviation_history/3028101.html
Descriptors: Guadalcanal (Solomon Islands), Battle of, 1942-1943; United States Army-Expeditionary forces; Guadalcanal, Battle of, 1942-1943. Notes: Illustration. ISSN: 0024-3019.

Descriptors: Combat sustainability (Military science); Guadalcanal Island, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; Naval art & science; Naval education; United States. Navy; Guadalcanal (Solomon Islands); Solomon Islands. Notes: War in History; Article; Source Information: Apr2006, Vol. 13 Issue 2, 171 pages; Subject Term: Combat sustainability (Military science); Subject Term: Guadalcanal Island, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; Subject Term: Naval art & science; Subject Term: Naval education; Subject Term: United States. Navy; Geographic Subject: Guadalcanal (Solomon Islands); Geographic Subject: Solomon Islands; Number of Pages: 29p; Illustrations: 2 diagrams; Document Type: Article. Abstract: Examinations of the US Navy’s tactical performance during the nocturnal engagements of the Guadalcanal campaign have largely ignored pre-war tactical developments, focusing instead on the details of the actions and extrapolating from their results to draw conclusions about the navy’s preparedness for war. This article adopts a different methodology, concentrating first on the pre-war preparations and then examining the night battles in light of the tactical doctrine the navy developed before the Second World War. The result is a comprehensive view of the navy’s night tactical doctrine, which provides the reasons for its successes and failures off Guadalcanal. ISSN: 0968-3445.
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Horwitz, David. 1942-1943. David Horwitz Papers, 1942-1943. Descriptors: World War, 1939-1945- Campaigns- Japan- Okinawa Island. Abstract: Diary of David Horwitz, June 25, 1942 to April 14, 1943, including descriptions of the Guadalcanal Campaign; five letters, August to October 1942, from David Horwitz to his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Solomon Horwitz. Also, one discharge certificate, May 23, 1943; photograph and five clippings; maps of Lunga area, Guadalcanal, October 1942; calendar; and poetry. Notes: 20 items; Named Corp: United States. Navy- Aerographers. United States. Marine Corps. Genre/Form: Diaries. Geographic: Guadalcanal Island (Solomon Islands). Notes: Bio/History: David Horwitz was an attorney in Elmira, New York with Fidelman and Horwitz. A U.S. Navy aerologist (meteorologist) assigned to the Marines in World War II, he fought at Guadalcanal in 1942 and died in 1945 from burns suffered at Okinawa. General Info: Preferred citation: David Horwitz Papers, #2759. Division of Rare and Manuscript Collections, Cornell University Library. Photocopy of this material is available at Harpur College, Binghamton, New York I3901. Photocopy of this material is available at the U.S. Marine Corps Headquarters, Oral History Unit, Historical Branch, G 3 Division, Washington, D.C. 20380. Item list. OCLC: 63939134.


“How One of the Society’s Maps Saved a Precious Cargo.” 1947. National Geographic. 06. Volume 91, Issue 6; 6, Pages 844. Descriptors: Geography- Societies, etc; MAP publishing; Guadalcanal (Solomon Islands); Solomon Islands; United States. Notes: National Geographic; Article; Source Information: June 1947, Vol. 91 Issue 6, pages 843 (photo) and 844; Subject Term: Geography- Societies, etc. Subject Term: Map publishing; Geographic Subject: Guadalcanal (Solomon Islands); Geographic Subject: Solomon Islands; Geographic Subject: United States; Number of Pages: 1p; Document Type: Article. Abstract: Focuses on role of maps published by the
U.S.-based National Geographical Society in saving the cargo going to Guadalcanal Island. Significance of the maps during wars; Features of the maps. ISSN: 0027-9358.

Howard, Ernest G. 1992. “Demand the Advantage: When is Airpower Central to a Campaign?” Maxwell Afb, Al: Air University, Maxwell Afb, Al; School of Advanced Airpower Studies. May 1992. 62 pages. Descriptors: *Joint Military Activities; *Military Planning; *Air Power; Military Operations; Military History; Warfare; Theses; Documents; Military Art; Guadalcanal Campaign; South Atlantic War of 1982. Abstract: The purpose of this study is to provide joint planners with a means to determine when airpower should be the central element of a campaign. Additionally, this study can help planners understand not only when airpower should support surface forces but also when the roles of joint forces may be expected to change as the campaign progresses. To accomplish its purpose, this study provides an analysis of two island campaigns in which air, land, and sea forces were employed; the Guadalcanal Campaign of 1942 and the South Atlantic War of 1982. This study documents and analyzes how the role of airpower evolved and changed in relative significance to other forces during course of each campaign. Finally, this study may provide a useful framework for campaign analysis, in general, or for the study of the historical practice of operational art. Future students, who wish to research the tensions and complementary effects associated with planning joint operations and employing joint forces, may capitalize on the framework used in this study to pursue their studies. Notes: Approved for Public Release. DTIC: ADA376280


Hughes, W. D., III. 1993. “Vice Admiral Frank Jack Fletcher: Scapegoat or Operational Artist?” 22 February 1993. Volume: ADA263953, Pages. Descriptors: *Naval Operations; *Decision Making; Aircraft Carriers; Beaches; Friction; Guidance; Historians; Islands; Missions;
Navy; Risk; Standards; Military Tactics; Military Strategy; Marine Corps. Abstract: This paper examines Admiral Frank Jack Fletcher’s decision to withdraw the three aircraft carriers during the early days of the Guadalcanal campaign in August 1942. Many officers, historians, and Marines to this day criticize this decision as a bad decision that resulted in the naval defeat at Savo Island on 9 August 1942 and as another example of the Navy deserting the Marines on the beach. Research into the original documents and a careful examination of the written histories provide a different insight into the roots of the decision, particularly when evaluating the decision with some principles of operational thinking as opposed to the sometimes disjointed tactical and strategic thought of 1942. By today’s standards, the decision is correct. By yesteryear’s standards, it also was the correct decision given the condition of the Navy, the strategic guidance and operational level friction, and the tactical situation. Admiral Fletcher followed orders providing the requisite tactical support while not risking the operational and strategic mission by further exposing his carriers to unnecessary risk. Notes: Final rept. 19 Dec 92-22 Feb 93; Approved for Public Release. Database: DTIC AND NTIS.


“Humor in Uniform.” 1958. Reader's Digest. April 1958. Page 134. “The first part of this I know is true; perhaps the rest could never be properly checked. But when I was a Red Cross hospital worker on Guadalcanal during World War II, Navy doctors and nurses gloated over the case of a certain admiral who, bedded snugly in a Navy hospital with nothing worse than athlete's foot and non-critical complications, spent his time chasing nurses, ‘pulling rank’ on enlisted patients and harassing the overworked medical staff. This went on until the day an enterprising young seaman inmate borrowed a surgical gown, cap and face mask, swept into the admiral's room with a brisk “Good morning,” glanced at the chart, ordered the patient over on his stomach and proceeded to take his temperature. Before he could finish the job, however, the man in white
explained that he had another urgent case to attend to and left, gravely warning the grumbling seadog not to move until his return. One hour later the nurse, making her rounds, froze in consternation on the officer's doorstep. “Admiral!” she gasped. “What - what happened?” “Taking my temperature,” the admiral growled. “Anything unusual about taking an admiral's temperature?” “N-no, sir,” the startled nurse managed to reply, “but, Admiral - with a daffodil?”


Inbody, D. S. 2000. “Getting Past Guadalcanal: The Joint Force Commander’s Guidelines for the Control of Amphibious Forces. Final Rept.” Naval War Collection, Newport, RI. Joint Military Operations Dept. 19 May. Pages: 31. Descriptors: Military forces United states; Defense systems; Models; Task forces; Navy; Case studies; Tactical air support; Viability; History; Fleets Ships; Instructions; Land areas; Amphibious operations; Military commanders; Landing forces; Military sciences Military operations strategy and tactics. Abstract: The introduction of an amphibious task force into a Joint Operations Area will require the Joint Force Commander to decide how best to use the force and the proper command relations between the commanders of the amphibious task force (CATF) and landing force (CLF), and other key commanders in the Joint Task Force. Amphibious operations are fundamentally naval in nature and operate under unified command. These attributes give amphibious operations unique advantages over land defenses that must not be diluted by inadvertent or arbitrary decisions on command relations. ‘Support Command’, as an alternative to ‘OPCON Command’ is a viable command relationship between CATF and CLF as demonstrated by historical case study. Air support can be provided by commanders not under the direct command of CATF or CLF if clear and unambiguous direction is provided in an initiating directive or operations order. Fleet command and component command models are presented as methods of structuring a naval amphibious force. Notes: Product reproduced from digital image.

Order this product from NTIS: ADA381666XSP.


Jacobsen, Philip H. 2007. “Station AL - Guadalcanal: A Full Service WWII Cryptologic Unit.” Cryptologia. Jan. Volume 31, Issue 1, Pages 57-75. Descriptors: Traffic flow; Books; Personnel; Traffic engineering. Abstract: Station AL was a small but efficient intercept, direction finder, traffic analysis, cryptanalysis and reporting station that was operational during the early hectic days of World War II. It was established on Guadalcanal amidst the heavy fighting there. Many cryptologic researchers and writers are not even aware that such a facility existed and most have not included it to any degree in their books or articles. Although opportunities were lost due to lack of personnel, equipment and the support of various commands high and low, Station AL achieved many successes. ISSN: 0161-1194.

Jaffe, Sam; Bacon, Lloyd; McCall, Mary C., et al. 1942, 1995, 1998, etc. The Fighting Sullivans. Asheville, NC: Distributed by Ivy Classics Video. Volume: 1 videocassette (110 min.). Descriptors: Feature films; World War, 1939-1945- Drama; Guadalcanal (Solomon Islands), Battle of, 1942-1943- Drama; Waterloo (Iowa)- Biography- Drama; Videorecording; Videocassette; VHS tape. Abstract: Describes the true story of the five Sullivan brothers from Waterloo, Iowa, whose togetherness becomes final as they share a watery grave off Guadalcanal when a torpedo sinks their cruiser. Notes: System Info: VHS. Notes: Originally produced as motion picture in 1942. Participants: Brothers: Edward Ryan, John Campbell, James Cardwell, John Alvin, George


Jersey, Stanley C. Ordinary Marines: Guadalcanal’s Lonely Patrol during World War II: An Unsung Unit Patched Together from a Depleted Battalion of 2nd Division Leathernecks Cleared the Way for the Legendary Carlson’s Raiders on Guadalcanal. no. July 2007, Abstract: Having held Henderson Field, the Marines now faced the task of destroying the enemy on both sides of the island and trying to secure, once and for all, the first steppingstone in the Solomon Islands chain. While much attention was focused on Japanese positions on the western part of the island, General Vandegrift knew he would have to do something about roving bands of enemy soldiers reportedly in and around Aola. Following the series of brutal encounters with the Japanese, however, Vandegrift did not have enough men left to launch a full-scale attack in two directions. Instead, the “Old Breed” commander decided to send a small raiding party from nearby Tulagi Island to neutralize Japanese strongholds around Aola. Notes: This article was written by Stanley C. Jersey and originally appeared in the October 2006 issue of World War II magazine. URL: http://www.historynet.com/historical_conflicts/4295552.html?page=1&c=y

Jersey, Stanley C. 2006. “Ordinary Marines. (Cover Story).” World War II. 10. Volume 21, Issue 6; 6, Pages 46-51. Descriptors: Marines; Military art & science; Raids (Military science); World War, 1939-1945; Guadalcanal (Solomon Islands). Notes: World War II; Article; Source Information: Oct2006, Vol. 21 Issue 6, p46; Subject Term: Marines; Subject Term: Military art & science; Subject Term: Raids (Military science); Subject Term: World War, 1939-1945; Geographic Subject: Guadalcanal (Solomon Islands); Number of Pages: 6; Document Type: Article; Full Text Word Count: 3606. Abstract: The article highlights the exploits of the unsung unit patched together from a depleted battalion of the 2nd Division of the U.S. Marines that paved the way for the legendary Carlson’s Raiders on Guadalcanal during the World War II. To map out the attack strategy for Gurabasu, Major William K. Enright and Captain Richard T. Stafford, the commanding officer of Company C, 1st Battalion, 2nd Marines, flew from Tulagi to Guadalcanal on October 6, 1942. The article highlights the exploits of the unsung unit patched together from a depleted battalion of the 2nd Division of the U.S. Marines that paved the way for the legendary Carlson’s Raiders on Guadalcanal during the World War II. To map out the attack strategy for Gurabasu, Major William K. Enright and Captain Richard T. Stafford, the commanding officer of
Company C, 1st Battalion, 2nd Marines, flew from Tulagi to Guadalcanal on October 6, 1942. ISBN: 089842040.

Jersey, Stanley C. Three-Day Pass to Where? HistoryNet.com. no. July 2007, Abstract: May I make nit-picky corrections to your article “A Very Important Prisoner” (March 2007). In the story, author Gene Santoro states that Captain John Burden (MC, XIV Army Corps) became the first Japanese language officer in combat on Guadalcanal Island in December 1942. He was mistaken. There were three other Japanese-speaking intelligence officers on Guadalcanal before Captain Burden arrived in December. They were 2nd Lt. Ralph Corry, USMC, with the Fifth Marines, who was killed on August 12 as the translator and a member of the ill-fated Goettge patrol, and 1st Lt. Eugene Boardman, USMC, with the Second Marines. Boardman arrived on Tulagi Island on August 20 from the rear base at Espiritu Santo, New Hebrides Islands. The third officer was Captain Sherwood F. Moran, USMC, with Headquarters Company, 1st Marine Division. Also, Santoro goes overboard when he quotes Captain Burden: “Any soldier bringing in a POW got a three-day pass and ice cream.” A three-day pass to where? On Guadalcanal? Carlsbad, Calif.. Notes: Letters From Readers - June 2007 - World War II. URL: http://www.historynet.com/magazines/world_war_2/7463732.html


“John Basilone, Gunnery Sergeant, USMC.” (See Basilone, John).


Jones, James. 1998. The Thin Red Line. New York: Delta Trade Paperbacks. Descriptors: 510 pages; World War, 1939-1945- Fiction; Guadalcanal (Solomon Islands), Battle of, 1942-1943-. Abstract: They are the men of C-for-Charlie Company. “Mad” 1st Sgt. Eddie Welsh, SSgt. Don Doll, Pvt. John Bell, Capt. James Stein, Cpl. Fife, and dozens more just like them, infantrymen in “this man’s army” who are about to land grim and white-faced on an atoll in the Pacific called Guadalcanal. This is their story, a shatteringly realistic walk into hell and back. In the days ahead some will earn medals; others will do anything they can dream up to get evacuated before they land in a muddy grave. But they will all discover the thin red line that divides the sane from the mad, and the living from the dead, in this unforgettable portrait that captures for all time the total experience of men at war. Notes: Genre/Form: War stories. ISBN: 9780385324083. OCLC: 38452850.


Kabutaulaka, Tarcisius Tara. “Failed State” and the War on Terror: Intervention in Solomon Islands. East-West Center. 2004-02-29. no. July 2007, Abstract: “A heightened sense of vulnerability to terror has touched every part of the world, including the Pacific Islands, and has linked small nations to large in new ways. Since the September 11 tragedy, concern has risen that so-called ‘failed states,’ losing the struggle to maintain law and order at home, could become springboards for terrorism. Australia has shed its reluctance to intervene militarily in Pacific trouble-spots—such as Solomon Islands, whose descent into chaos and violence was sparked in 1998 by civil unrest on Guadalcanal. With regional support, Australia led a mission in 2003 to restore law and order. A short-term success, the mission leaves questions about its long-term ability to achieve either well-being for Solomon Islands or security for the region. Its emphasis on shoring up a perennially weak central government, and its inattention to other pillars of Solomons society, threaten to undermine its success and create a crippling sense of dependency. For the mission to succeed, it must empower Solomon Islanders to take charge of their own destiny.” URL: http://www.eastwestcenter.org/stored/pdfs/api072.pdf


Keach, Stacy Kenner, Robert; National Geographic Society (U.S.) and National Geographic Video. 1994. La Flota Perdida De Guadalcanal. Mexico, D.F: VideoVisa. Volume: 1 videocassette
Natural History of Guadalcanal

(ca. 106 min.), Descriptors: Guadalcanal, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; World War, 1939-1945- Campaigns- Solomon Islands; World War, 1939-1945- Naval operations, American; Guerra Mundial II, 1939-1945- Campañas; Videorecording; Videocassette; VHS tape. Abstract: En 1942, la Segunda Guerra Mundial se desarrolló alrededor de una isla en el Pacífico sur llamada Guadalcanal. Notes: System Info: VHS. Notes: Participants: Narrated by Stacy Keach. Responsibility: produced by the National Geographic Society; National Geographic Video. Produced and directed by Robert Kenner; written by Kage Kleiner; photographed by Robert Elfstrom; edited by Leonard Feinstein; music by Mark Adler. OCLC: 36898273.

Keach, Stacy; National Geographic Society (U.S.) and Columbia TriStar Home Video. 1993. The Lost Fleet of Guadalcanal. Burbank, CA: Distributed by Columbia TriStar Home Video. Volume: 1 videodisc (112 min.), Descriptors: Guadalcanal, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; World War, 1939-1945- Campaigns- Solomon Islands; World War, 1939-1945- Naval operations, American; Video recordings for the hearing impaired; Video recordings; Videodiscs; Videorecording; Videodisc. Abstract: Fifty years after the famous battle, the brutal events are retraced as the underwater graveyard of 50 warships is explored. Includes memories of those who fought and survived. Notes: System Info: Laser disc; stereo. Notes: Closed captioned for the hearing impaired. “53316.” Participants: Narrator, Stacy Keach. Responsibility: produced by the National Geographic Society; produced and directed by Robert Kenner; written by Kage Kleiner. ISBN: 0800128664; OCLC: 29563252.


Kelly, Arthur L. Marshall, William J. Suchanek, Jeffrey. Blevins, Jon; Colonel Arthur L. Kelly American Veterans Project and University of Kentucky Oral History Program. 1985. Veterans of World War II Oral History Project. Volume: 333 interviews (1000 hours), Descriptors: World War, 1939-1945- Veterans; World war, 1939-1945- Personal narratives; World War, 1939-1945- Campaigns- Pacific Ocean; World War, 1939-1945- Prisoners and prisons; Pearl Harbor (Hawaii), Attack on, 1941; Iwo Jima, Battle of, Japan, 1945; Saipan, Battle of, Northern Mariana Islands, 1944; Ardennes, Battle of the, 1944-1945; Submarine warfare; Bataan Death March, Philippines, 1942; Palawan Massacre, Philippines, 1944; Guadalcanal, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; Tarawa, Battle of, Kiribati, 1943; World War, 1939-1945- Campaigns- Tunisia; Anzio Beachhead, 1944; Non-musical recording; Cassette recording (cas). Abstract: World War II veterans from Kentucky discuss campaigns in Europe, Africa, and the Pacific; the attack on Pearl Harbor; Anzio, Italy; the Battle of the Bulge; the United States Army Air Force; bombing raids; Iwo Jima, Japan; Saipan; Guam; kamikaze attacks; submarine warfare; the Bataan Death March in the Philippines; the Palawan Massacre in the Philippines; and the experience of prisoners of war. Notes: Geographic: Guam. Notes: Principal interviewers: Arthur L. Kelly, William J. Marshall, Jeffrey Suchanek, Jon Blevins. Interviews were collected beginning in 1985 and continue. General Info: Collection is available by contacting the program. Written permission from the interviewee is required for some interviews. All rights to interviews, including but not restricted to legal title, copyrights and literary property rights, have been transferred to the University of Kentucky. Interviews may not be reproduced without permission. User copies available for 30 day loan. OCLC: 61161222.


Kimball, William H. 1994. “Command & Control Little Beavers Style: Arleigh Burke in the Solomon Islands Campaign.” Naval War College, Newport, RI. Dept of Operations. 17 June 1994. Volume: ADA283486, Pages: 44. Descriptors: Burke Arleigh; Solomon Islands Campaign. Abstract: World War II command and control systems were more rudimentary than those we have today. Additionally, operational naval commanders as late as 1943 based their doctrine on prewar perceptions of war at sea. The result was a series of defeats in the waters around Guadalcanal and in the Slot. As commanders tried to reassess their tactics and operations, attempting to shift the tide of battle in the Solomon Islands, Commodore Arleigh A. Burke assumed his first wartime command. As a commander of destroyer divisions and squadrons, Burke developed and implemented an aggressive fighting doctrine that changed the operational employment of destroyers in battle. Stressing unity of command, surprise, and delegation of authority, Burke’s doctrine lead to significant successes in surface engagements in the South Command and control, Little Beavers style, Arleigh burke in the Solomon Islands campaign Pacific. Arleigh Burke is not only a great historical sea story, but provides an example of successful command and control in combat situations while utilizing minimal technological systems. Notes: Approved for public release; distribution is unlimited. Database: DTIC AND NTIS: ADA283486.


Kitson, J. D. Cook 3rd Class William Pinckney. no. July 2007, Abstract: Ship’s Name Will Honor Heroism of One Shipmate Who Saved Another. The explosion that rocked the ammunition handling room of the aircraft carrier Enterprise killed four men immediately. Outside the hull, the Battle of Santa Cruz Islands raged on, part of the fierce Guadalcanal campaign of 1942. Inside, flames and suffocating smoke threatened the lives of William Pinckney, an officers’ cook from South Carolina, and the other surviving sailor, a boatswain’s mate. They tried to get out through a hatch to the hangar deck, but gasoline fumes knocked out the boatswain’s mate. Summoning his strength, Beaufort native Pinckney carried his shipmate to safety. For his heroism, he was
eventually awarded the Navy Cross -- the second African American to receive the honor. He will
soon receive a new, posthumous honor: becoming the namesake for the Navy’s newest guided-
missile destroyer. In February 2000, then-Navy Secretary Richard Danzig said the 41st Arleigh
Burke-class guided-missile destroyer will be christened the USS Pinckney (DDG 91). The ship,
under construction by Ingalls Shipbuilding of Pascagoula, Miss., is scheduled to be commissioned
in 2003. URL:
http://www.military.com/Recruiting/Content/0,13898,diversity_williampinckney,,0,0.html
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p.); World War, 1939-1945- Naval operations, American; Knaak, Stanley Roy, 1921-1993;
Guadalcanal (Solomon Islands)- History, Military; Manuscript. Abstract: Papers concern Stanley
Roy Knaak, who served during World War II in the US Navy aboard USS South Dakota as a
Machinist Mate, 2nd Class. Contains a history, written by Betty Knack, of Knaak’s service aboard
the USS South Dakota and his participation in the Battle of Guadalcanal, 1942. Briefly mentions
his service in the Atlantic and conversion to the LDS Church after the war. Also includes
biography of Stanley written by his second wife, Arrellia Knaak. Includes photocopied
photographs, genealogy and certificates. Notes: Genre/Form: Biographies. Photographs.
Certificates. Notes: Bio/History: First wife of Stanley Roy Knaak. General Info: Items were
donated by both Betty Knaak (former wife of Stanley), and Arrellia Knaak (wife at time of death)
OCLC: 51602191.

Knibbs, Stanley G. C. 1929. The Savage-Solomons as they were & are, a Record of a
Headhunting People Gradually Emerging from a Life of Savage Cruelty & Bloody Customs, with a
Description of their Manners & Ways & of the Beauties & potentialities of the Islands.

videodisc (ca. 91 min.). Descriptors: World War, 1939-1945; Color photography- Films; World
War, 1939-1945- Campaigns- Pacific Ocean; Pearl Harbor (Hawaii), Attack on, 1941; Coral Sea,
Battle of the, 1942; Guadalcanal, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; World War, 1939-1945-
Japanese Americans; World War, 1939-1945- Forced repatriation; Documentary films;
Documentary; United States- History- 1933-1945; Videorecording; DVD video; Videodisc.
Abstract: On December 7, 1941, Japan launched its attack on Pearl Harbor. The result was that the
United States was thrust full force into World War II - turning it into a truly global conflict.
American Marines and many of the great filmmakers of the day captured footage of the events as
they unfolded - in color. Battles such as the Coral Sea in flames; Guadalcanal littered with corpses;
only rarely seen images of the deportation of U.S. citizens of Japanese descent and much more. Notes:

Kwa’ioloa, Michael and Burt, Ben. 2007. “The Chiefs’ Country: A Malaitan View of the Conflict in Solomon Islands.” Oceania. March 2007. Volume 77, Issue 1, Pages 111. Abstract: The recent conflict in Solomon Islands between the peoples of Malaita and Guadalcanal has been documented in news bulletins, internet commentaries and investigative reports, enabling the main political and economic developments to be summarised in two books (Fraenkel 2004, Moore 2004). But while such publications reflect the experience of both Solomon Islands and foreign professionals, they do not necessarily convey the views of the ordinary Islanders whose circumstances led to the conflict and who found themselves most closely involved. Michael Kwa’ioloa, a Kwara’ae brought up in rural Malaita, speaks here from long experience of the Malaitan village communities of Honiara, the Solomon Islands capital on Guadalcanal. He has dealt personally with grievances between Honiara’s diverse ethnic groups, before and during the crisis, not as a professional politician, administrator or academic, but as a local community activist for the Kwara’ae chiefs and as a front-line officer in the Royal Solomon Islands Police. As such his views on the historical causes and the necessary resolution of the conflict reflect a local understanding which has yet to be fully appreciated by the national and international policymakers who have such influence on the future of Solomon Islands. In explaining the background to the conflict, Kwa’ioloa emphasizes the inherited relationships with Guadalcanal landholders that legitimate the land claims of Malaitan settlers, the authority which clan leaders hold as chiefs to resolve disputes between communities, the importance of political consensus and economic cooperation rather than the competition of winners and losers, and the necessity for conciliation in resolving conflict. In recounting the course of events, he stresses the attempts of the Malaita chiefs to avert the crisis, the defensive origins of the Malaita Eagle Force and the efforts of the Special Constables to contain the violence. This local perspective is Kwa ‘ioloa’s own, while my task as long-term research partner and co-author has been to communicate it to those it might not otherwise reach. Kwa ‘ioloa proposed the present account as part of a sequel to his autobiography, Living Tradition (Kwa’ioloa & Burt 1997) but we present it here for its topical importance. In the aftermath of the events recounted here, he sent me writings and recordings of reflections and recollections which I edited to clarify his argument and narrative, then supplemented with further recordings in conversation with him on a visit to Solomon Islands in 2004. Kwa’ioloa’s underlying theme is his faith in the values of local tradition, in particular the need to involve local chiefs in the government of Solomon Islands and the resolution of the crisis, and a deep but ambivalent resentment of the individualistic values of capitalist economic development, which are blamed for the corruption of the political elite. While he confirms that the tensions between Guadalcanal and Malaita were exploited by politicians and militia leaders for personal gain, bringing militias and police into disrepute, he shows the values of tradition to be deeper-rooted than the exploitative compensation claims emphasized by Fraenkel (2004) as ‘the manipulation of custom’. Kwa’ioloa’s concept of tradition (translating Kwara’ae falafala, colonial custom and Pijin kastom) has a long history as an ideological focus for Malaitan and other political movements seeking to recover local self-determination under values founded in particular interpretations of ancestral heritage (see Burt 1994). As Akin explains (2005 and forthcoming) and Kwa’ioloa demonstrates here, this ideology has long resisted attempts” by colonial and state authorities to co-opt it for their own purposes, as it
will survive abuses by lawless militants. Far from merely reinventing tradition as the political symbol described by Keesing (1982) and others, Kwa’ioloa and his fellow chiefs treat their cultural heritage as a source of moral values which they mediate as clan leaders in a network of local communities in Honiara and ‘home’ in Malaita. Kwa’ioloa speaks as a man from the Malaitan culture of male seniority about events which affected women and other islanders at least as much, but his themes are also of general concern. Many of these concerns will be shared by the local people of Guadalcanal, who no doubt recognise the predicament of Malaitans seeking employment and land, just as Kwa ‘ioloa acknowledges the grievances of Guadalcanal caused by Malaitan immigration. In fact, the underlying concerns leading to the conflict, for appropriate economic development, locally controlled according to local values, are shared by many people throughout Solomon Islands. It is in their interpretations of the historical development of the conflict that they differ, and Kwa ‘ioloa’s Malaitan account deserves to be compared with other local views, which we hope will also be published. Solomon Islanders know as well as anyone that histories are contested, but if governing elites and policymakers are to mediate such contests they need to understand the perspectives of the parties concerned. Unfortunately, as Kwa ‘ioloa’s account suggests, the dialogue between government and governed in Solomon Islands itself seems in need of mediation. His personal experience of the Malaita-Guadalcanal conflict is offered as a contribution to the national and international debate which is essential to avoid recent history repeating itself. Database: History Resource Center.

Kwallek, J. A. 1988. “U.S. Marine Aviation in World War II: VMF 124 in the Solomons. Student Rept.” Air Command and Staff Coll., Maxwell AFB, AL. Apr. Volume: ACSC881515, page(s): 79. Descriptors: Fighter aircraft; Firepower; Islands; Military tactics; Pacific ocean; Pilots; Squadrons; Warfare; Pacific ocean islands; Melanesia; History; Aerial warfare; Marine corps aviation; Solomon Islands; World War 2; Military sciences Military operations strategy and tactics. Abstract: Marine Fighter Squadron (VMF) 124 was formed in 1942 to fly the new F4U Corsair in combat against the Japanese Zero to win air superiority in the Pacific air war. VMF 124 was highly successful in combat against the Japanese and attained decisive air superiority. The pilots of VMF 124 were, for the most part, very young and inexperienced with the Corsair. Their tactics and the superior performance and firepower of the Corsair spearheaded the critical Allied drive up through the Solomon Islands chain. This paper examines the combat history of VMF 124 during the Solomons campaign to identify factors for the squadron's success against the enemy and to identify lessons learned for consideration today. We base our doctrine, and to some degree, our strategy and tactics on the results of those who have gone before us. This paper looks at some winning warriors of World War II who turned the tide in a critical air war, and shows that they did it. DTIC: ADA1925197XSP.

LaBarbera, D. A. 1997. “BUNA: MacArthur’s Lieutenants in an Immature Theater. Final Rept.” Naval War Collection, Newport, RI. 19 May. Pages: 27. Descriptors: Military forces United states; Military operations; Logistics support; Military personnel; Strategic analysis; Military forces Foreign; Battlefields; Operational effectiveness; Japan; Aerial warfare; Pacific Ocean; Military planning; Tactical warfare; Reinforcing materials; Philippines; New Guinea; Military history; Theater level operations; Leadership; Military commanders; Guadalcanal battle Second world war; Eichelberger; Robert L; Kenney, George C; New Guinea/Papuan campaign; Buna battle Second world war; Behavior and society Education law and humanities; Military sciences Military operations strategy and tactics. Abstract: The Battle for Buna which occurred in late 1942 is a
forgotten episode in U.S. military history. Events happening simultaneously on Guadalcanal
dominated the headlines and is historically remembered as one of the rallying points of the Pacific
war. The Battle for Buna had many parallels to Guadalcanal. Both were emotional struggles within
larger campaigns and their outcomes impacted the overall strategic planning for both the Allies and
Japan. Buna like Guadalcanal tested American will and resolve. Buna was like no other battle
fought in U.S. history. The terrain, specifically the dense, disease-infected jungle sapped the
strength from all three forces involved, the Americans, Australians and Japanese. The conditions
were possibly the worst for U.S. forces in the entire war. U.S. military leadership had to find
solutions in a theater that was not developed to support military operations. This paper discusses
two of the innovators who understood the principles of war, operational art and the dynamics of
combat and turned the battlefield in the Allies favor. The leadership of Army Air Corps General
George Kenney and Army General Robert Eichelberger were two pivotal characters that worked
for Douglas MacArthur and in essence saved the day at Buna and, from a strategic standpoint, the
New Guinea Campaign. They reversed the fortunes of MacArthur and his staff by reinforcing
sound principles. The lessons learned at Buna were applied strategically in future campaigns
against Japanese forces in the Pacific. Notes: Product reproduced from digital image. NTIS:
ADA3281193XSP.

Laidman, Hugh. 1942. At the Edge of Henderson Field. Descriptors: Dauntless (Dive bomber)- Pictorial works; World War, 1939-1945- Campaigns- Solomon Islands- Guadalcanal- Pictorial works; Artwork reproduction. Abstract: Image is reproduction of Laidman watercolor done on the scene during the second World War. It shows an SBD Dauntless at the airfield Henderson Field on Guadalcanal during World War II. The airfield was completed in August of 1942 and was important throughout the remainder of the war, as both a point of attack for the Japanese and as a base for American operations in the Pacific Theater. Notes: 1 art print; Named Corp: United States. Marine Corps- History- 20th century- Pictorial works. Notes: Paper. Image area measured in frame. Bio/History: Hugh Laidman was a combat artist for the Marine Corps in World War II. He was later commissioned by the National Gallery of Art to do work for NASA. After the war, Laidman became a cartoonist, teacher, and writer, authoring several books on illustration. Responsibility: Hugh Laidman. OCLC: 70080678.


Laing, William H. 1998. The Unspoken Bond: Stories about the Naval Hospital Corpsmen and the Marines they Served with and the Battles they Fought in the Pacific during the Second

“Landing at Guadalcanal to be Reenacted.” Naval History. 1999/07//Jul/Aug99. Volume 13, Issue 4; 4, Pages 59. Descriptors: Guadalcanal Island, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; Historical reenactments; Maryland; United States; Solomons (Md.). Notes: Naval History; Article; Source Information: Jul/Aug99, Vol. 13 Issue 4, page 59; Subject Term: Guadalcanal Island, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; Subject Term: Historical reenactments; Geographic Subject: Maryland; Geographic Subject: United States; Geographic Subject: Solomons (Md.); Number of Pages: 2p; Document Type: Article; Full Text Word Count: 191. Abstract: Focuses on the reenactment of the Guadalcanal Island landing at the Calvert Marine Museum in Solomons, Maryland. Planning stages of the event; Contact information. Focuses on the reenactment of the Guadalcanal Island landing at the Calvert Marine Museum in Solomons, Maryland. Planning stages of the event; Contact information. ISSN: 1042-1920.

Lane, D. A. 1997. “Hospital Ship Doctrine in the United States Navy: The Halsey Effect on Scoop-and-Sail Tactics.” Military Medicine. 1997 June. Volume 162, Issue 6, Pages 388-95. Abstract: Although hospital ships have a long history, naval strategists have paid little attention to their tactical employment in naval and amphibious warfare. Often employed as floating ambulances, operational doctrine for hospital ships did not permit their use as floating combat surgical hospitals until the final amphibious campaigns of World War II. Based on operational archives-ships’ logs, war diaries, battle plans, and other official records-this essay traces the evolution of tactical doctrine on hospital ships from Guadalcanal to Inchon. Early in World War II, there were insufficient hospital ships to permit much flexibility in their employment. By the Philippine campaign in 1944, the increased availability of afloat medical assets prompted Third Fleet Commander Vice Admiral William F. Halsey to propose that the ships be used as acute surgical hospitals at the amphibious landing sites rather than as sea-going ambulances. Facing the prospect of a growing number of casualties for the major assaults being planned, Halsey needed to maximize medical and surgical efficacy and return-to-duty rates to conserve the fighting strength of his invasion forces. Admiral Chester A. Nimitz approved Halsey’s proposal, and the battle plan at Iwo Jima combined the careful triage of casualties at the waterfront with early, forward employment of hospital ships. Despite more than 21,000 casualties at Iwo Jima, they were handled better than at any previous operation in the Pacific theater. The tactical doctrine for hospital ships suggested by Halsey has since been employed in every major amphibious operation, including Okinawa and Inchon, and has also been used in modern-era contingency and humanitarian missions. Availability: NLM. ISSN: 0026-4075.
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Probasco, Michael T. 1994. “Joint Force Air Component Commander or Coordinator?” Air War Coll Maxwell AFB AL. APR 1994. Volume: ADA281143, Pages: 28. Descriptors: World War 2; Guadalcanal; Cactus Air Force; Interservice Conflict; Joint Doctrine; Concentration Of Forces; Goldwater Nichols Act; Jfacc (Joint Force Air Component Commander); Jfccp (Joint Force Commander’s Campaign Plan); Desert Storm Operation. Abstract: The 20 August to 15 November campaign in the Pacific was overwhelmingly an air campaign. It all centered around a single airfield, on Guadalcanal, where the air power of a truly joint force decisively turned back the final assault. The Japanese empire was doomed. This author found very little evidence that suggested an fresh inter-service (joint) reexamination of the paradigm of the joint use of air power in support of the Joint Force Commander’s (JFC) campaign plan. Notes: Approved for public release; distribution is unlimited. Database: DTIC AND NTIS.
Profile: Battle of Guadalcanal. 2002. Washington, DC: National Public Radio. August 7, 2002. (10:00-11:00 AM). Volume: Radio Broadcast transcript, Abstract: Today marks 60 years since the start of the first American offensive of the Second World War, the battle of Guadalcanal. On this date in 1942, thousands of US Marines splashed ashore on the then obscure island in the Southwest Pacific and dug in for six months of desperate struggle against not only the Japanese but against heat, jungle rain, disease and hunger. Before Guadalcanal, the Japanese initiated every move in the Pacific War. Afterwards, the United States and its allies decided where and when to fight. In the second of our two part National Geographic Radio Expedition, NPR’s Neal Conan reports from Guadalcanal.

NEAL CONAN reporting: It was all about the airfield. (Soundbite of airplane) CONAN: These days, Henderson International Airport is the home of Solomon Air and its tiny fleet of small island hoppers. Jets from Fiji and to Australia stop by a couple of times a week. This island is so remote it’s hard to imagine why anyone wanted it badly enough to fight for it. But if you look at a map of the Southwest Pacific and think about how far planes could fly in 1942, you can see it. From here, Japanese aircraft could threaten Australia’s supply lines to the United States. The Japanese started this airfield in May 1942. It was almost finished when the Marines took it away from them. They completed construction and quickly added an auxiliary strip nearby called Fighter One. Marine pilot Jeff DeBlanc remembers choking dust when it was dry and mud when it wasn’t. Notes: Morning Edition. Database: History Resource Center.

Profile: Aid for US Marines during Battle of Guadalcanal by Natives of the Solomon Islands. 2002. August 6, 2002. (10:00-11:00 AM). Volume: Radio Broadcast transcript, Abstract: This is MORNING EDITION from NPR News. I’m Renee Montagne. Sixty years ago, United States Marines waded ashore on the then-obscure island of Guadalcanal. The battle that followed lasted six months and changed the tide of the Second World War in the Pacific. Some veterans of the battle already are gathered on Guadalcanal to mark the anniversary. Martin Clemens was one of the heroes of that battle. Though he expected to be there, he had to stay home in Australia on doctor’s orders. But when the Marines first arrived on Guadalcanal, Martin Clemens was there waiting for them. In our latest National Geographic Radio Expedition, NPR’s Neal Conan reports from Guadalcanal. Notes: Morning Edition.

Quantock, David E. 2002. “Disaster at Savo Island, 1942.” Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, PA. Volume: ADA401647, 43 Pages(s). Descriptors: *Lessons Learned; *Naval Warfare; *Second World War; Military Forces (United States); Military History; Military Forces(Foreign); Military Commanders; Battles; Savo Island; Guadalcanal. Abstract: This paper examines the naval battle of Savo Island from a historical perspective and extracts the lessons learned from a strategic, operational and tactical perspective. The Battle of Savo Island occurred early in the morning on 9 August in 1942 when the Japanese 8th Fleet surprised the Allied Task Force shortly after the landing at Guadalcanal. In approximately 37 minutes, the Japanese Navy destroyed four heavy cruisers and killed more than 1000 American and Australian sailors handing the U.S. Navy the worst defeat in its history. There were many reasons for this debacle, however the one common thread through the entire disaster was the poorly framed command and control relationships. This article examines the command and control breakdowns along with the various contributing causes such as personality conflicts between various commanders of the allied force, communication and equipment shortfalls, common prejudices, and the superior night fighting ability of the Japanese force that caused this decisive defeat. Notes: Approved for Public Release. Database: DTIC and NTIS: ADA401647. URL: http://handle.dtic.mil/100.2/ADA401647


Reed, Dale. Andersen, Norm. Lee, Lanny. Lutz, Gayle. Rhay, Gary and Marathon Music & Video. 1999. Guadalcanal the Island of Death. Eugene, OR: Dastar Corp. Marathon Music & Video; Produced & distributed by Entertainment Distributing. Volume: 3 videocassettes (ca. 60 min. each), Descriptors: Guadalcanal, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; World War, 1939-1945- Campaigns- Solomon Islands- Solomon Islands- Guadalcanal; Guadalcanal (Solomon Islands)- History; Videorecording; Videocassette; VHS tape. Abstract: “In the summer of 1942, America was still reeling from the attack on Pearl Harbor and the humiliating victories of the


Reed, Dale Lee, Lanny and Marathon Music & Video. 1999. Code Name, Cactus. Eugene, OR: Produced and distributed by Entertainment Distributing. Volume: 1 videocassette (ca. 60 min.), Descriptors: Guadalcanal, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; World War, 1939-1945- Campaigns- Pacific Ocean; Videorecording; Videocassette. Abstract: “Cactus was the American
code name for Guadalcanal... In this volume, we join the Marines in the invasion of the Solomon Islands and the capture of Henderson Field”--Container. Notes: System Info: VHS. Notes: Consists of a combination of interviews and archival footage. Title from container and cassette holder. Participants: Host, Dale Reed. Responsibility: An MM & V Production; producer, Lanny Lee. Written by Gayle Lutz & Gary Rhay; editor, Gayle Lutz; music, Larry Rosen; camera, Gabe Cooley. OCLC: 46729746.

Reed, Dale Lee, Lanny and Marathon Music & Video. 1999. Operation Watchtower. Eugene, OR: Produced and distributed by Entertainment Distributing. Volume: 1 videocassette (ca. 60 min.), Descriptors: Guadalcanal, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; World War, 1939-1945- Campaigns- Pacific Ocean; Videorecording; Videocassette; VHS tape. Abstract: “The origin of Operation Watchtower... begins with a review of the Japanese attack at Pearl Harbor and early successes that underline the desperate situation in which the Americans found themselves. However, in May of 1942, the tide began to turn at the battle of the Coral Sea, before the shattering American victory at Midway opened the way for the United States to strike back. The question in June of 1942 was where, and the answer was an obscure Solomon Island named Guadalcanal”--Container. Notes: System Info: VHS. Notes: Consists of a combination of interviews and archival footage. Title from container and cassette holder. Participants: Host, Dale Reed. Responsibility: An MM & V Production; producer, Lanny Lee. Written by Gayle Lutz & Gary Rhay; editor, Gayle Lutz; music, Larry Rosen; camera, Gabe Cooley. OCLC: 46729745.
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Reminiscences of World War II Soldiers, 1940-1945, 1993-1995. 1940-1995. Descriptors: World War, 1939-1945- Personal narratives; World War, 1939-1945- Anecdotes; World War, 1939-1945- Veterans; World War, 1939-1945- Campaigns- Philippines; Guadalcanal, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; World War, 1939-1945- Campaigns- Italy; World War, 1939-1945- Campaigns- France; World War, 1939-1945- Prisoners and prisons, Japanese; Atomic bomb- History. Abstract: Reminiscences, diaries and reports from soldiers who served in Europe, Africa or the Pacific. Some include an account of their basic training. Many give stories about the people they are serving with or people that they meet in different countries including Germany during the occupation. There are descriptions of people, places and experiences in New York City, Scotland, England, Italy, France, Denmark and Germany. Accounts of battle in Italy, France, Manila, Guadalcanal, Tarawa, Tokyo and Tamaroa. An account of the bombing and sinking of the U.S.S. Perry. An Air Force gunner writes about the difference between life while on a mission and between missions, and life in France after his plane is shot down. The other side of Armageddon; Gordon Bent Report of military service during WWII, Glenn Brady The second world war: Facts; Hans Brem Prelude to war; Thomas L. Cochran My eight round trips across the Atlantic through the Panama Canal; Thomas L. Cochran Italy diary, 1944-1945; Willard P. Evans WWII memories; Imery V. Gifford Manila prisoner of war diary; Lonnie R. Hinds Experiences of Raymond Knight, U.S. Marine Corps A bit of Coast Guard history; Ed Kohlrus The sinking of the U.S. Perry; Fred W. Morton February 16, 1945, a day to remember; William Morton Army service questionnaire; Eugene L. Osman Finschhafen-Manila highlights; Orville E. Pyle Manila to Tamaroa; Orville E. Pyle I lied to live; Kevin Steinkamp How the most serious problem in the atomic bomb project was overcome; Frederick J. Worden. Notes: 21 linear feet (1/2 box); Named Corp: Jireh Perry (Ship); Notes: Bio/History: In 1993 the Illinois Historical Society placed articles in newspapers around the state asking for oral histories of soldiers and civilians who had experienced WWII. The respondents included veterans from the United States Army, Air Force, Navy, Marines and Coast Guard. Also from an International Harvester employee who, with his family in Manila, was held prisoner for three years and a man who had worked at a factory in Decatur, Ill. where barriers used for the atomic bomb were made. General Info: Organization: Arranged alphabetically. Preferred citation: Reminiscences of World War II Soldiers, Illinois State Historical Library. OCLC: 52007135.

[Report on Invasion of Tulagi and Guadalcanal Islands]. 1942. Volume: sound discs, Descriptors: Guadalcanal, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; World War, 1939-1945- Campaigns- Solomon Islands- Tulaghi Island; World War, 1939-1945- Personal narratives, American; Non-musical recording; LP recording; Reel-to-reel tape. Abstract: An unidentified military commander describes the invasions of Tulagi and Guadalcanal Islands as they are
happening. He talks about troop movements, air and sea support, various weapons and equipment used, the Japanese opposition, and casualties sustained. Notes: Title supplied by cataloger. Cataloged from recording engineer’s notes. Preserved as part of the miscellaneous recordings collections. Library of Congress LCCN: 2004-653180; OCLC: 55124232.

Reynolds, Leah Reynolds, Lena. 1941-1977. The Leah and Lena Reynolds Papers, 1941-1977, Bulk 1941-1945. Descriptors: 1 box. Soldiers- United States- Correspondence; Morale; Soldiers- Attitudes; World War, 1939-1945- Solomon Islands- Guadalcanal; Nurses- Philippines-Manila- Correspondence; Reynolds, Leah- Archives; Reynolds, Lena- Archives; Reynolds, Leah- Correspondence; Reynolds, Lena- Correspondence; United States. Army- Military life. Abstract: Contains the following types of materials: letters, v-mail, obituaries. Contains information pertaining to the following wars and time periods: World War II- United States- Pacific,- Western Hemisphere; 1970s. Contains information pertaining to the following military units and organizations: 472nd Engineer Maintenance Company; various other Army units including Army Air Corps; American Red Cross; 2nd Battalion, 17th Field Artillery Regiment, 2nd Infantry Division. General description of the collection: The Leah and Lena Reynolds papers include letters sent to two sisters and their mother from Ellicottsville, New York; servicemen training in U.S. and serving in Europe, South Pacific, India, Philippines, Brazil (1941-1945); most from cousin at Guadalcanal; few to Red Cross nurse in Manila; and data on morale, living conditions, and attitudes. Also, letters from lieutenant stationed in Korea (1976-1977). Notes: General Info: Available on site only. Original or duplicate materials: U.S. Army Military History Institute/Carlisle Barracks, Carlisle, Pa. 17013-5008. Other Titles: Papers of Lena Reynolds; Papers of Leah Reynolds; Reynolds papers; OCLC: 49776474.


Goettge, senior officer of D-2 Intelligence, set out from Kukum at 6 p.m. in a Tank Lighter craft, somewhat bigger than a Higgins boat, with twenty five officers, scouts and infantry men. Most of these men were from the Intelligence sections of the Division and Fifth Marines. A Regimental surgeon, Dr. Pratt, also accompanied the party. Colonel Goettge's ultimate aim was to achieve a possible victory for the Division and bring land operations on Guadalcanal to an end by giving the enemy the opportunity to surrender. He brought Lt. Ralph Corry, who was proficient in Japanese, with him. He had worked in government service in Japan prior to the war and would be an ideal man in this situation if the Japanese soldiers offered to lay down their arms. A Japanese naval warrant officer, who had been taken prisoner, indicated that there were many men who would surrender if they had the chance. They were wandering aimlessly in the jungle without food. There were also wounded men needing medical attention. Another prisoner gave a very similar story. A report also came from the Marines from the Matanikau line that they believed they saw a white flag flying inland from Point Cruz. There had also been Korean laborers who had come through the lines and surrendered. Colonel Goettge felt these indications were sufficient evidence to warrant immediate action. No time should be wasted in capitalizing on this situation. If a surrender did not eventuate then a plan outlined by First Sergeant Steven Custer would be followed. A patrol would make a reconnaissance of the Matanikau region, starting near the mouth of the river. When this was accomplished they would begin to move southward. A one night bivouac at a vantage point in the hills overlooking the river would be secured. The next day the patrol would continue following the Matanikau upstream, then move eastward toward the Lungga in the afternoon. They would bring in any prisoners who surrendered, as well as determine the strength and disposition of the enemy in this entire sector. The patrol planned to enter the Marine perimeter before dusk on the 13th. …Just before the patrol departed from the 5th Marine Regiment Command Post, Colonel Whaling, the 5th's executive officer, warned Goettge and Captain Ringer to stay clear of the ground between the Matanikau and Point Cruz. The Japanese were defending this particular section very aggressively. A landing west of Point Cruz was recommended… As they approached the shore it was extremely dark. There was no moon out. When the darkening shadows of the trees came into view Colonel Goettge instructed the coxswain to beach the craft. Before reaching shore, they ran aground on a sandbar protruding from the delta of the river. The coxswain shifted the engine into reverse gear and gunned the motor Marines got out and pushed and rocked the boat and finally she was free. This episode would have alerted any enemy in the area. Just on the west side of the Matanikau's estuary they went ashore. It was shortly before 10 p.m. This was the very place of which Colonel Whaling had warned them to stay clear Two hundred yards from the shore was an elevated rise in the terrain of approximately two hundred feet. It was a rugged coral ridge named Vayaya. The Japanese shore patrol heard the landing craft and immediately informed their command. Infantry men and their weapons were positioned near the base of the ridge and ready. Colonel Goettge gave instruction to his men to establish a defense cordon at the beach while he, Captain Ringer and First Sergeant Custer set off to find a bivouac for the night on the ridge. Goettge led the way. Shortly after the three men left the beach area, Goettge was cut down by one rifle shot; then machine gun fire cut loose. Custer was seriously wounded. Ringer helped the First Sergeant reach a protective position back on the beach. Not knowing if Colonel Goettge was dead or alive, Platoon Sergeant Few, Corporal Spaulding and Sergeant Arndt volunteered to go and bring him in. Upon reaching the Colonel, Few saw that he had been hit in the head and killed instantly. Removing his heavy wristwatch and insignia so that the enemy would not know his rank, they began to make their way back to the high water point at the edge of the beach.” ISBN: 9780961169633; LCCN: 92-61189. See: http://www.gnt.com/~jrube/goettge.htm
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Saltsman Jr., Ralph H. “The 67th Fighter Squadron ‘Fighting Cocks’ at Guadalcanal.” Air Power History. 2000/Winter. Volume 47, Issue 4; Page 46. Descriptors: Autobiography; Guadalcanal Island, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; World War, 1939-1945; United States. Notes: Air Power History; Source Information: Winter 2000, Vol. 47 Issue 4, page 46; Subject Term: Autobiography; Subject Term: Guadalcanal Island, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; Subject Term: World War, 1939-1945; Geographic Subject: United States; Number of Pages: 4p; Illustrations: 4bw; Document Type: Article; Full Text Word Count: 2284. Abstract: Recounts the author’s experience of defending Henderson Field, an enemy air base capture by the United States, during the Battle of Guadalcanal Island, Solomon Islands on September 14, 1942 in World War II. Description of how the 67th Fighter Squadron ‘Fighting Cocks’ defended the Henderson Field at Bloody Ridge from Japanese efforts to recapture the air base. Recounts the author’s experience of defending Henderson Field, an enemy air base capture by the United States, during the Battle of Guadalcanal Island, Solomon Islands on September 14, 1942 in World War II. Description of how the 67th Fighter Squadron ‘Fighting Cocks’ defended the Henderson Field at Bloody Ridge from Japanese efforts to recapture the air base. ISSN: 1044-016X.


Satterfield, John R. 1995. We Band of Brothers: The Sullivans and World War II. Parkersburg, Iowa: Mid-Prairie Books. Descriptors: 237 pages; World War, 1939-1945- Search and rescue operations; Shipwrecks- Oceania; Guadalcanal, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; Sullivan Brothers; Juneau (Antiaircraft cruiser); Waterloo (Iowa)- History. Notes: Includes bibliographical references (p. 231-237). Other Titles: Sullivans and World War II; Sullivans and World War two; Responsibility: John R. Satterfield. OCLC: 32139012.


Schmidt, Ralph, interviewee. Buchholz; interviewer. Arendt, Laurie and Wisconsin Veterans Museum. 2003. Oral History Interview with Ralph Schmidt 2003. Volume: Sound recording: 1 sound cassette (ca. 50 min.): analog, 1 7/8 ips. Master sound recording: 1 sound cassette (ca. 50 min.): analog, 1 7/8 ips., Descriptors: Veterans- Wisconsin- Belgium; Soldiers-Wisconsin- Belgium; World War, 1939-1945- Personal narratives, American; Iwo Jima, Battle of, Japan, 1945; Guadalcanal, Battle of, Soloman Islands, 1942-1943; World War, 1939-1945- Villa Verde; World War, 1939-1945- Pacific Area; Combat; World War, 1939-1945- Bouganvilla;
Biography; Non-musical recording; Cassette recording. Abstract: Schmidt, a Belgium, Wis. native, discusses his World War II service as a paratrooper with the 1st Marine Parachute Regiment serving on various islands in the Pacific theater. He talks about his service deferment because he worked on a farm, enlisting in the Marines as soon as his brother was old enough to help on the family farm, and Marine training in California. Sent to New Caledonia, he was assigned to the 1st Marine Parachute Regiment and comments on the impracticality of parachute training in a jungle, injuries Marines sustained on practice jumps, and the decision to use parachute troops and raider battalions as regular infantrymen. He touches upon reinforcing the Marines on Guadalcanal, providing air strip security at Villa Verde, and landing from an LST on Bouganvilla. After a furlough, he was reassigned to the heavy weapons company of the 28th Regiment, 5th Division. Schmidt talks about training for the Iwo Jima landing, long wait aboard a landing craft, and traveling from island to island picking up Marines. He provides a detailed account of the Iwo Jima landing including shore bombardment, landing near Mt. Suribachi, conditions on the beach, digging fox holes, and instructions to hold fire so the Japanese would not know their positions. He describes seeing roads built on the beach, seeing the flag raising on Mt. Suribachi, helping to take a Japanese airstrip, and clearing Japanese equipment from caves. He mentions American rations of canned mutton and Japanese rations of rice and fish. Schmidt touches upon occupation duty in Japan, volunteering for the inactive Reserves, and call to duty for the Korean War which he was excused from. Schmidt received a Bronze Star for helping to evacuate wounded Marines, but does not discuss this incident during the interview. Notes: Named Person: Schmidt, Ralph. Named Corp: United States. Marine Corps. Division, 5th. Notes: Interviewed by Allen Buchholtz on March 8, 2003 in Belgium, Wisconsin. Bio/History: Schmidt enlisted in the Marine Corps on December 7, 1942. He served Pacific theater where he participated in several major Marine landings and “island-hopping” combat. General Info: Copyright owned by the Wisconsin Veterans Museum. Forms part of: Ozaukee County Veterans Book Project, Laurie Arendt, Project Coordinator. Other Titles: Schmidt, Volker. 1978. Midway und Guadalcanal. Zur Wende im Japanisch - Amerikanischen Seekrieg 1942/1943. Translated title: “To the Turn in the Japanese-American Naval Warfare” 154 pages. OCLC: 54777333. 


Seleo, Nicholas. 1944. “I Fought Japs in the Jungle.” Science Digest. July. Volume 16, Pages 75-80. Descriptors: Guadalcanal (Solomon Islands), Battle of, 1942-1943; World War, 1939-1945/Personal narratives; Guadalcanal, Battle of, 1942-1943; World War, 1939- Personal narratives. ISSN: 0036-8296.


Shaw, James C., Rear Admiral. 1900s. Papers 1935-1979. Descriptors: 9 lin. ft. Savo Island, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942; The Hague, International Court of Justice; World War, 1939-1945, Naval Operations-Pacific Ocean; Burke, Arleigh A., 1901-1998; Magalhães, Fernão de, d. 1521; Perkins, Van Ostrand, 1913-1944; Shaw, James C., 1913-1988; Shaw, Jane; Bunker Hill (Ship); Connecticut Humane Society; Holch Brothers Corporation; United States Naval Academy; Naval War College (U.S.); Waldron (Ship); Cape Esperance, Battle of; Guadalcanal, Battle of, 1942; Santa Cruz, Battle of; Tassafaronga, Battle of. Abstract: Correspondence and writings, 1935-1979. The bulk of the collection consists of personal and official correspondence regarding his naval career. There are a complete of his naval orders, 1938-1957. Much of the collection contains his published and unpublished articles, short stories and novels, including drafts. Shaw was a consultant to the motion picture industry for “The Caine Mutiny” and “Midway” and there are film scripts for these. There is an unpublished story of his life and marriage entitled “Cross Swords Forever” by his wife Elisabeth Shaw. Photographs and Miscellany complete the papers. Notes: Bio/History: James C. Shaw, U.S. Naval officer, was born on June 21, 1913 and graduated from the U.S. Naval Academy in 1936. He served in the Navy until his retirement in 1958. Shaw died on December 4, 1988. General Info: Card catalog. Organization: Organized into six series. I. Biographical materials II. Correspondence III. Naval Orders IV. Speeches V. Writings VI. Miscellany chronological order. OCLC: 46368300.


Shaw, Paul; Williams, Charles and Weston Military History Group. 2000. Guadalcanal. Weston, MA: Weston Military History Group. Volume: 1 videocassette, Descriptors: Guadalcanal, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; Guadalcanal (Solomon Islands)- History; Videorecording; Videocassette; VHS tape. Abstract: “Guadalcanal, the longest battle that the U.S. fought during WWII, was one in which both sides displayed questionable strategic command decisions and heroic bravery on the field. Professor Charles Williams, a navy veteran of WWII, and Marine Lieutenant Paul Shaw describe the role that their respective service branches played in the conflict.”-- Container. Notes: System Info: VHS. Notes: Participants: Charles Williams, Paul Shaw. Lecture
originally presented on December 7, 2000. Responsibility: [a presentation of the Weston Military History Group in conjunction with the Weston Public Library]. OCLC: 47096074.


Shumway, R. Phil. 1981. Autobiography, 1981. Descriptors: 1 v. (152 leaves); World War, 1939-1945- Personal narratives, American; Air pilots’ writings, American; Mormon Church-Bishops; Mormon Church- Stake presidents; Burton, Theodore M., 1907-1989; Brigham Young University- Faculty; Taylor (Ariz.); Guadalcanal (Solomon Islands)- History, Military; Vanuatu; Orem (Utah); Manuscript. Abstract: Recalls his early life in Taylor, Arizona; service in the U.S. Army Air Corps, 1942-1945, in Guadalcanal and elsewhere, including descriptions of ocean landing near New Hebrides in April 1944 and experiences prior to his rescue nine days later; education and professional activities; family life; community service, including on the Alpine School Board; and church service, especially in Orem, Utah. Includes details of his release as stake president in meetings presided over by Elder Theodore M. Burton in October 1977. Notes: Genre/Form: Autobiographies. Notes: Bio/History: Professor of animal science at Brigham Young University, 1949-1985. Bishop and stake president in The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, serving in Orem, Utah. OCLC: 82311683.

Sidoti, S. J. and RAAF Air Power Studies Centre. 1999. A History of Attacks on Airbases. Fairbairn RAAF Base: Air Power Studies Centre. Pages: 48. Descriptors: Air; bases; Security; measures; Case; studies; World; War, 1939-1945; Aerial; operations. Abstract: Contents: The early days, World War I- Airbase attacks during World War II: Poland; Netherlands, Belgium & Norway; German air attacks on France; Battle of Britain; British ground attacks on Axis airbases - North Africa 1940-43; Malta; Pearl Harbor; Solomons and Guadalcanal; Iwo Jima; Milne Bay; Poltava; Meiktila, Burma; Conclusions- Korea: Availability of airstrips for UN jet aircraft; UN counter air operations against the North Korean Air Force; Conclusions- The Arab-Israeli Wars: 1956, Sinai Campaign, the Suez Affair; 1967, the Six Day War; 1973, the October War (Ramadan or Yom Kippur War); Summary; Contents: Vietnam: Vulnerability of US airbases to North


Snyder, Anita Christine. 2005. Understanding and Writing the Historical Novella. Descriptors: 102 leaves; Historical fiction- Authorship; Historical fiction- Technique; Historical fiction; Guadalcanal, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943- Fiction; World War, 1939-1945-- Campaigns--Solomon Islands- Fiction; Thesis/dissertation; Manuscript. Abstract: “The first section is a scholarly discussion of historical fiction and the novella, particularly the issues and challenges facing the writer of such works. The second half of [the] thesis is an original novella that reflects the theories and issues that are discussed...in the first portion.” Notes: Includes bibliographical
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references (leaves 101-102). Department of English, Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis (IUPUI); Responsibility: Anita Christine Snyder. OCLC: 65547473.


“Solomon Islands Campaign: VI. Battle of Guadalcanal, 11-15 November 1942.” 1944. Volume: ADB298572, Descriptors: *Battles; Land Warfare; Military Forces (Foreign); Japan; History; Naval Operations; Officer Personnel; Army Operations; Military Commanders; Antiship Warfare; Naval Intelligence; Acific Ocean Islands; South Pacific Ocean. Notes: Approved for public release. Database: DTIC.

“Solomon Islands Campaign: VII. Battle of Tassafaronga, 30 November 1942. VIII. Japanese Evacuation of Guadalcanal, 29 January - 8 February 1943.” 1944. Volume: ADC070942, Descriptors: *Combat Effectiveness; *Air Land Battles; Land Warfare; Military Forces (Foreign); Japan; Fleets (Ships); Naval Operations; Naval Intelligence; Bombardment (Attack); Destroyers;
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Pacific Ocean Islands; South Pacific Ocean; Second World War. Notes: Unclassified. Database: DTIC.

“Solomon Islands Campaign: X. Operations in the New Georgia Area, 21 June - 5 August 1943.” Descriptors: *Military Operations; *Melanesia; *Second World War; Military Personnel; Military Facilities; Military Strategy; Coastal Regions; Camouflage; Japan; Military Planning; Battles; Airports; Runways; Channels; Islands. Notes: Approved for public release. DTIC ADB298778.

“Solomon Islands Campaign: IX. Bombardments of Munda and Vila-Stanmore. January-may 1943.” 1944. Jan 1944. Volume: ADB298503, Descriptors: *Battles; *Second World War; Military History; Navy; Naval Warfare; Officer Personnel; Military Publications; Bombardment (Attack); Pacific Ocean Islands. Database: DTIC.

“Solomon Islands Campaign: XI. Kolombangara and Vella Lavella, 6 August - 7 October 1943.” 1944. Volume: ADB299411, Descriptors: *Military History; *Second World War; Lessons Learned; Naval Operations; Pacific Ocean; Melanesia. Database: DTIC.


Stapleton, Mel, interviewee. McIntosh, James F. and Wisconsin Veterans Museum. 2002. Oral History Interview with Mel Stapleton 2000. Volume: Sound recording: 2 sound cassettes (ca. 75 min.); analog, 1 7/8 ips. Videorecording: 1 videocassette (ca. 75 min.); analog, 1 7/8 ips. Master sound recording: 1 sound cassette (ca. 75 min.); analog, 1 7/8 ips., Descriptors: Veterans-Wisconsin- Madison; Airmen- Wisconsin- North Lake; Stapleton, Mel; Pearl Harbor (Hawaii), Attack on, 1941; World War, 1939-1945- Pacific Area; Guadalcanal, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; Midway, Battle of, 1942; World War, 1939-1945- Aerial operations, American; Combat; Cold War; Civil Defense- Wisconsin; Fall out shelters- Wisconsin- Design and construction; Nuclear bombshelters- Wisconsin- Design and construction; Videorecording; Cassette recording Videocassette; VHS tape. Abstract: The North Lake, Wis. native discusses his World War II service as a member of the Army Air Corps. He was stationed at Hickham Field (Hawaii) during the attack on Pearl Harbor. Stapleton talks about enlisting in the Air Corps because
his family had no money for college, receiving a letter from General “Hap” Armstrong permitting him to serve despite his poor eyesight, training at Chanute Field (Illinois), and attending radio school. Transferred to Hickam Field in 1940, he provides a detailed account of the Pearl Harbor attack. He describes hearing an explosion while walking to breakfast, looking outside, and seeing Japanese aircraft flying toward the airfield; running toward airplanes to get machine guns; and running to the armory for additional weapons. Stapleton recalls being knocked down by a bomb blast, taking cover in a bomb crater, and being wounded by shrapnel. He mentions being taken to an airplane hanger with the other wounded and the high number of casualties caused by the strafing. Transferred to the 431st Bomb Squadron as a radio operator in the Pacific theater, he comments on searching for the Japanese fleet in the Pacific. He talks about being on Midway Island when the Japanese attacked, transfer to the British Fiji Islands, and working with Australian troops. Stationed at Guadalcanal, Stapleton comments on helping to defend Bougainville, flying on several missions while under heavy Japanese fire, and the reaction of his unit’s chaplain to seeing bare breasted women on the Solomon Islands. He touches upon rest and relaxation in New Zealand, returning to the United States in 1943, gambling on the way home, and marriage while on leave. Reassigned to stateside duty, he touches upon his work on search and rescue of training planes in Scott’s Bluff (Nebraska), becoming a radio instructor, retiring after 25 years in the service, and working for the State of Wisconsin during the Cold War showing civilians how to build bomb shelters. Notes: Named Corp: United States. Army Air Forces. Bomb Squadron, 431st. Notes: Bio/History: Stapleton (1919- ) served with the Army Air Corps during World War II. While at Pearl Harbor, he was a member of the 50th Reconnaissance Squadron and joined the 431st Bomb Squadron in the Pacific. He retired from the Air Force after 25 years. Interviewed by James F. McIntosh on October 30, 2000 in Madison, Wisconsin. General Info: Access to videorecording is restricted: 48-hours advance notification required. Copyright owned by the Wisconsin Veterans Museum. Forms part of: Wisconsin Veterans Oral History Project, conducted by the Wisconsin Veterans Museum. System Info: VHS-C format. OCLC: 60780539.

State Department Required to Report on the use of Child Soldiers. Center for Defense Information. April 10, 2003. no. July 2007, Abstract: Solomon Islands - In 2000, Amnesty International reported that Guadalcanalese militants included a number of child soldiers. UN human rights officials confirmed the use of child soldiers by both Guadalcanalese and Malaitan militants. Several hundred children (generally boys) under the age of 18 were active combatants or assisted in militants’ camps. With the decrease in fighting, dozens of these underage militants remained in quasi-criminal gangs affiliated with their former militant commanders. URL: http://www.cdi.org/document/search/displaydoc.cfm?DocumentID=898&StartRow=11&ListRows=10&appendURL=&Orderby=Enabled&Program=&Date_From=&Date_To=01/21/2005&Keywords=guadalcanal&ContentType=&Author=../../friendlyversion/printversion.cfm?documentID=898


1945- Campaigns- Pacific Ocean; World War, 1939-1945- Naval operations, American; Guadalcanal (Solomon Islands); Solomon Islands. Notes: American Heritage; Article; Source Information: Oct/Nov85, Vol. 36 Issue 6, p49; Subject Term: Guadalcanal Island, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; Subject Term: Marines; Subject Term: Military art & science; Subject Term: New Zealand- History- 1918-1945; Subject Term: World War, 1939-1945- Campaigns- Pacific Ocean; Subject Term: World War, 1939-1945- Naval operations, American; Geographic Subject: Guadalcanal (Solomon Islands); Geographic Subject: Solomon Islands; Number of Pages: 7 pages; Illustrations: 1 map, 3bw; Document Type: Article. Abstract: Presents recollections from a former Marine of the grim defense of Guadalcanal in 1942. How for four months, his battalion was on the front line- one of the longest stretches without relief in any modern war; Why the American arrival was so important to the New Zealanders. ISSN: 0002-8738.


Stewart, Lyle G. and Saints at War. 1939-1999. Papers, Ca. 1939-1999. Descriptors: 1 folder (3 p.); World War, 1939-1945- Personal narratives, American; Guadalcanal, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; World War, 1939-1945- Campaigns- Philippines; World War, 1939-1945- Religious aspects- Mormon Church; Manuscript. Abstract: Handwritten Memoir, Original Church Meeting Program, Photocopied Military Documents. A short handwritten memoir and a letter written on the back of a program from a church meeting tell some of the experiences and feelings of Stewart as he served in the Army. He speaks of being in a mine clearing role in his company, and of his involvement campaigns on the Philippines, Guadalcanal, and in being on shore guard after the bombings at Pearl Harbor. Also included are a couple of military documents. Notes: Genre/Form: Memoirs. Photographs. Notes: Bio/History: Stewart served as a Private First Class in the 213th Field Artillery Battalion of the U.S. Army Pacific Theater of World War II. General Info: Open for research. Items were donated by Lyle G. Stewart to the Saints At War Project in 1999. OCLC: 55632704.

Stroup, Leora Belle. 1944-1948. Leora Belle Stroup Photograph Collection. Descriptors: World War, 1939-1945- Japan- Iwo Jima- Photographs; World War, 1939-1945- Guam- Photographs; World War, 1939-1945- Philippines- Manilla- Photographs; World War, 1939-1945- Philippines- Los African Americans- Photographs; World War, 1939-1945- Solomon Islands- Guadalcanal- Photographs; World War, 1939-1945- Philippines- Corregidor Island- Photographs; Nurses- Korea- Photographs; Plants- Islands of the Pacific- Photographs; Animals- Islands of the Pacific- Photographs; Photograph; Picture. Abstract: Contains the following types of materials: photographs. Covers the following war: World War II (WWII). Contains photographs of the following military unit: Army Nurse Corps. General description of the collection: The Leora Belle Stroup photograph collection was donated by Olive Hay, whose relationship is unknown. There are many Signal Corps and U.S. Marine Corps stock photographs for WWII, showing Iwo Jima, Guam, Okinawa, the Philippines, especially Manilla, Los Negros; Marcus Islands, Guadalcanal, Corregidor, and Japan; also photos she took or received from other nurses of those sites. A collection of photos of her service while stationed at Pusan, Korea, following the war. She was especially interested in the flora and farms of the regions where she served as well as the natives and their culture. There are many photos showing those aspects of the islands and of Pusan and Inchon, Korea. Photos of nurses and their activities from doing laundry, the huts/barracks, hospital duties, social life and sightseeing. It is a very interesting collection showing the female side of
Army life during and just after WWII. Notes: 1 box (841 photographs); Named Person: Stroup, Leora Belle- Photograph collections. Named Corp: United States. Army Nurse Corps- Photographs. United States. Army- Military life- Photographs. United States. Army- Nurses- Photographs. Notes: Bio/History: Leora Belle Stroup was a United States (U.S.) Army nurse who served in the Pacific Islands near the end of WWII. General Info: Available on site only. Original or duplicate materials: U.S. Army Military History Institute/ Carlisle Barracks, Carlisle, Pa. 17013-5008. Collection is not organized or cataloged at the item level. It is cursorily organized by places as was noted on the envelopes as we received them. Unfortunately most of the photos are not annotated. There are no card indices nor is there an index to the box. Other Titles: Photograph collection of Leon Belle Stroup; Stroup photograph collection; Leora Belle Stroup collection; Stroup collection; OCLC: 48227088.


Sweeney, John B. 2004. “Battle of Bloody Ridge.” Marine Corps Gazette. 09. Volume 88, Issue 9; Pages 93-96. Descriptors: Armed Forces; Military art & science; War; Guadalcanal (Solomon Islands); Solomon Islands; United States. Notes: Marine Corps Gazette; Article; Source Information: September 2004, Vol. 88 Issue 9, p93; Subject Term: Armed Forces; Subject Term: Military art & science; Subject Term: WAR; Geographic Subject: Guadalcanal (Solomon Islands); Geographic Subject: Solomon Islands; Geographic Subject: United States; Number of Pages: 4 pages; Illustrations: 3 color; Document Type: Article. Abstract: Focuses on the U.S. Armed Forces’ defense of Henderson Field on Guadalcanal in Solomon Islands during the summer and autumn of 1942. Importance of the victory for the U.S. in establishing a foothold on the island; Defensive strategies; Number of casualties. Focuses on the U.S. Armed Forces’ defense of Henderson Field on Guadalcanal in Solomon Islands during the summer and autumn of 1942. Importance of the victory for the U.S. in establishing a foothold on the island; Defensive strategies; Number of casualties. ISSN: 0025-3170.

Tell it to the Marines: A Proposal to Rename Guadalcanal’s Airport Doesn’t Fly. (History Now) 2003. American Heritage. Oct 2003. Volume 54, Issue 5, Pages 11. Abstract: Times Aetough in the Solomon Islands. With few natural resources, the islands depend on tourism, but their remoteness, often antiquated facilities, and inhospitable environment can make them a tough sell. The government hopes its renovation and expansion of the airport at Honiara (the nation’s capital, on the island of Guadalcanal) will attract more tourists, and earlier this year a Japanese consulting firm supervising the improvement had a helpful suggestion: Give the airport, which has been called Henderson Field since U.S. Marines captured it from Japan in 1942, a more Japanese-friendly name: Chrysanthemum Field. The idea must have seemed reasonable at the time. The Japanese paid most of the tab for improving the airport, so why shouldn’t they rename it? In Japan the chrysanthemum symbolizes health and happiness. What could be wrong with that? Plenty. Never mind that Emperor Hirohito occupied what is known as the Chrysanthemum Throne or that a massed Kamikaze attack in World War II was known as a kikusui, or “floating chrysanthemum.” The idea that Maj. Lofton Henderson, the first American pilot to die in the Battle of Midway, might have his name removed from the field to attract a few more Japanese tourists did not sit well at all with Henderson’s fellow Marines—or even with the residents of Honiara. The idea was quickly withdrawn, and the Solomons government learned a lesson about what happens when you listen to consultants. Beyond that, it also learned the importance of choosing one’s enemies: If you have to fight someone, try not to make it the U.S. Marines. While we’re on the subject of Guadalcanal, this is as good a time as any to correct an article that American Heritage published in 1993. In that piece, Thomas Fleming quoted from a booklet titled Walks on Guadalcanal, whose cheerful tone mixed uneasily with its long and detailed cautions about the island’s potential dangers (scorpions, crocodiles, sudden cliffs, and hostile locals, to name but a few). Fleming imagined the booklet’s author, J. L. O. Tedder, as a struggling freelancer who had accepted the assignment for want of other work and was determined to make the best of it. We have since learned that Tedder was a longtime British official in the Solomons as well as a distinguished naturalist. Since his retirement, he has been active in environmental organizations and as a farmer in his native Australia. We can only wish him more success in these pursuits than he had in attracting hikers to Guadalcanal.

Database: History Resource Center.

Thacker, James R. and Saints at War. 1997. Memoir, 1997 February 16. Descriptors: 1 folder (8 p.); World War, 1939-1945- Personal narratives, American; Guadalcanal, Battle of; Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; Pearl Harbor (Hawaii), Attack on, 1941; World War, 1939-1945- Engineering and construction; Manuscript. Abstract: Thacker enlisted in the Army in 1941, choosing to be stationed in Hawaii, and was there the day Pearl Harbor was bombed. He operated a bulldozer throughout the Pacific, bulldozing roads for the infantry and graves for the enemy dead. He was present at Pearl Harbor and Guadalcanal during combat, and was around smaller skirmishes several other times. His experiences are interesting and he includes various pictures in this computer generated memoir. Notes: Genre/Form: Memoirs. Photographs. Notes: Bio/History:
Thacker served as a heavy equipment operator in the 65th Engineers Battalion of U.S. Army Pacific Theater during World War II from 1941-1945 achieving the rank of Sergeant. General Info: Open for research. Items donated were kept by creator until donation to “Saints at War.” OCLC: 55632707.
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Drama; Medal of Honor- Drama; Vietnam War, 1961-1975- Drama; Guadalcanal, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943- Drama; Jones, James, 1921-1977- Film and video adaptations; War films; Motion picture film collections; Film adaptations; Video recordings for the hearing impaired; Feature films; Videorecording; DVD video; Videodisc. Abstract: A determined young man becomes the first African American to become a United States Navy master diver; a lieutenant is assigned to review the background of a woman captain who is posthumously nominated for a medal of honor; a group of young soldiers training for war in Vietnam begin to question authority and their own involvement in combat; an army platoon attempts to capture the Japanese-controlled island of Guadalcanal in the Pacific Ocean during World War II. Men of honor (2000), produced by Bill Badalato, Robert Teitel; directed by George Tillman Jr. written by Scott Marshall Smith-Courage under fire (1996), produced by John Davis, David T. Friendly, Joseph Singer; directed by Edward Zwick; written by Patrick Sheane Duncan- Tigerland (2000), produced by Beau Flynn, Steven Haft, Arnon Milchan; directed by Joel Schumacher; written by Ross Klavan, Michael McGruther- The thin red line (1998), produced by Robert Michael Geisler, Grant Hill, John Roberdeau; written and directed by Terrence Malick. Notes: System Info: DVDs. Notes: The thin red line based on the novel by James Jones. Participants: Various. Audience: MPAA rating: Not rated. General Info: For private home use only. Other Titles: Soldiers stories. ISBN: 2234344; OCLC: 123094925.

Time in Hell Guadalcanal and Bougainville. 1992. National Archives. Descriptors: World War, 1939-1945- Campaigns- Pacific Area- Pictorial works; Guadalcanal (Solomon Islands), Battle of, 1942-1943- Pictorial works; Picture. Abstract: Maps, photographs, and documents from the United States National Archives pertaining to the battles of Guadalcanal and Bougainville during World War II. Notes: 1 poster; Geographic: Bougainville Island (Papua New Guinea), Battle of, 1943- Pictorial works. OCLC: 32271388.


Tourtellot, Arthur Bemon; Bush, Jack; Van Voorhis, Westbrook; Time and Madacy Entertainment Group. 1998. Crusade in the Pacific. 3, Guadalcanal, America’s First Offensive; War in the North, the Aleutians. St. Laurent, Quebec: Distributed by Madacy Entertainment Group. Volume: 1 videocassette (ca. 30 min.), Descriptors: Guadalcanal, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; World War, 1939-1945- Alaska- Aleutian Islands; World War, 1939-1945- Campaigns-Pacific Area; Documentary films; Historical films; Aleutian Islands (Alaska)- History; Videorecording; Videocassette; VHS tape. Abstract: This documentary covers the saga of World War II in the Pacific theatre, utilizing film footage shot by cameramen on both sides of the War. Notes: System Info: VHS. Notes: Tape 3 of 10. Length on container: [ca. 1 hr.]. Videocassette release of the 1951 “March of time” television series by Time, inc. Film sources: U.S. Department of Defense, Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, Coast Guard, Australian Government


Tristram, John. Wilson, I. James. Amadio, Nadine; Juniper Films; Special Broadcasting Service (Australia); Discovery Channel; Dandelion Distribution and Films for the Humanities. 1995. John Frum and the Big Death WWII and the Pacific Islanders. Princeton, NJ: Films for the Humanities & Sciences. Volume: 1 videocassette (28 min.), Descriptors: Cargo cults; World War, 1939-1945- Oceania; Tanna Island (Vanuatu); Guadalcanal (Solomon Islands); Oceania- Legends; LC: DU760; Dewey: 299.9; Videorecording; Videocassette; VHS tape. Abstract: Tells of some of the effects of World War II on Pacific island people and environment: the creation of the John Frum cult after a pilot visited Tanna Island and was mistaken for a god, a legend begun after the crash of a B-17 off Guadalcanal, and military equipment left to rust on the islands and in the sea. Notes: System Info: VHS. Responsibility: produced by Juniper Films for SBS TV in association with the Discovery Channel and Dandelion Distribution Limited; produced & directed, John Tristram, I. James Wilson; scriptwriter, Nadine Amadio. Cinematographers, Michael Dillon, Garry Maurder, Joel Peterson; composer, Ian Laurence; narrators, Guy Blackmore, Peter Caroll, Vic Rooney, Derani Scarr, Lopeti Vulaono, Hugh Wade, Veitinia Waquabaca; editors, Bill Aiers, Imelda Cooney, James Wilson. OCLC: 33115020; 57487229.


Turnbull, Jane. 2002. “Solomon Islands: Blending Traditional Power and Modern Structures in the State.” Public Administration and Development. Wiley InterScience: 8 May 2002. Volume 22, Issue 2, Pages 191 - 201. Abstract: By mid-2001, the Solomon Islands government was on the edge of bankruptcy after two years of unrest on Guadalcanal. Solomon Islanders’ hopes that the national government can improve their living standards have been dashed, only 23 years after British colonial rule ended on these South-West Pacific islands. The reasons for the state’s limited capacity to facilitate development extend much further than the financial crisis, as a comparison between power relations typically institutionalized in Western liberal democratic states and those
institutionalized in the Solomons state shows. The Solomons state is a syncretism of traditional political practices and modern structures. Many of these traditional practices are impeding development. Recent neo-liberal reforms championed by the previous government, the Asian Development Bank and other aid agencies did little to address these practices and were terminated in the unrest in 2000. If the state is to improve the living standards of ordinary Solomon Islanders, changes in structure, such as the state governments being established following the Townsville Peace Agreement, are not the sole answer. There also need to be changes in the political practices of both officials and politicians at national and local level.
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1945- Naval operations, Japanese; World War, 1939-1945- Naval operations- Submarine; World War, 1939-1945- Pacific Ocean; Japan. Kaigun; Japan- History, Military- 20th century; Government publication; National government publication. OCLC: 12758089.


United States. Army. Services of Supply. Army Orientation Course; United States; Bureau of Naval Personnel and Educational Services Section.. 1942. “Newsmap. Monday October 26, 1942: Week of October 16 to October 23.” Pentagon Bldg., Washington, D.C; Washington, D.C: The Course; Navy distribution by Educational Services Section, BuPers, Navy Dept. Descriptors: World War, 1939-1945- Campaigns- Maps; World War, 1939-1945- Campaigns- Solomon Islands-Guadalcanal; Guadalcanal, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; War posters, American; Guadalcanal Island (Solomon Islands). Notes: Description: 4 maps on 1 sheet; some col.; sheet 90 x 120 cm. Notes: Maps: Military activities across the globe during the week; Southwest Pacific; Stalingrad. Inset maps: Guadalcanal Island. War fronts: Solomons, New Guinea, Aleutians, Russia, Mediterranean, Yugoslavia, Western Europe. Photographs: Airport on Guadalcanal Island; Somewhere in India; Freight cars with wings; Supplies for Russia. On verso: Fox holes are life...
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Lunga Point: 30 November, 1942; Responsibility: Preliminary Design Section, Bureau of Ships, Navy Department. OCLC: 82909315.


United States. Office of Naval Intelligence. Publications Branch. 1943. Battle of Cape Esperance, 11 October 1942; Battle of Santa Cruz Islands 26 October 1942: Solomon Islands Campaign IV and V. [Washington, D.C.]: Publications Branch, Office of Naval Intelligence, United States Navy. Monograph v, 66 pages: ill., maps (some folded); 25 cm. Descriptors: Combat narratives; Guadalcanal Island (Solomon Islands), Battle of, 1942-1943.; World War, 1939-1945 - Campaigns - Solomon Islands - Guadalcanal Island.; World War, 1939-1945 - Naval operations,
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United States; Army and American Division. 1940-1988. Infantry - American Division Papers, 1940-1988. Descriptors: 10 boxes. World War, 1939-1945- Veterans- Correspondence; World War, 1939-1945- Personal narratives, American; My Lai Massacre, Vietnam, 1968; Guadalcanal, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; World War, 1939-1945- Campaigns- New Caledonia; United States. Army. American Division- Archives; United States. Army. American Division- Insignia; United States. Army. American Division- History. Abstract: Contains the following types of materials: correspondence, memoirs, unit histories, texts of speeches, clippings, newspapers, magazines, reports, studies, bookss, manuals, leaflets, brochures, diary, journal, maps, charts, oral histories, briefings, and ephemera. Contains information pertaining to the following wars and time periods: World War II (WWII), Vietnam War. Contains information pertaining to the following military units and organizations: 21st Reconnaissance Troop; 101st Quartermaster Regiment; 132nd Infantry Regiment; Americal Division; Task Force 6814. General description of the collection: The Infantry - Americal Division papers include papers dealing with the American Division from WWII through Vietnam and between veterans following both wars. The bulk of the papers is the personal correspondence soldiers of WWII and material relating to the My Lai incident during the Vietnam War. One box contains drawings of the distinctive insignia of each unit of the division and a brief history of each unit. Notes: General Info: Available on site only. Original or duplicate materials: U.S. Army Military History Institute, Carlisle Barracks, Carlisle, Pa. 17013-5008. Other Titles: Papers of the Americal Division. OCLC: 47202384.


United States; Congress; House and Committee on Naval Affairs. 1943. Report of Subcommittee of House Naval Affairs Committee Appointed to Investigate the Alleged Misconduct of Merchant Seamen at Guadalcanal, Solomon Islands. Washington: U.S. G.P.O. Descriptors: 197-203; Merchant mariners- Solomon Islands- Guadalcanal Island; Military discipline- Solomon Islands- Guadalcanal Island; Government publication; National government publication; Microfiche (mfc). Abstract: Committee Serial No. 30. Notes: References: Indexed in CIS US Congressional Committee Hearings Index Part IV; Notes: “[pub. 1943.]” Microfiche Note: Committee Print begins on microfiche No. 3 of 13. Record is based on bibliographic data in CIS US Congressional Committee Hearings Index. Reuse except for individual research requires license from Congressional Information Service, Inc. Reproduction: Microfiche. [Westport, Conn.]:


United States; Marine Corps and Photographic Section. 1943. Guadalcanal 1942. Big Picture National Film and Video. Volume: 1 videocassette (40 min.); sound, b&w; 1/2 in., Descriptors: World War, 1939-1945- Campaigns- Solomon Islands- Guadalcanal; Guadalcanal, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; Documentary films; Videorecording; Videocassette; VHS tape. Abstract: A documentary of U.S. Marine campaigns in the South Pacific during World War II. Notes: System Info: VHS format; Responsibility: Photographed by the Marine Corps Photographic Section. OCLC: 35590749.


United States and Navy Dept. 1994. To the Shores of Iwo Jima-Guadalcanal. St.-Laurent, Quebec, Canada: Madacy Music Group. Volume: 2 videocassettes (ca. 90 min.), Descriptors: Iwo Jima, Battle of, Japan, 1945; Guadalcanal, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; Tarawa, Battle of, Kiribati, 1943; Dewey: 940.54; Videorecording; Videocassette; VHS tape. Notes: System Info: VHS. Notes: Title from cassettes label. First work originally produced as motion picture in 1945 by U.S. Navy Dept. Other Titles: Marines at Tarawa, return to Guam. OCLC: 40233417.

United States and Navy Dept. 1994. To the Shores of Iwo Jima. Guadalcanal. St.-Laurent, Quebec, Canada: Madacy Music Group. Volume: 1 videocassette (ca. 51 min.), Descriptors: Iwo Jima, Battle of, Japan, 1945; Guadalcanal, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; LC: D767.99I9; Videorecording; Videocassette; VHS tape. Abstract: Presents a dramatic documentary account of the American invasion of Iwo Jima. Shows ship bombardment, rocket fire, air bombing, the use of flamethrowers, and scenes of individuals and groups in combat. Notes: System Info: VHS. Notes: Title from cassette label. First work originally produced as motion picture in 1945 by U.S. Navy Dept. Other Titles: Guadalcanal; Second work also released as; This is Guadalcanal. OCLC: 36212234.


Valenzi, Kathleen. D. 1995. “Scouting Guadalcanal: A 19 Year Old from New York Joined the Marines to See the World- What he saw was a small Pacific Island Under Fire that would Quickly Test His Mettle.” Military History. August 1995. Pages 54-60. Abstract: An interview with Michael C. Capraro. “When we went ashore at Guadalcanal, it was like going back to school. All we had by way of maps were barely legible aerial photographs taken from a vertical angle. The fields showed up as white, and the jungle showed up as black. But you had no feeling of topography- the third dimension. Being from an industrial town, I had no background in dense, jungle terrain, but suddenly I had to move in the forest quietly, read the stars and other signs to find my location. I remember one time, we’d been patrolling all day, and every once in a while, we’d stop and take a cigarette break around the smoking lamp. It was getting dark, and the company commander pulled me aside and said, “Cappy, where the Hell are we?” I took the map and said, “Right here, sir.” “How the Hell do you know that?” he asked. I bent over and picked up one of the cigarette butts we’d left on the ground earlier that day. It was as simple as that. I had followed the cigarette butts back.” ISSN: 0889-7328.


Veltman, Ronald H.,enlisted sailor. 1900s. Papers 1942-1995. Descriptors: 10 items. Guadalcanal Island (Solomon Islands), Battle of, 1942-1943; World War, 1939-1945--Naval Operations; Doolittle, James, 1896-; Veltman, Ronald; Hornet (Ship). Abstract: Subject files on
USS Hornet (CV-8), including a ship’s history, list of ship’s company, Air Group 8, Commander’s Report, October 26, 1942, during the Battle of Santa Cruz; Citations; Photograph of General James Doolittle; Newspaper Clippings, April 22-23 1943; Tape recording, 1942-1995. Notes: Bio/History: Ronald H. Veltman was a pharmacist’s mate in USS Hornet (CV-8) during World War II. General Info: Card catalog. OCLC: 46467759.


Voigt, Dean S. interviewee. Van Ells, Mark D. and Wisconsin Veterans Museum. 1995. Oral History Interview Dean S. Voight 1995. Descriptors: World War, 1939-1945- Personal narratives, American; Veterans- Wisconsin- Medford; Soldiers- Illinois- Chicago; Combat; Guadalcanal, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; Midway, Battle of, 1942; Iwo Jima, Battle of, Japan, 1945; World War, 1939-1945- Battle casualties; War- Psychological aspects; Cassette recording. Abstract: Voight, a Medford, Wis. veteran, discusses his World War II service with Carlton’s Raiders, the 2nd Marine Raider Battalion, in the Pacific theater. He talks about enlisting in anger over the attack on Pearl Harbor, decision to join the Marine Corps, boot camp at San Diego, and joining Carlton’s Raiders. Voight describes the role of Raider battalions, learning hand to hand combat techniques, and deployment overseas. He describes the major campaigns in which he was involved including the Makin Island Raid, Guadalcanal, Midway, and Iwo Jima. Voight touches upon drinking while in the service including the different ways soldiers made their own alcoholic beverages with items they found at bases. He provides an interesting discussion on the family-like connection between men in the Raider Battalion and the way this relationship was continued after the war. He evaluates the change in this once the Raider Battalions were disbanded and the members joined Marine Divisions. Voight details the battle of Iwo Jima where he served as a platoon sergeant. His account includes the problems landing on the beach, being wounded and returning to combat, and being evacuated to Guam after receiving a second wound. He talks about depression related to his wound, difficulty finding work after the war, attempts to get a higher disability payment, and receiving help from the AmVets to get a thirty percent disability payment. Notes: Sound recording 7/8 ips; Named Corp: United States. Marine Corps. Marine Raider Battalion, 2nd. United States. Marine Corps- Military life. United States. Marine Corps. Division, 5th. Notes: Bio/History: Voight (b. June 19, 1922) served in the Pacific theater of operations with the Marine Raiders and the 5th Marine Division. He was wounded in the fighting for Iwo Jima, and discharged from service in 1946 after achieving the rank of sergeant. Interviewed by Mark D. Van Ells on October 30, 1995 in Wisconsin. General Info: Copyright owned by the Wisconsin Veterans Museum. Forms part of: Wisconsin Veterans Oral History Project, conducted by the Wisconsin Veterans Museum. OCLC: 56883361.


Wall, Henry. 1973. Henry Wall Oral History Interview. Volume: 2 sound cassettes (180 min.). Descriptors: Crime- Texas, West; Cowboys- New Mexico; Dowsing; Depressions- 1929; Livestock- Texas, West; Rodeos; World War, 1914-1918- France; Guadalcanal Island (Soloman Islands), Battle of, 1942-1948; Cattle- Government policy- United States; Law enforcement- Texas, West; Train robberies- Texas- Temple; Cowboys- Texas, West; Non-musical recording; Cassette

Wallace, Walton M., interviewee. McIntosh, James F. and Wisconsin Veterans Museum. 1999. Oral History Interview with Walton M. Wallace 1999. Volume: Sound recording: 1 sound cassette (ca. 45 min.); analog, 1 7/8 ips. Videorecording: 1 videocassette (ca. 45 min.); sd., col. 1/2 in. Master sound recording: 1 sound cassette (ca. 45 min.); analog, 1 7/8 ips., Descriptors: Veterans- Madison; Soldiers- Wisconsin- Madison; World War, 1939-1945- Personal narratives, American; Guadalcanal, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; Iwo Jima, Battle of, Japan, 1945; Battle casualties; World War, 1939-1945- Campaigns- Japan- Okinawa; Combat; Wallace, Walton M., 1922-; Videorecording; Cassette recording Videocassette; VHS tape. Abstract: Wallace, a Madison, Wis. native, discusses his World War II service with the Marines in the Pacific. He talks about enlisting in the Marines, boot camp at Camp Elliott (California), training to fire a “pack howitzer,” and transfer to Pago Pago Island (America Samoa) as a defense battalion for the island. Wallace describes the fighting at Guadalcanal Island, night raids by a plane nicknamed “Washing Wachine Charlie,” being hit with shrapnel and evacuated to New Hebrides Island, and returning to his unit at Saipan. After being reassigned to the 5th Marine Division, he details the landing at Iwo Jima, problems with the beach terrain, lack of cover for troops on the island, and feeling when they received hot food at the front. Wallace talks about rest and relaxation in Hawaii including working as a bartender at the officer’s club, giving radio reports, and the food in Hawaii. Volunteering to fight on Okinawa, Wallace comments on seeing people he served with at Guadalcanal, reassignment to artillery, brief stay at Sasebo (Japan), and boat ride home. He touches upon use of the GI Bill and membership in the Disabled American Veterans. Notes: Named Corp: United States. Marine Corps. Division, 5th. United States. Marine Corps- Military life. Notes: Bio/History: Wallace (1922- ) served with the 2nd and 5th Marines in the Pacific theater of World War II. He participated in several island invasions and returned to Madison after the war. Interviewed by James F. McIntosh on October 13, 1999 in Madison, Wis. General Info: Access to videorecording is restricted: 48-hours advance notification required. Copyright owned by the Wisconsin Veterans Museum. Forms part of: Wisconsin Veterans Oral History Project, conducted by the Wisconsin Veterans Museum. System Info: VHS-C format. OCLC: 61154799.

Walsh, Louis A. 1942-1961. Louis A. Walsh, Jr. Photograph Collection. Descriptors: World War, 1939-1945- Pacific Area- Photographs; World War, 1939-1945- Equipment and supply-Photographs; M5 light tank- Photographs; World War, 1939-1945- Campaigns- Solomon Islands-Guadalcanal- Photographs; World War, 1939-1945- Campaigns- Fiji- Photographs; World War, 1939-1945- Campaigns- New Caledonia; Photograph; Picture. Abstract: Contains the following types of materials: photographs, artwork. Covers the following war: World War II (WWII). General description of the collection: The Louis A. Walsh, Jr. photograph collection mostly represent general Walsh’s WWII service in the Pacific Islands. A large album contains the bulk of the images. They show mule harness and pack for carrying the ligh machine guns and equipments; various views of the M-5 light tank; New Caledonia Island and scenery, equipment and an airfield thereon; sites on the Fiji Islands; Guadalcanal and gun emplacements, dugouts, captured Japanese material and scenery and captured Japanese weapons. The remainder of the photographs deal with his tenure at the U.S. Army Infantry Center, Fort Benning, Georgia, and the construction of the large “follow me” infantryman monument. Notes: 1 box (394 photographs, 22 watercolor
renderings of airborne shoulder patches and distinctive insignia); Named Person: Walsh, Louis A., 1911-- Photograph collections. Named Corp: United States. Army- Transportation- Photographs. Geographic: Japan- Armed Forces- Equipment- Photographs. Notes: Bio/History: Louis A. Walsh, Jr. was born in 1911. He graduated from the United States (U.S.) Military Academy in 1934 and received his commission in the infantry. He attended Parachute School in 1941 and held a number of parachute command and staff assignments. He took part in the battle of Guadalcanal. After this, he activated and commanded the 517th Parachute Infantry Regiment of the 17th Airborne Division. Near the end of the war, he jumped in the Tagaytay Ridge operations in the Philippines. From 1959-1961 he served as deputy commanding general and then assistant commandant of the Infantry School at Fort Benning, Georgia; he served with the Central Intelligence Agency (162-1966). General Walsh retired from the military service in 1966. Report: RG559; General Info: Available on site only. Original or duplicate materials: U.S. Army Military History Institute, Carlisle Barracks, Carlisle, Pa. 17013-5008. Collection is not organized or cataloged at the item level. There are no card indices nor is there an inventory to the box. Other Titles: Photograph collection of Louis A. Walsh, Jr; Walsh photograph collection; Louis A. Walsh, Jr. collection; Walsh collection. OCLC: 48224848.
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Weaver, Charles W., Newspaper reporter. 1900s. Papers 1942-1971. Descriptors: 5 items 1/2 box. World War, 1939-1945-Campaigns-Pacific Ocean; Ghormley, Robert L., 1883-1958;
Turner, Richard K., 1885-1961; Guadalcanal Island (Solomon Islands) Battle of, 1942-43.


Wetterhahn, Ralph. 2007. “Mystery on Guadalcanal.” Air & Space Smithsonian. Volume 21, Issue 5; Pages 32-37. Descriptors: Guadalcanal Island, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; WILDCAT (Fighter plane); Southerland, James J; TAYLAN, Justin; Solomon Islands. Notes: Air & Space Smithsonian; Article; Source Information: December 2006/January 2007, Vol. 21 Issue 5, p32; Subject Term: Guadalcanal Island, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; Subject Term: WILDCAT (Fighter plane); Subject Term: Southerland, James J. Subject Term: Taylan, Justin; Geographic Subject: Solomon Islands; Number of Pages: 6 pages; Illustrations: 9 color; Document Type: Article. Abstract: The article focuses on the discovery of the wreckage of the Grumman F4F Wildcat aircraft flown by Lieutenant James J. Southerland II by preservationist Justin Taylan in Guadalcanal, Solomon Islands. The Wildcat is believed to be the first U.S. Navy aircraft to shoot down an enemy in the Battle of Guadalcanal in August 1942. The section of the aircraft’s linkage belt was attached and the shell case had been dented indicating that it had not been fired. ISSN: 0886-2257.


Wiens, Harry. 1992. My Own Little Corner-- of the War: A Look Back-- After 50 Years, to Guadalcanal. California: H. Wiens. Descriptors: 157 leaves, 8 leaves of plates; Guadalcanal (Solomon Islands), Battle of, 1942-1943- Personal narratives, American; World War, 1939-1945-
Biography; Soldiers- United States- Biography; Wiens, Harry; United States. Army- Biography; North Dakota- Biography; Biography. Notes: Other Titles: Look back-- after 50 years, to Guadalcanal; Responsibility: Harry Wiens. OCLC: 36960442; 37543546
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Islands, 1942-1943; World War, 1939-1945- Personal narratives, American; Barton (Destroyer: DD-599). Notes: Cover title. Includes bibliographical references. Other Titles: USS Barton (DD-599) in World War Two; United States Ship Barton (DD-599); Responsibility: E. Andrew Wilde, Jr., editor. OCLC: 52570678.


Wilhite, Billy Junior and Saints at War. 1995. Memoir, Ca. 1995. Descriptors: 1 folder (42 p.) + 2 photocopied photographs. World War, 1939-1945- Personal narratives, American; Iwo Jima, Battle of, Japan, 1945; Tweed, George R; Guadalcanal (Solomon Islands)- History, Military; Guam- History- Japanese occupation, 1941-1944; Pearl Harbor (Hawaii); New Zealand; Kodiak Island (Alaska); Manuscript. Abstract: Includes highly detailed description of Wilhite’s naval training and service; the service record and history of the USS McCall; purposes and functions of destroyer vessels; the aftermath of the attack on Pearl Harbor; the rescue of navy radioman George Ray Tweed from Guam; Wilhite’s marriage, family and LDS religious beliefs; naval combat1
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including participation at Guadalcanal and the bombardment of Iwo Jima; duty in Kodiak, Alaska; and liberty in New Zealand. Includes two photocopied photographs of Wilhite during World War II. Notes: Genre/Form: Memoirs. Notes: Bio/History: Served in the US Navy during World War II from 1940-1946 aboard the destroyer USS McCall DD-400. Wilhite was assigned as an electricians mate and achieved the rank of Chief Electricians Mate. General Info: Items were donated by creator, Billy Junior Wilhite, to the Saints At War Project in 2001. OCLC: 51605763.


Doctrine; *Military Tactics; *Artillery; Military Personnel; Students; Theses; Targets; Control Centers; Case Studies; Army; Military Commanders; Fire Control Systems; Corps Level Organizations; Doctrine. Abstract: This thesis examines the evolution of artillery tactics in World War II using General J. Lawton Collins US VII Corps as a case study. This study first reviews artillery doctrine and tactics during World War I and during the 1920s and 1930s, in which time future leaders like General Collins were military students. In 1943, General Collins commanded an infantry division on Guadalcanal where he was one of the first American generals to implement the Army’s new doctrine of fire direction centers (FDCs) and massed fires using time on targets (TOTs). Collins then was selected to command the US VII Corps for the invasion of Normandy and the subsequent breakout during OPERATION COBRA. From Normandy to the end of the war, Collins continued to hone his use of artillery based on his experience during the eleven month campaign in Northwest Europe, contributing to his reputation as the best corps commander in World War II. This study looks at Army doctrine in 1944 to judge Collins artillery tactics and concludes that he used established doctrine and that his tactics are the foundation for today’s artillery tactics. Notes: Master’s thesis, 2 Aug 95-7 Jun 96; Approved for Public Release. Database: DTIC and NTIS. URL: http://handle.dtic.mil/100.2/ADA312682

Wilson, David Kirkpatrick; Pyle, Cabot Pollard and Roberts, Kenneth L. 2006. Oral History Interview with David K. Wilson, 2006 September 13, Excerpt 02. Nashville, Tn.: Nashville Public Library. Descriptors: Wilson; David Kirkpatrick; 1919--; Interviews; United States. Navy. Supply Corps; Business; Enterprise; Military History; World War II; Businesspeople; Tennessee; Nashville; Civic leaders; Veterans; World War; 1939-1945; Intrenchments; Management; Guadalcanal; Battle of; Solomon Islands; 1942-1943; Guadalcanal (Solomon Islands); Description and travel. Abstract: An excerpt from an oral history interview with Nashville business and civic leader David Kirkpatrick “Pat” Wilson, conducted on 13 September 2006 by Cabot Pyle and Kenneth L. Roberts as part of the Nashville Public Library’s Nashville Business Leaders Oral History Project: The Turner Interviews. Wilson discusses his service in the U.S. Navy Supply Corps during World War II and the management lessons he learned while in the service. He also discusses what it was like being at Guadalcanal, including having to spend the evenings in foxholes. The complete interview, as well as an index, is available in the repository. Notes: Genre/Form: Sound- Oral histories. General Info: U.S. and international copyright laws protect this digital content, which is provided for educational purposes only and may not be downloaded, reproduced, or distributed for any other purpose without written permission. Please contact the Special Collections Division of the Nashville Public Library, 615 Church Street, Nashville, Tennessee, 37219. Source of Data: Excerpted from: NBLWilsonD digital recording converted from wav to mp3 format in 2006. OCLC: 82539294.

Wilson, Steven. September 11, 2006. “Long Lance.” Military.com. Abstract: In 1942 few Americans had ever heard of Guadalcanal, The Slot, the Solomon Islands, or one unassuming island called Savo that found itself squeezed between the aforementioned Guadalcanal (off the shoulder of Cape Esperance), and Florida Island. The only real asset these steaming jungle-bound lumps of earth offered was either their strategic position or the fact that airfields could be, or had been, carved from their inhospitable surface. Where there is land, of course, there are Marines and Soldiers, but where there are islands, there must naturally come sailors and ships. It was all very simple; the Japanese held the Solomons and the Americans wanted them, starting with the Canal. See the site, accessed July 5, 2007: http://www.military.com/features/0,15240,113172,00.html

cassette (ca. 45 min.): analog, 1 7/8 ips. Videorecording: 1 videocassette (ca. 45 min.): sd., col. 1/2 in. Master sound recording: 1 sound cassette (ca. 45 min.): analog, 1 7/8 ips., Descriptors: Veterans- Wisconsin- Madison; Soldiers- Wisconsin- Milwaukee; World War, 1939-1945- Personal narratives, American; Guadalcanal, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; World War, 1939-1945- Campaigns- Pacific Area; World War, 1939-1945- Campaigns- Solomon Islands; Iwo Jima, Battle of, Japan, 1945; Winner, Robert W., 1922-; Videorecording; Cassette recording Videocassette; VHS tape. Abstract: The Marshfield, Wis. native discusses his World War II service as a paratrooper and mortarman with the 5th Marine Division and his experiences with the Army and Navy Reserves. Winner relates joining the Marine Raiders of the 2nd Regiment, 2nd Division and staging for the Guadalcanal campaign. He details preparation for the Bougainville Campaign and his unit’s raid on Choiseul Island. He describes his reassignment to the mortar section including training in Hawaii and Saipan, preparing for the Iwo Jima campaign, landing on Iwo Jima, and attacking the middle airstrip on Mt. Surabachi. He touches upon his hospitalization in Hawaii, occupation duty at Sasebo (Japan), and visiting Nagasaki after the atomic bomb. He comments on his return home and his involvement with both the Army and Navy Reserves.


Edson, Lieutenant Colonel Evans F. Carlson, Lt Col James Roosevelt and Lt Col Harry B. Liversedge, men who became legends in their time. The units: the 1st, 2d, 3d and 4th battalions of the Marine Raiders. These were the Marines who wore the red-and-blue patches with white skulls and the stars of the Southern Cross lighting their way. Their exploits were burned into America's memory in 1942 and 1943. Notes: Leatherneck; military.com. URL: http://www.military.com/forums/0,15240,81201,00.html

World War II Miscellaneous Coll. - AHA Section [Collection], 1942-1944. Descriptors: 1 box. Soldiers’ bodies, Disposition of- Solomon Islands- Guadalcanal; World War, 1939-1945- Campaigns- Italy- Sicily; World War, 1939-1945- Personal narratives, American; American Historical Association- Archives. Abstract: Contains the following types of materials: correspondence, clippings, reports, studies, books/manuals, poetry. Contains information pertaining to the following war: World War II. Contains information pertaining to the following military units and organizations: 35th Infantry, 25th Infantry Division, 157th Infantry, 45th Infantry Division, 9th General Hospital. General description of the collection: The American Historical Association Section collection papers include report of Japanese graves search in Guadalcanal by the 35th Infantry, a memoir of the Sicilian Campaign with the 45th Infantry Division, poem and miscellaneous papers of a soldier in the 9th General Hospital on Good Enough Island. Notes: General Info: Available on site only. Original or duplicate materials: U.S. Army Military History Institute, Carlisle Barracks, Carlisle, Pa. 17013-5008. Other Titles: World War II miscellaneous collection. AHA Section collection. American Historical Association Section collection. OCLC: 46961677.

WWII PT Boat Tossed Up from Ocean Floor. 2007. Associated Press. April 28, 2007. Abstract: Wellington, New Zealand - Wreckage from a World War II torpedo boat was tossed up from the sea in the Solomon Islands after a powerful 8.1 earthquake hit the area in early April, an official said Friday. Jay Waura of the National Disaster Management Office said the explosive-laden boat was exposed when reefs were pushed up three meters (10 feet) above sea level by the April 2 quake, which caused a devastating tsunami in the western Solomon Islands that killed 52 people... Waura said people on Rannonga Island showed his team the wreckage sitting on dry ground. “We were amazed by this finding, as previously this wreckage had long been sitting under the sea and rusting in peace without anyone knowing about it,” New Zealand Press Association quoted Waura as saying. Only the boat’s hull with its deadly cargo of explosives remained intact, he said. Waura said a Solomon Islands Police Force bomb disposal unit would be sent to the island to safely detonate the explosives. URL: http://www.military.com/NewsContent/0,13319,133903,00.html?wh=news

Wright, Carleton. 1912-1974. Carleton Wright Papers, 1912-1974. Descriptors: Naval battles- Pacific Ocean; World War, 1939-1945- Pacific Area; Guadalcanal, Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943. Abstract: The Carleton Wright papers contains correspondence between Japanese Navy Officers and United States Navy officers regarding their recollections of the Battle of Tassofaronga (1954); comments by Commander Winslow on the struggle for Guadalcanal (1962); certificates (1912-1942); drafts of articles about the culture and living conditions of the natives of the Marshall and Solomon Islands by Vice Admiral Wright (1944-1947); and newspaper clippings about Wright (1947-1971). There are also over 200 official U.S. Navy photographs of the living conditions of the natives of Faraulep, Fonepe, and Yap Islands (1947-1948); an Inspection Report of the Caroline and Marshall Islands (1946); reports on the fifth Battle of Savo of the Solomon Islands Campaign (Nov. 30, 1942); Report on Action Off Cape Esperance the Night of Nov. 3, 1942 from the Commander Task Force 67 to the Commander South Pacific Fleet (Nov. 30, 1942)). Notes: 2 cubic ft. (2 boxes); Named Corp: United States. Navy- Officers. Genre/Form:
Photographs. Geographic: Marshall Islands. Pacific Islands (Trust Territory); Notes: Bio/History: Carleton Wright (1892-1974) was Vice Admiral of the U.S. Navy. He graduated from the U.S. Naval Academy in 1912 as an Ensign. During World War I he was Executive Officer of the destroyer USS Jarvis which laid mines in the North Sea. During World War II he commanded the USS Augusta which operated on patrol duty in the Caribbean and Atlantic Ocean areas during 1941-1942. He was awarded the Navy Cross for heroism during the Battle of Tassofaronga in the Solomon Islands, and he also received the Bronze Star and the Legion of Merit. From 1946-1947 he was the General Inspector of the Pacific Fleet and Pacific Ocean areas and Deputy Commander of the Mariana Islands. He served as Administrator of the Military Government of the former Japanese Mandate in the Mariana, Caroline, and Marshall Islands. From 1947-1948 he was the Deputy High Commissioner of the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands. General Info: No finding aid available in repository. OCLC: 75965373.

Wukovits, John. Battle of Rennell Island: Setback in the Solomons- the Tactical Judgment of Admiral Robert C. Giffen may have Contributed to the Loss of the Cruiser USS Chicago. no. July 2007, Abstract: Lieutenant Commander Joji Higai could not have been more pleased in late January 1943. Touted by cohorts throughout the Imperial Japanese Navy as one of its best torpedo plane commanders, he had been handed a plum assignment that suited his reputation. He and his 15-plane unit from the 701st Air Group, in coordination with a second group of 16 Mitsubishi G4M torpedo bombers, were ordered to rise from Rabaul’s airfields, head southwest, and attack American naval and air forces in the Solomon Islands in one of World War II’s first nighttime torpedo attacks. Approximately 700 miles to the southeast, U.S. Navy Rear Adm. Robert C. “Ike” Giffen cautiously guided a conglomeration of carriers, cruisers, escort carriers and destroyers toward the Solomon Islands. His superior, Admiral William F. Halsey, after recharging the American defensive stand at Guadalcanal, hoped Giffen’s foray would be the first of many U.S. offensive actions in the region. For months the American Marines and Navy had been knocked on their heels by the victorious Japanese, but Halsey’s arrival infused renewed energy in the U.S. forces fighting in the region. A speedy series of American land and sea triumphs pushed the foe backward and gave a slim advantage to the United States. As 1943 dawned, Halsey optimistically said: “December had shown us faint signs that the tide was turning. By January no one could doubt that it had begun to run with us.” Halsey realized that victory in the Solomons had not yet been guaranteed and that he needed more reinforcements, additional ships and aircraft, and tons of ammunition. Nevertheless, he felt confident that U.S. forces were “strong enough to attempt a modest offensive.” He eagerly awaited developments as Giffen’s force steamed toward Guadalcanal. The action began unfolding in late January, when American aerial reconnaissance spotted indications of a Japanese buildup at their major port of Rabaul, on the island of New Britain, and at Buin, on the island of Bougainville. An increasing number of troop transports and freighters mingled with destroyers at those locations, and Japanese carriers and battleships appeared to be on the prowl north of Guadalcanal. Radio intelligence supported the theory that a Japanese move was imminent. Since the Japanese had repeatedly poured reinforcements into the struggle for the Solomons, American planners at Pearl Harbor concluded that this was yet another such operation. Halsey was under pressure to relieve the 2nd Marine Division, weary from months of vicious combat with crack Japanese land forces on Guadalcanal. The aggressive admiral jumped at an opportunity to combine two operations—he intended to send in troop transports to bring out the 2nd Marine Division while shielding the transports with as much naval power as he could gather in the South Pacific. By doing so, he hoped to entice the Japanese into a surface engagement. Notes: This article was written by John Wukovits and originally appeared in the
March 2000 issue of World War II magazine. URL:
http://www.historynet.com/magazines/world_war_2/3026046.html


Yetka, John, interviewee. Driscoll, John K. and Wisconsin Veterans Museum. 2006. Oral History Interview with John Yetka 2006. Descriptors: Veterans- Wisconsin- Madison; Sailors- Wisconsin- Milwaukee; World War, 1939-1945- Personal narratives, American; Tarawa, Battle of, Kiribati, 1943; World War, 1939-1945- Campaigns- Solomon Islands- Guadalcanal; World War, 1939-1945- Campaigns- Aleutian Islands; World War, 1939-1945- Campaigns- New Guinea; Ceramic recording. Abstract: John Yetka describes his personal experiences while in Navy service before and during World War II as engineer aboard the USS Louisville and the USS Cape Esperance and subsequent work experiences in Wisconsin following the war. Yetka, growing up in Milwaukee during the depression years, rose to senior foreman in Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) before joining the Navy in 1939 (following in his brother’s footsteps). He attended basic training at the Great Lakes Training Center prior to assignment on the Louisville as an engineer in the “black gang.” Yetka touches upon USS Louisville’s good will cruise to Recife (Brazil) and Montevideo (Uruguay) in time to see the Graf Spee scuttled. Following a mission carrying gold and platinum bullion from South Africa to New York, Yetka’s brother came on board the Louisville prior to shipping out to the Philippines. Yetka reflects on providing escort for civilian transport ships from Philippines to American Samoa while not knowing that Pearl Harbor had been bombed. Yetka speaks of their surprise returning to Pearl Harbor and the people’s joy on seeing them. After a refit in the States, Yetka mentions his experience at the Battle of Guadalcanal, the Louisville being hit with a dud torpedo in the fire-room and standing watch as the torpedo bounced around while returning to Hawaii. He talks about Japanese activity in New Guinea and some boiler work he did for the British cruiser Sydney before the USS Louisville was sent to the Aleutian Islands to close the channel (sinking all Japanese ships and transports) and his thoughts on the Tarawa (Gilbert Islands) Assault. Yetka mentions his transfer to the USS Cape Esperance, encountering a storm that sunk escorts and destroyers, how USS Cape Esperance’s commander was a southern bully only thinking of Dixie, and Yetka’s reaction to the Japanese surrender. When on Mare Island, California, Yetka saw a sign on a civilian residence reading, “Sailors and dogs, keep off,” after which he mentions his impression of Americans at that time. After his discharge in 1945 at Walt Chamberlain Field (Minnesota), Yetka describes subsequent work with the Conservation Department, Goodyear Aircraft and General Motors where he gave the final approval for the mechanical portion of the guidance system used on the Apollo spacecraft. He concludes the interview mentioning additional anecdotes about the Louisville’s history, naval family life and his family. Notes: Transcript 7/8 ips; Named Person: Yetka, John, 1918-; Named Corp: United States. Navy- Civic operations. Louisville (CA: 28). Cape Esperance (CVE: 88). United States. Navy- Military life. Graf Speer. Geographic: Pearl Harbor (Hawaii)- Personal narratives, American.
Notes: Bio/History: Yetka (1918- ) born in Cloquet (Minnesota) and raised in Milwaukee, joined
the Navy in 1939 and served as an engineer with the Louisville during the Battle of Guadalcanal and Aleutian Islands. He was transferred to the Cape Esperance and made chief engineer before being discharged in 1945. Yetka worked in Arizona with Goodyear Aircraft before returning to Wisconsin and General Motors. Interviewed by John K. Driscoll on January 12, 2006 in Madison, Wisconsin. General Info: Copyright owned by the Wisconsin Veterans Museum/Forms part of: Wisconsin Veterans Oral History Project, conducted by the Wisconsin Veterans Museum. OCLC: 84911000.


Zemp, Hugo. 1990. Polyphonies Des Iles Salomon [Sound Recording]; Polyphonies of the Solomon Islands; Guadalcanal Et Savo; Guadalcanal and Savo. Paris: Chant du Monde: Distribution, Harmonia Mundi France. Chant du Monde LDX 274 663; Chant du Monde LDX 74 663; Chant du Monde CNR 274663, Descriptors: Mélanésiens; --; Solomon; Islands; Music; Folk; songs; Islanders. Abstract: Contents: Rihe mumu (2:31)- Toku (2:40)- Kikira (1:44)- Tei (2:19)- Kwe na bolo (2:14)- Mbumbusa (1:24)- Tselema (1:59)- Ratsi rope (1:37)- Sale mana oolo sale (1:21)- Manu mbulau (1:09)- Tsivi (1:23)- Tsomimbolo (1:09)- Kigho (:57)- Nginga ngere Keke (1:55)- Vinango (3:44)- Aiva lemeni tulo taolo (1:50)- Tabili boti (3:51)- Vevelugo (1:13)- Segela ragili (1:21)- Ovi udu goe (2:13)- Gelegele kuli (1:22)- Vararag (2:10)- Berceuse: Nyuba nunuli (2:08)- Buzubuzu (5:42)- Jejere dukuli (5:08). Notes: enregistrements de Hugo Zemp.1 sound disc: digital; 4 3/4 in. The 1st-7th works performed by an ensemble of pan pipes (called rihe mumu, also the title of the 1st piece), the 8th-14th and 19th-23rd by women’s voices, and the 15th-18th and 24th-25th by mixed voices. The 8th-14th and 21st-22nd pieces are rope (round dance) songs, the 15th-18th lalaa songs, the 19th-20th and 24th-25th sitting dance songs. The vocal parts of the pieces recorded in Guadalcanal either wordless or sung in Nginia; songs from Savo sung in Savosavo. Additional title on container: Guadalcanal et Savo = Guadalcanal and Savo. Compact disc.” New edition of [analog] record LDX 74663 [orig. issued in 1978 or 1979], revised and
augmented...”--Program notes, p. 31. Program notes by Hugo Zemp in French with English translation (32 p.: ill.) inserted in container. Field recordings made July 1974 in the village of Kakabona on Guadalcanal Island (1st-14th works), and Sept. 1974 in the villages of Panueli (15th-22nd, 24th-25th works), and Pagopago (23rd work) on Savo Island. Some of those recorded in Panueli performed with women singers from Sesepi and from Pagopago. Other Titles: Collection du Centre national de la recherche scientifique et du Musée de l’homme. OCLC Accesión Number: 007766573.


Zemp, Hugo and Centre national de la recherche scientifique (France). 1990. Polyphonies Des Iles Salomon. Paris: Chant du Monde. Volume: 1 sound disc, Descriptors: Folk music-Solomon Islands- Melanesian- Solomon Islands- Guadalcanal- Music; Melanesians- Solomon Islands- Savo- Music; Folk songs, Melanesian- Solomon Islands- Savo; Folk songs, Melanesian-Solomon Islands- Guadalcanal; Women’s music- Solomon Islands- Savo; Women’s music- Solomon Islands- Guadalcanal; Musical recording (msr); LP recording (lps). Abstract: Musique de Guadalcanal. Ensemble de flûtes de Pan, rihe mumu. Rihe mumu (2:32); Toku (2:41); Kikira (1:45); Tei (2:20); Kwe na bos (2:16). Chants de femmes, rope. Ratsi rope (1:28); Sale mana oolo sale (1:21); Manu mbulau (1:10); Tsivi (1:23); Tsomimbolo (1:10); Kigho (0:58); Nginga ngere keke (1:55). Musique de Savo. Chant lalaa. Choeur mixte Vinango (3:48); Danse assise des femmes, vivi. Segela ragili (1:25); Ovi udu goe (2:16); Chant de femmes, rope Gelegele kuli (1:20); Berceuse, nyuba nunuli (2:10); Danse assise, silaru. Busubusu (5:40); Jejere dukuli (5:13). Notes: At head of title: Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique. Additional title on container: Polyphonies of the Solomon Islands. Ethnographic, technical, and program notes in French and English by H. Zemp in container. Recorded July 1974, Guadalcanal, and Sept. 1974, Savo, by Hugo Zemp. Other Titles: Polyphonies of the Solomon Islands. Responsibility: enregistrements de Hugo Zemp. LDX 74 663; Chant du Monde. OCLC: 30588438.


Zimmerman, John L. United States; Marine Corps; History and Museums Division and Historical Branch. 1949, 1990. The Guadalcanal Campaign. Nashville, TeBattery Press. Descriptors: 189; Guadalcanal; Battle of, Solomon Islands, 1942-1943; United States. Marine Corps- History- World War, 1939-1945. Notes: Reprint. Originally published: Washington: Historical Division, Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps, 1949. “Marine Corps monographs.” Includes bibliographical references (p. 170-172). Responsibility: John L. Zimmerman. “December 5, 1947. We struck at Guadalcanal to halt the advance of the Japanese. We did not know how strong he was, nor did we know his plans. We knew only that he was moving down the island chain and that he had to be stopped. We were as well trained and as well armed as time and our
peacetime experience allowed us to be. We needed combat to tell us how effective our training, our doctrines, and our weapons had been. We tested them against the enemy, and we found that they worked. From that moment in 1942, the tide turned, and the Japanese never again advanced.” -A.A. Vendegrift, General U.S. Marine Corps. ISBN: 0898391474; OCLC: 21576858; 66120337. URL: http://www.ibiblio.net/hyperwar/////USMC/USMC-M-Guadalcanal.html#4

USMC Photo. “The temporary resting place of a Marine killed in the fighting at Lunga Point is shown here. The grave marker was erected by his friends. The Marine's remains were later removed to the division cemetery on Guadalcanal, and further reburial at war's end either in his hometown or the Punchbowl National Cemetery in Hawaii with the honors due a fallen hero.” Shaw, Henry I. First Offensive.